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SYNOPSIS

In examining the control and prevention of plague, the author
pays particular attention to the control of commensal rodents and
their fleas.

The various rat poisons in current use, their efficacy and practical
application, and the dangers involved in their manipulation are
described in great detail. The author also discusses other anti-
rodent measures such as fumigation, rat-proofing, sanitation,
protection of food, etc.

The second part of the study deals with: vector control-the
outstanding value of DDT application in rodent-flea control is
emphasized-, the direct control of bubonic and pneumonic plague,
and the control of the spread of plague at a distance.

ANTI-RODENT MEASURES

Control of Commensal Rodents

Killing by mechanical means

The method of killing rats with the aid of sticks or clubs may be
advantageous under special circumstances, for instance in order to deal with
animals met with when digging out burrows, or when otherwise carrying
out harbourage demolition. However, since numerous rats are sometimes
met with in the course of such operations, some of the animals are bound to
escape unless many helpers are available, or unless-as was sometimes
successfully carried out in China in the case of smaller structures-the
buildings in question are temporarily surroundi-d by a fence made of corru-
gated iron sheets.

* This is the last of a series of studies which will be published as a manual on plague in separate
editions in English and in French.-ED.
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Shooting rats-those prowling about at night on garbage dumps for
example-has been occasionally resorted to, but, as the handbookentitled
Rat-borne disease: prevention and control 217 aptly points out, this method,
though providing good sport, does not materially reduce the number of
animals. Quite satisfactory results may be obtained when means of flooding
rat-burrows are available, the rats either drowning or being forced to come
out and be killed. However, while this or other methods of destroying rats
by simple means may prove advantageous under suitable conditions, such
procedures are of little, if any, value in large-scale anti-rat campaigns.
It is significant that reference to extensive killing of rats with the aid of
sticks seems to have been made in but one recent report (Palestine, 1941 156).

Wholesale killing of rats by the people during plague outbreaks should
not be encouraged. If they meet with sick rodents at such times, they should
kill the animals by burning them or by drowning them in some large vessel
filled with water. Such rodents as well as those found dead during the out-
breaks should not be touched directly but should be handled with tongs
or similar implements, which are often available for tending the kitchen
fires. Pending delivery to the staff, the carcasses should be kept in covered
containers.

Whether or not the people should be urged to kill rats during the off-
seasons or in plague-free localities in general, depends upon the local
conditions. Good results have sometimes been obtained in this direction
when premiums have been offered for each rat delivered. However, it is often
difficult to pay such rewards for prolonged periods. Generally speaking,
it is preferable, therefore, to obtain the voluntary co-operation of the people
in anti-rat activities through public-health education and propaganda.
However, as will be discussed later, in such educational and propaganda
work the attention of the people should be drawn to other methods of rat
control rather than to the killing of the animals by mechanical means which
often cannot be done on a really effective scale.

Use of cats or other predators

Cats
Most modern observers are of the opinion that cats, while useful in

keeping the houses free from commensal mice, are of questionable value
for the purposes of rat control, particularly for that of Rattus norvegicus.
In order to determine the predatory relation of Baltimore alley cats to
Norway rats, Jackson98 examined 500 specimens of cat faeces and found
that rat-remains were present in but 6.7% of the specimens, garbage or
table scraps evidently constituting the staple food of the cats. In his opinion
" the predation of these cats constituted only about 20 per cent. of the
annual post-weaning mortality necessary to keep the rat population station-
ary ". However, Storer212 thought that cats, though in general of minor
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value in rat control, might be capable of capturing rats which immigrated
into premises previously disinfested by other means. In the opinion of
Barnett,9 cats like other predators were of some importance in localities
where little or no systematic rat-control work was done.

Dogs
Some, though not all, breeds of dogs, particularly terriers, are capable

of dealing successfully even with Norway rats. Storer 212 maintained in
this connexion that rat terriers were particularly useful in dealing with rats
which had been " blocked " (see page 460), or with those trying to escape
when stored goods were moved.

The large-scale use of dogs for rat control was recommended recently
by Silva 199 who suggested that suitable breeds should be reared in colonies.
It is certainly an advantage that, in contrast to cats, dogs are little sus-
ceptible to plague. They, like the cats, do not attack shrews (Herivaux &
Toumanoff 82).

Ferrets

Domesticated ferrets have been used for the purposes of rat control in
several areas. The females of this species are particularly useful in this
respect because, in contrast to the bigger males, they are able to follow the
rats into their burrows. However, as noted in the sixth of these studies,169
the presence of plague has been confirmed in ferrets used for rat-catching
in South Africa.

Mongoose
Doty 47 stated that mongoose (Herpestes sp.), introduced into Hawaii

in 1883, were considered to be of fairly high value for rat-control work.
However, as noted in the sixth of these studies,169 instances of plague have
been observed in such animals. The fact that they are unable to climb and
are apt to destroy poultry as well as rats also detracts from their value in
plague control.2"

Trapping

The traps used for commensal rodents usually belong to two of the, three
categories distinguished by Mason:130 either "enclosing" traps, which
imprison the victims without injuring them, or "killing " traps. However,
professional rat eradicators, in the USA in particular, also make some use
of " arresting " traps, supposed to seize the animals without killing them.

The various patterns of " enclosing " traps utilized for catching rodents
belong either to the class of basket traps, similar in shape and construction
to those used for catching fish, or to the trap-door type, their doors shutting
when a lever, upon which the bait is hooked, is moved.
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Trap-door traps destined for the capture of individual rats should be
made of sufficiently stout wire and should measure about 13 by 6 by 5 /2
inches (33 by 15 by 13 cm). Basket-type traps are often of a larger size so that
several rats may be caught successively. Usually, they are also made of
wire, but large box-like wooden models have been devised, by Richter &
Emlen 179 for instance, and-for the capture of cotton rats-by Scott.189
Suitably small-sized " enclosing " traps must be used for the capture of mice.

The generally used patterns of " killing " traps, commonly called " snap"
or " break-back" traps, have a solid, flat, and usually wooden base, and
kill the animals by the action of a frame made of heavy wire, which is
actuated by a coil spring and released by a trigger. The size of such traps
should be about 31/2 by 7 inches (9 by 18 cm) for rats, and 2 by 4 inches
(5 by 10 cm) for mice. They can be used unbaited, if the trigger surface is
enlarged with the aid of a square of cardboard or fly-screen so as to pro-
vide a platform on which the rodents can step.

The " arresting " steel traps are non-baited traps with a platform trigger
and two steel jaws which are snapped together by means of a single
flat spring. The size suitable for rats (No. 0) has a jaw-spread of about
3½Y2 inches (9 cm). As a rule, half or more of the rats are caught alive
in such traps.217

In addition to the above-described usual patterns, other kinds of traps
have been devised, including those which kill the rodents by electrocution
or with the aid of lethal gases (Nicholson & Vetter 161).

It is sometimes possible to trap many rats infesting a building with the
aid of a " blocking " method. The rats must be given food in one of the
rooms or cellars of the structure in question, which is blocked off so as to
possess only one opening communicating with the outside. Arrangements
must be made by which this opening can be closed from some other part ol
the building. When the rats have become accustomed to frequenting the
blocked-off room, the opening is closed at a time when they are assembled.
The animals may then be killed with the aid of dogs or by clubbing, or-if
this can be done safely-a lethal gas may be pumped in.

Dealing with the technique ofcapturing commensal rodents with the traps
ordinarily utilized, some workers stressed that these ought to be smoked,
or dipped into boiling water, or scrubbed after rodents had been caught in
them, because otherwise the animals would fear to approach the traps.
However, most recent observers are not in favour of such views, Storer,212
for instance, stating in this connexion that " contrary to popular opinion,
human odour from handling traps will not keep rats or mice away; it is
not necessary to wear gloves or to boil, wash or smoke the traps ".

Scalding the traps with boiling water is advisable when rats have been
left to decay in them-incidents which should not be permitted to occur.
If blood or entrails of freshly killed rats adhere to the traps, it suffices
merely to scrape them off.
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It is, however, of decisive importance to keep the traps in good repair
and in perfect working condition. Those provided with springs must be set
on " hair-trigger ", so that the least touch will release the spring. As stated
in the handbook on rat-borne disease,217 a good test of sensitivity is to
touch the trigger with a flat piece of writing-paper. If this is not sufficient
to spring the trap, the setting is improper or the trap needs adjustment.

In order to maintain steel traps in good working condition, it is essential
to keep them free from rust. The technique recommended for this purpose
by Wiley230 is thus summarized in Rat-borne disease: prevention and
control :217

" Pour 1 gallon of water into a crock and then add 2 pounds [1 kg] of phosphoric
acid (85 percent H3PO4 syrup obtainable from chemical supply companies). Hold
rusty traps by their chains and drop them into the solution. After about 2 to 3 minutes,
remove traps and wipe off or hang up to drain."

As added in the handbook, this procedure removes all rust and provides
a protective coating. However, badly rusted traps or those treated in pre-
viously used phosphoric acid solutions must be soaked for a longer time.

Even traps functioning properly will not prove successful unless they
are used in a skilful manner. The directions of prime importance in this
respect may be set forth thus:

1. Commensal rodents will not be attracted by baited traps if other
food supplies are available in their vicinity.

2. Results of capturing rats may be considerably improved by exposing
the baited but unset traps for 3-5 nights so as to give the animals a chance
to overcome their fear of new objects. Then the traps should be freshly
baited and the catches set. When trapping mice, it is not necessary to
follow this procedure.

3. It is also advantageous to camouflage the traps with the aid of pieces
of paper, sacking, straw or other materials, taking care, however, not to
interfere with the action of the trigger. Satisfactory camouflage can also
be effected by placing a board or a box over the traps in such a position
that the rats have space to enter and the action of the spring is not impeded.

4. If break-back traps are exposed on earth floors, they should be dug
in so that the top of their base is flush with the ground. Some workers also
recommend fastening traps exposed on hard floors to some nearby object
by means of a cord or light wire about 2-feet (0.5 m) long. Break-back
traps may be fixed to pipes with the aid of hose clamps or may be suspended
on overhead beams which are used as runs by the rats. As stated in Rat-
borne disease : prevention and control,217 for this purpose
" a 1/8-inch [3 mm] hole may be drilled one-half inch from the front center of the trap,
a small finishing nail driven into the beam at the point of setting, and the trap hooked
over this nail. A string from the back of the trap is tied to a nail in the beam below.
Thus, when a rat is caught, the trap is jarred off the nail and the rat and trap hang down
by the string. Traps can be solidly nailed to the beam if desired, but these will not permit
other rats to travel the same runs so as to be caught in other traps ".
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5. It is of the utmost importance to put the traps in proper positions. As
far as possible, traps destined for the capture of rats should not be placed
on, but near, the runways, because the animals may be wary of obstructions
in their path and also because they like to make little detours in search of
food. However, unbaited snap-traps must be placed directly in the runs,
since they offer no food to lure the animals away. In distributing the traps,
care must be taken to place cage-traps with their longitudinal axis parallel
to the direction of the runs, and break-back traps at right angles to them.

The position of the traps should be changed at frequent intervals,
particularly if no, or no more, captures are made.

Traps for mice should be placed round their holes or, in the case of a
general infestation, round stacks of goods or along walls, at regular intervals
(Barnett 7).

6. Proper baiting of the traps is as important as their proper placement.
The opinion that some special sorts of bait (cheese, in the case of mice for
instance) are particularly attractive to the rodents has sometimes been
expressed. Actually, however, almost any kind of human food may be
used for baiting the traps, in many places the rodents showing a preference
for the most readily available foodstuffs rather than for choice titbits. It is
advisable, however, to vary the baits every few days.

7. In order to obtain good results with trapping, the traps must be
carefully serviced as well as adequately placed and properly baited. It is
best to distribute them or to set those left in the houses or godowns (ware-
houses) as late as possible in the afternoon and to inspect them again each
morning, in order not only to collect the captured rodents but also to reset
the traps sprung by rodents which have not been caught. Great attention
must be paid at the same time to the replacement of baits which have been
consumed or have become stale, mouldy, or rancid. Even if the baits have
not visibly deteriorated, it is usually best to replace them not later than
every third day.

Since one worker cannot adequately attend to more than 200 traps,
a considerable staff is necessary for the proper conduct of large-scale
trapping operations.

The views held by modern workers regarding the purposes for which
trapping ofcommensal rodents should be carried out may be set forth thus:

(1) General agreement exists that trapping is indispensable for procuring
rats and their fleas for laboratory examination in areas invaded or threat-
ened by plague.

Most workers recommended the use of " enclosing" traps for this
purpose. However, Gross & Bonnet 75 recently postulated that snap-traps,
because they were considerably more efficient in retrieving rodents, were
preferable to cage-traps. They admitted that the rats and mice caught in snap-
traps lost an appreciable part of their fleas, but pointed out that since 2.7 times
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as many infested rodents were obtained with such traps, the total number
of fleas collected from these animals was higher than that obtained from the
rodents caught in cage-traps. Since DDT was regularly applied in all
human habitations of the plague area in question (Hamakua, Hawaii),
Gross & Bonnet considered the liberation of fleas from the rodents caught
in snap-traps as not dangerous. Still, while admitting that it might be
permissible to use such traps in place of cage-traps in localities where ample
facilities for DDT application are available, generally speaking, it seems
preferable to use the latter for the purpose of obtaining rodents and their
fleas for laboratory examination.

(2) It is generally held that trapping carried out with a sufficiently large
number of traps is usually an effective means of dealing with mouse
infestations, the more so because, in contrast to the rats, mice do not become
"trapwise" but continue to be attracted by the traps.

(3) Many workers deny that large rat infestations can be successfully
dealt with by trapping procedures. In their opinion rat-trapping is merely
a method of supplementary value, useful particularly for dealing with
small groups of rats left over after poisoning or gassing campaigns or in
cases where it is impossible to use poisons or lethal gases.

This opinion cannot be considered as absolutely valid because, as shown
by some recent experiences, e.g., those of Morgan and his collaborators,143
it is possible by waging a kind of " Blitzkrieg" with very numerous traps
to reduce even large rat infestations to proportions manageable by sub-
sequent poison administration. It must be admitted, however, that rat-
trapping campaigns carried out with the usually available resources, though
often continued for a great many years, frequently do not lead to a perma-
nent reduction of the rat populations because the numerous survivors,
enjoying an increased food supply, multiply freely and thus keep the popu-
lation level stationary even if many hundreds or a few thousands of these
animals are captured every day. Hence, unless it should prove possible to
break this vicious circle by increased trapping, other methods must be
adopted permanently to reduce the rat populations.

Poisoiing

The following poisons are used for the eradication of commensal
rodents:

Arsenic
Arsenic is commonly used for the purposes of rodent poisoning in the

form of arsenic trioxide (As203), often called white arsenic or arsenious
oxide, sometimes also called arsenious anhydride or arsenious acid. It is
a white crystalline powder which is rather insoluble in water. As a rule,
therefore, it is added to solid baits for the purposes of rodent eradication.
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The toxicity of arsenic trioxide varies according to the size of its particles,
its acceptibility to the rodents varies according to its purity. Therefore, as
stated by Barnett,9 it is necessary to use " a standard, fine, refined material
which has been tested in the field and found to be satisfactory". Kalm-
bach 102 recommended that arsenic trioxide used for rat poisoning should
be pulverized to the point where it would pass through a 200-mesh screen.

Statements regarding the concentration at which arsenic trioxide should
be added to the bait material vary considerably. Workers in the USA 217 229
recommended a concentration of 3% by weight only, but Dieke 42 recently
found that a concentration of 4% was necessary to obtain complete kills
of R. norvegicus under laboratory conditions, and baits containing 15% of
the poison have been widely used in South America, prepared according
to Long 117 as follows:

(a) Poison * packets
(%)

Coarsely ground corn meal . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 35
Cheap wheat flour . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 35
Grated cheese, ground dried fish or meat, dried blood, or finely ground

peanuts ......................... . 15
Commercial arsenic . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15

* Put into quantities of one teaspoonful (sufficient to kill one rat) in paper packets.

(b) Fish baits **

Cheap fresh fish without bones .... . . . . . . . . . . . . . 85
Commercial arsenic . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15

** Spread as paste on bread, paper, shavings, or banana leaves, and placed near rat-runs.

(c) Fresh blood poison *
(%)

Fresh blood from slaughter-house, boiled down to jelly . . . . . . . 60
Flour, meal, or ground salt fish .... . . . . . . . . . . . . . 25
Commercial arsenic . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15

*** Used like the fish baits.

The practice in Great Britain (see Barnett 7) is to mix white arsenic with
damp sausage-rusk, bread mash, or soaked wheat in a proportion of 10%
per weight (1 part of arsenic in 10 parts of bait) or with sugar-meal a in
the proportion of 15% by weight (1 part of arsenic in 7 parts of bait).

The approximate doses of arsenic trioxide which killed 50% of the
animals (LD50), expressed in mg per kg of body-weight, were, according to
the handbook on rat-borne disease,217 50-150 in the case of R. norvegicus and
100-120 in the case of albino rats, while doses corresponding to 65 mg per
kg of body-weight killed all R. rattus tested (LD,0). The poison was also
found effective for mice. The lethal dose for man is estimated at 1.5-15 mg
per kg of body-weight so that with a concentration of 3% arsenic trioxide
the lethal dose for a man weighing 150 pounds (68 kg) is contained in
approximately 1/1o ounce to 1 ounce (3-30 g) of the poison-baits (Ward 229).

a Consisting of 9 parts by weight of national flour and 1 part of castor or fine sugar.
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Arsenic trioxide has the advantage of being inexpensive. As maintained
by Long,117 the slow action of this chemical is also advantageous because
the poisoned animals, succumbing not sooner than 24 hours after consump-
tion of the baits, are able to seek refuge in their burrows instead of dying
in the open and thus scattering their fleas.

On the other hand, the fact that arsenic is a highly dangerous poison for
domestic animals and man, as well as for the rats, deserves most serious
attention. Still, the use of 17,691 pounds (8,070 kg) of packets containing
arsenic trioxide in Guyaquil, Ecuador, caused, according to Long,117
comparatively few fatalities in domestic animals (mainly in chickens, some-
times in dogs or cats, occasionally in donkeys), and but one death in man-
namely of a boy who had partaken of 10 poison packets. The brother of this
child, who ate 6 of the packets, survived. The distribution of over 40,000
pounds (18,000 kg) of arsenic-containing fish baits caused no accidents in
man or in domestic animals, the latter not being attracted by this type of
bait.

To minimize accidents, tartar emetic may be added to the poison baits
in the proportions indicated in table I.

TABLE I. PROPORTIONS OF TARTAR EMETIC TO USE WITH RODENTICIDES *

Small amounts Large amounts
Rodenticide

posntartar bait
posn tartar bait

{ Roetiienemetic material| emetic material

Arsenic trioxide 60 g 22.5 g 1.917 kg 1 lb (453 g) 6 oz (170 g) 32 lb (14.5 kg)

Thallium sulfate 10 g 6 g 1.984 kg 27/, oz (71 g) 17, oz (42 g) 30 lb (13.6 kg)

Zinc phosphide 20 g 7.5 g 1.972 kg 4 oz (113 g) 17/2 oz (42 g) 25 lb (11.3 kg)

Alphanaphthylthiourea 60 g 60 g 1.880 kg 1 lb (453 g) 1 lb (453 g) 31 lb (14.0 kg)

* As recommended in Rat-borne disease: prevention and control 217 (metric weights have
been given in brackets to facilitate comparison).

Persons poisoned with arsenic trioxide (or with other arsenic-containing
substances) ought to be treated by stomach lavage and administration of
magnesium sulfate as a cathartic. If they are seen immediately after they
have swallowed the poison, the officinal antidote, consisting of a freshly
prepared solution of ferric hydroxide and magnesium oxide, may be admin-
istered first.

Sodium arsenite
Although sodium arsenite (Na2HAsO3) according to Paranjothy158

in a concentration of 10% is as effective as arsenic trioxide, it has never
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been much utilized as a rat poison. It deserves attention, however, that,
being more soluble in water than white arsenic, it can be used not only in
bait form but also as a spray. According to the handbook on rat-borne
disease,217 sodium arsenite solutions prepared for rodent poisoning should
have a concentration not exceeding 3 %.

Barium carbonate
Barium carbonate (BaCO3), a heavy, fine, white powder, has been found

useful as a rat poison only if added to the bait material in high concentra-
tions-according to most workers in a proportion of 20% by weight. Its
LD50 was found to be 750 mg per kg of body-weight in the case of albino
rats (Barnett 8), and 1,480 ± 340 mg/kg body-weight (Dieke& Richter 43) in the
case of wild Norway rats, most of which succumbed within 24 hours after
administration of the poison. The lethal dose for man is, according to
Ward,229 800 mg per kg of body-weight, so that with a poison concentration
of 20 %, 9.9 ounces (280 g) of the bait mass are fatal for a man of 150 pounds
(68 kg).

Barium carbonate is relatively innocuous to domestic animals except to
cats which seem to be particularly susceptible to this poison. This rodenticide
also possesses the advantage of being as inexpensive to use as arsenic trioxide
(Paranjothy 158). Nevertheless, in the opinion of most recent workers, in
view of the availability of more-efficient rodenticides barium carbonate
should not be used any more. Though this holds true in general, one should
not overlook the fairly satisfactory results obtained with this poison by
Harrison & Woodville 79 during a recent plague outbreak in the Bahan
precinct of Rangoon, Burma.

The procedure adopted by the two workers was:
(a) to lay out at suitable points from 4 to 8 ounces (100-200 g) of boiled rice;
(b) to renew this rice daily for 3 more days of prebaiting;
(c) to replace on the fifth day the baits by a similar amount of boiled rice which

contained about 16% (1 part in 5 by weight) of barium carbonate;
(d 'to collect and destroy excess poison baits and dead rodents on the sixth day.

While, before poisoning, the mean number of rodents trapped was 22.4
per night with a standard error of 1.5, after poisoning, the mean number
trapped was 8.3 ± 2.2, indicating a reduction of about two-thirds. The
incidence of plague in the area treated dropped accordingly, only three
cases being recorded after the poisoning campaign. It is noteworthy that
the two rodent species most frequently met with at the time were R. exulans
concolor (45 %) and Bandicota bengalensis (31 %).

As far as the present writer is aware, the distribution of baits containing
barium carbonate never led to fatal accidents in man. Care has to be taken,
however, to keep this poison separately and not in the drug stores so as to
avoid its being issued instead of barium sulfate which unlike BaCO3
is insoluble in water and can be ingested with impunity.
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In cases of barium carbonate poisoning, the stomach must be emptied
with the aid of an emetic or a stomach tube, preferably by lavage with
water containing one ounce (28 g) of magnesium sulfate per gallon. Sodium
sulfate or magnesium sulfate (well diluted) should then be administered as
often as necessary in one-ounce doses in addition to symptomatic treatment.

Phosphorus

While but rather limited use has been made of phosphorus-containing
baits for large-scale anti-rodent campaigns, this highly dangerous chemical
forms the base of widely sold rat and mouse poisons to be used by laymen
in the form of spreads on bread or other foodstuffs. This is a practice which
should be vigorously discouraged or, better still, altogether prohibited.
Should there be any need for rodent-baiting by laymen, the now available
red-squill preparations or, better still, the inoffensive substances mentioned
below ought to be preferred.

There is also no more reason for continuing the use of phosphorus for
general anti-rodent campaigns. It seems unnecessary, therefore, to give
directions here for the utilization of this poison.

Red squill

The preparations of squill used for rat poisoning are derived from the
dried and ground bulbs of the red variety of Urginea maritima, a plant
native to the countries around the Mediterranean. Their action depends
upon the presence of a rodent-toxic glycoside, scilliroside, which was
isolated by Stoll & Renz 211 in 1941.

Red squill is no doubt the oldest rodenticide still in use, having been
recommended for the eradication of mice by an Arabian author writing
early in the 13th century (Stoll & Renz). Shepard 196 even maintained that
reference to the rodenticidal properties of red squill had been made on stone
tablets dating from the pre-Christian era.

Red squill also occupies a unique position among the usual rodent
poisons in so far as it is rather safe to use because most animals other than
rodents refuse to consume baits containing this poison and because it
possesses marked emetic properties. Consequently, it is apt to prove fatal
only to those animals which are unable to vomit, particularly the rodents,
and not to man or most domestic animals.

Desirable as it is, therefore, to make large-scale use of red squill for the
purpose of rodent control, this is difficult in so far as the originally available
preparations are apt to vary widely in potency and often prove rather
ineffective. In order to obtain satisfactory results, it is indispensable,
therefore, to use exclusively brands of red squill of which the efficacy has
been ascertained through methods of biological standardization. It is of
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great importance in this connexion that, as found by Crabtree et al.,2 the
potency of low-grade red-squill powders may be brought to a satisfactory
standard by extracting the active rat-killing principle from them and adding
adequate amounts of these extracts to the raw powders to be " fortified ".

Depending upon the kind of rats used for the biological standardization
tests, the standards recommended by different workers vary. A satisfactory
recommendation made by Barnett9 was that red-squill preparations should
have an LD50 of 500 mg/kg for wild Norway rats. Similarly a toxicity
standard of 600 mg/kg is considered as minimal in Rat-borne disease:
prevention and control.217 As stated there, the products available in the USA
often proved effective against rats in lower concentrations than the 10%
by weight recommended for 500-600 mg/kg red-squill. Nevertheless, it
was found desirable to re-test each batch before actually purchasing it,
because such tests on locally-obtained rats were bound to indicate not only
the desired concentration of the poison, but also the acceptability of the
baits. The procedure recommended for this purpose was as follows:

" Rats in separate cages should be given small baits (90 to the pound [0.45 kg]) with
proportions of squill to baits of 1:9, 1:11, 1:13, 1:15, 1:17, 1:19, 1:21, and 1:23
by weight. If the baits containing 1: 21 and stronger kill the rats but the 1: 23 does not,
it is recommended that the next stronger mixture be used in the field, that is, the 1: 19
mixture. The kills during tests should occur in about 12 to 24 hours."

As maintained by observers such as Doty 47 and Meunier & Rouffia,'34
R. rattus was found to be more resistant to red squill than the Norway rats.
Meunier & Rouffia noted in this connexion not only that higher doses were
necessary to kill R. rattus rattus and R. r. alexandrinus, but that these animals
survived for at least 24 hours after poisoning.

It is generally held that red-squill is unsuitable for poisoning domestic mice.
However, Dybing et al.50 ascribed these failures to a poor acceptance of the
baits containing the poison by these animals and not to their lessened
susceptibility to red squill. Actually, the red-squill preparations tested
experimentally by Dybing et al.Y proved more toxic to mice than to rats.

Most observers found that male rats were considerably more resistant
to red-squill preparations than the females. This difference seems to be due
to hormonal influences because, as shown by Crabtree et al.,33 castrated
male rats were as susceptible as the females but became once more resistant
when given testerone preparations. The fact that, according to Dybing
et al.,60 the resistance of young male rats to scilliroside was lower
than that of animals weighing over 100 g may serve as corollary to these
observations.

As stated in the handbook on rat-borne disease,217 red squill can be used
successfully with all food baits which can be ground finely and mixed
thoroughly with the rodenticide. Cubed fruit or vegetables are unsatis-
factory because they will not hold enough squill to kill the rats. Unless
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lower dosages are indicated by locally-made standardization tests, the
poison should be admixed with the bait material in a proportion of 1/9.

Large-scale tests with a red-squill concentrate containing 0.7% scilli-
roside were carried out by Barnett et al.11 who found that:

(a) this preparation was effective in the field against R. norvegicus but
not against R. rattus;

(b) assayed against white rats, it had an LD50 of about 25 mg/kg for
males and about 5 mg/kg for females;

(c) the LD50 for adult fowls was more than 400 mg/kg, while pigs, dogs,
and cats given doses of up to 16 mg/kg did not succumb;

(d) the preparation was unpalatable to pigs, dogs, and cats, but was
consumed by fowls if admixed with mash in a concentration of 1 %.

Since red squill is extremely irritating to the skin, great care must be
taken not to handle or even to touch it with bare hands. Preferably, rubber
gloves should be worn during bait preparation. The baits must be distributed
or collected with the aid of implements such as forceps, tongs, or chopsticks.

Though otherwise red squill is the safest among the rat poisons of the
usual type, it is nevertheless necessary to prevent access of children and
domestic animals to the baits. Particular care is indicated in the case of sheep
and goats, said to be unable to vomit. In cases of squill poisoning the
stomach should be emptied unless copious vomiting has occurred, and
symptomatic treatment should be administered to prevent collapse.

Strychnine
Most modern workers, if enumerating strychnine at all among the

rodent poisons, are agreed that in view of its poor acceptance by commensal
rats it is unsuitable for the control of these species. This was, for instance,
the opinion of Emlen & Stokes 53 who recorded that strychnine sulfate
given in 1 % concentration to R. norvegicus killed but 32% of the animals
tested. Dieke,42 using this poison in lower strengths, found that only 6 out
of 20 Norway rats were killed, the lethal dose (LD50) being 4.8±0.4 mg/kg
body-weight.

However, some workers recommended baiting with alkaloid strychnine
or with strychnine sulfate for the control of commensal mice and, as will
be discussed later, as well as for that of certain wild-rodent species. Thus
Moore,'40 though considering trapping the method of choice for the control
of commensal mice, stated that they might be poisoned with a mixture made
from (a) 1 ounce (28 g) of powdered strychnine alkaloid; (b) 2 ounces
(56 g) of common borax; and (c) 8 pounds (3.6 kg) of large-flaked rolled
oats, distributed in teaspoonful quantities or exhibited in little boxes, so as to
provide a permanent poison supply available to the mice at all times.

Storer,212 while admitting that baiting with strychnine-coated wheat
was useful for mouse control in outbuildings, stated that trapping these

2
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animals was the " better practice " in residences. Indeed, since arsenic
trioxide and zinc phosphide are also effective for the control of commensal
mice, it seems rather questionable whether strychnine should be used at all
to poison these animals.

The treatment indicated in the case of strychnine poisoning is described
in the 1952 edition of The Extra Pharmacopoeia 127 thus:
" The main object of therapy in strychnine poisoning is the prevention of convulsions
and the immediate treatment is the intravenous injection of a short-acting barbiturate
such as thiopentene sodium. Light chloroform anmsthesia may be used temporarily to
control convulsions if a barbiturate is not immediately available. Gastric lavage may
then be carried out, using a solution of potassium permanganate 60 gr. in 2 gal. of
water; or a 2% solution of tannic acid may be employed. The patient should be kept
lying down in a darkened room. If respiratory depression occurs artificial respiration,
or inhalation of oxygen with 5% carbon dioxide, should be employed."

Thallium sulfate
Thallium sulfate (Th2SO4) is a heavy, white, crystalline powder which

is fairly soluble in water. It has been found fully effective against Norway
rats as well as against R. rattus, the lethal dose for the former (LD50) being
15.1-16.7 mg per kg of body-weight, that for R. rattus (LD1oo) being
35 mg/kg.217 Its action is slow, the killing time for Norway rats varying, in
the experience of Dieke & Richter," from 1.5 to 6 days.

Unfortunately, thallium sulfate, though one of the most potent rodenti-
cides, is also one of the most dangerous, the more so as it possesses no
distinctive odour or taste, is readily absorbable through the unbroken skin,
and is apt to cause secondary poisoning in predators like cats and mongoose,
which devour the carcasses of poisoned rodents (Doty 47). Dogs are also
quite susceptible to this poison (LD50 less than 16 mg/kg 217).

The lethal dose for man is, according to Danzel,34 about 0.02 g (20 mg)
per kg of body-weight, i.e., 1.2-1.5 g for an adult, 0.5-0.6 g for a child.
Numerous instances of thallium poisoning, including cases of persons
consuming bait materials mixed with this chemical, are on record (see
Munch et al. ;146 Chodzko 28). One must, therefore, fully agree with the now
generally accepted opinion that thallium sulfate, which is also comparatively
expensive, should not be used for the purposes of general rat control, at
least not unless tartar emetic has been added to the bait material (see table I,
page 465). Indeed, the present writer for one fails to see why it should be
used at all.

Thallium sulfate was formerly admixed with the bait materials in propor-
tions of 1.5 % or even 2.0% by weight but, as shown by the experience of
Doty 47 and confirmed by recent tests in the USA,217 a concentration of
0.5 % is sufficient. It may be incorporated in the usual solid bait materials
or distributed in aqueous solution. The use of rubber gloves is indispens-
able for the preparation of solid or fluid baits, and contact with these
materials during their distribution.or collection must be rigidly avoided.
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As stated in The Extra Pharmacopoeia 127

"Washing out the stomach and use of laxatives are important in acute poisoning [with
thallium]. Injection of histamine, followed by renewed rinsing of the stomach and the
use of diuretics is also advisable. To render inactive any thallium circulating in the
blood 10 ml. of a 10% solution of sodium thiosulphate should be given intravenously.
This can be repeated several times a day and should be continued over a period of time."

Blood transfusions and administration of large doses of vitamin B1 and
vitamin B2 may also be advisable (Prick et al.173).

Zinc phosphide
Zinc phosphide (Zn3P2), a black powder slightly soluble in water, often

possesses a garlic-like odour due to the slow release of phosphine gas
(PH3) which, while apt to be repulsive to man and domestic animals, seems
to attract rather than to repel the rodents.

Zinc phosphide is generally considered to be an efficacious poison for
rats and mice, the handbook on rat-borne disease 217 for instance considering
it more effective against commensal rats than arsenic trioxide or red squill,
though less so than sodium fluoroacetate and thallium sulfate (see table II).

TABLE 11. RELATIVE EFFECTIVENESS AND SAFETY
OF THE MOST COMMON RODENTICIDES *

Recommended Relative safety
Rodenticide concentration in Relative effectiveness to man and domesticbaits by weight against rats animals

Sodium fluoroacetate * 0.32 1 6

Thallium sulfate 0.5 2 5

Zinc phosphide *1 .0 3 3

Alphanaphthylthiourea 2-3 4 2

Arsenic trioxide 3 5 4

Red squill (fortified or
extract) 5-10 6 1

* Data obtained from Rat-borne disease: prevention and control."'7
** Recommended only for use in water.

The lethal dose of zinc phosphide (LD6O) for Norway rats ranges,
according to Dieke & Richter,43 between 37.6 and 43.4 mg per kg. The
LD1oo for R. rattus is 42.5 mg per kg 43 as compared to 40 mg/kg in the
case of dogs and presumably also in that of man.217 Generally speaking,
zinc phosphide acts fairly rapidly, killing the rodents in less than 24 hours,
according to the handbook on rat-borne disease 217 usually in 6-12 hours.
Nevertheless, Morgan 141 found that after baiting with this poison the
majority of the rats did not die out in the open but under floorboards or
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behind casings and partitions. However, Middleton 189 stated that on farms
many rats poisoned with zinc phosphide died in the open.

Opinions on to what extent zinc phosphide can be used safely for the
control of commensal rodents vary considerably. In the handbook on rat-
borne disease217 it is admitted that this poison " is safer than other highly
toxic rodenticides because both its odor and color are objectionable to man
and pets ". Nevertheless the view is expressed that, except " in those business
establishments where a toxic poison will be safe ", zinc phosphide should
be distributed only in baits containing tartar emetic as well (see table I,
page 465). Sharing this opinion, Emlen & Stokes,58 during a rat-poisoning
campaign in Baltimore, used exclusively zinc phosphide baits to which
tartar emetic had been added in a proportion of 1 %. However, these baits,
which were considered as " essentially harmless ", gave poor results.

It must be noted, on the other hand, that large-scale use of zinc phosphide
baits, to which no tartar emetic had been added, has been made outside the
USA, for instance in Hawaii (Doty 47), in Great Britain (Barnett 7 9), and
in Italy (Martorana 128), apparently without any serious mishap. Doty,
who used zinc phosphide in a concentration of 0.5 %, considered it less
dangerous for domestic animals than thallium sulfate and maintained in
particular that, in contrast to the latter, zinc phosphide did not produce
secondary poisoning in predators which had devoured poisoned rodents.
However, as was pointed out in a review of Doty's article in the Bulletin
of Hygiene,20 in Great Britain, where higher concentrations of zinc phosphide
were used, fatalities had been noted in cats after they had fed upon rats
killed by this poison. According to Middleton's 139 experiences in farms,
zinc phosphide was dangerous for poultry as well as for cats.

As will be gathered from the statements made above, different concen-
trations of zinc phosphide have been used for rat eradication. The recom-
mendation in the handbook on rat-borne disefse 217 was to add this poison
to the bait material in a proportion of 1% by weight. Lesser proportions
were used by some workers such as Doty 47 (0.5 %) and Johnson " (0.75 %),
higher ones by Emlen & Stokes53 (3%) and Martorana 128 (5%). The
official British recommendation 7 was to add zinc phosphide to wet bait
bases (such as damp sausage-rusk, bread mash, or soaked wheat) in a
proportion of 2.5% by weight (i.e., 1 part in 40 parts of bait) or to admix
it with sugar meal in a proportion of 5% by weight (1 part in 20 parts of bait).
It should be noted in this connexion that, with a concentration of 2% in the
baits, the lethal dose of zinc phosphide for a man of 150 pounds (68 kg)
is contained in 4.9 ounces (140 g) of the bait material (see table III).

Cubed fresh fruit or vegetables may be used as bait bases for zinc phos-
phide. According to Rat-borne disease: prevention and control217 such baits

" may be prepared by placing cubed materials and zinc phosphide, after each is carefully
weighed, in an ordinary bucket. The bucket then is given a rotary motion until all cubes
are evenly coated, and no loose poison remains in the pail ".
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However, the usually-employed bait bases are advantageous in so far
as fats or oils may be incorporated in them, increasing the absorption of
the poison in the body. Storer's 212 recommendation was to use for this
purpose corn oil, mineral oil, or glycerin, at 12 to 24 fluid ounces per 100
pounds (7.5-15 ml/kg) of bait, first mixing the zinc phosphide and the bait
base until the former was evenly distributed, and then slowly stirring in
the well-warmed oil or fat. It seems significant that both Doty47 and
Johnson,99 who obtained good results with low zinc-phosphide concen-
trations, used baits enriched with vegetable oil. This is a point which deserves
attention but it must be realized that such enriched baits will be more
poisonous to man and domestic animals as well as to rodents.

TABLE III. TOXICITY TO MAN OF RODENT BAITS
PREPARED WITH COMMON POISONS *

Weight of bait containing
Accepted lethal Concentration a lethal dose for a 150-lb

Poison dose to man used in baits (68-kg) man(mg/kg)
(ounces) (grams)

Arsenic trioxide 1.5-15.0 3 % (1/33) 0.12-1.22 3.4-34.6

Barium carbonate 800.0 20 % (1/5) 9.9 280.6

Strychnine 1.0 0.3 % (1/320) 0.8 22.7

Thallium sulfate 20.0 1.5 % (1/65) 3.2 90.6

Zinc phosphide 40.0 2.0% (1/50) 4.9 138.9

Alphanaphthylthiourea unknown 5.0 % (1/20) Probably very large

Sodium fluoroacetate 5.0 0.4 % (1/256) 3.15 89.2

* After Ward."'

Murray,147 while obtaining satisfactory results with zinc phosphide
baiting when the weather was dry, noted that during wet spells the baits
became unpalatable and lost their toxicity. To avoid such a deterioration
of the baits, it has been recommended to wrap them in waxed paper. As a
rule, however, it is preferable to remove the baits after they have been
exposed for one night and to replace them when necessary by fresh baits.

To avoid liberation of phosphine during storage, zinc phosphide must
be kept dry in well-closed containers. Though as a rule the presence of this
gas can be detected by odour before dangerous concentrations have deve-
loped, it is well to prepare zinc phosphide baits in the open or in well-
ventilated rooms.

It is indispensable to wear gloves during bait preparation. The finished
baits must never be touched with bare hands but must be distributed with
the aid of suitable instruments.
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The treatment recommended in the case ofpoisoning with zinc phosphide
or other phosphorus compounds is as follows :127
"Wash out stomach thoroughly with 1% potassium permanganate solution, using
stomach tube. Alternatively, give 5 gr. [grains] [0.3 g] of copper sulphate in water,
repeating the dose, first as emetic then as antidote; or use stomach tube with dilute solu-
tion of copper sulphate, 15 gr. [grains] [0.9 g] to 2 gal. of water. Give medicinal charcoal
with 1/2 oz. [14 g] of magnesium sulphate, repeating the charcoal frequently. Alkaline
drinks and dextrose, but not oils, fats or white of egg."

Alphanaphthylthiourea
This rodenticide, better known under its abbreviated name " ANTU ",

was discovered by Richter (see Richter, 1945 177) in the course of studies
on the self selection of diets by rats, during which it was found that these
animals invariably died when tested with phenylthiourea (phenylthiocar-
bamide), a bitter substance generally considered to be non-toxic. A search
was started accordingly for a thiourea derivative which would have the
same high toxicity for rats as phenylthiourea without its bitter taste.
As a result of these screening tests alphanaphthylthiourea, a fine, grey,
water-insoluble powder with very little odour or taste was chosen. It also
possessed the advantages of being non-irritating to the skin and of keeping
well when stored dry.

Exhaustive studies on the action of ANTU on rats and other animals,
undertaken by Richter and his collaborators as well as by other workers
in the laboratory and in the field, have shown that:

1. ANTU exerts a particularly fatal action on adult Norway rats, its
LD50 for these animals varying, according to Ward,229 from 6 to 8 mg per
kg of body-weight.

2. Young R. norvegicus, found to succumb to ANTU doses ranging
from 20 to 50 mg per kg body-weight, and albino rats (LD5e 24-40 mg/kg)
seem comparatively more resistant to this poison.

3. R. rattus and commensal mice were found to be far more resistant
to ANTU than the Norway rats. The LD50, expressed in mg per kg of body-
weight, was 250 or more for R. rattus,217 while that for albino mice was
70 (Munch 145). In the opinion of almost all workers the use of ANTU
should be restricted, therefore, to the control of R. norvegicus.

4. The susceptibility of other animal species to ANTU is shown by the
following data culled from the handbook on rat-borne disease 217 (lethal
doses expressed in mg per kg of body-weight):

Dog . 16 (LD1oo) Cat ... . 100 (LD1OO)
Pig .50 (LD1oo) Chicken . 5,000 (LD0oo)

Rhesus monkey . . . 3,500-5,000 (LD50)

Though, as indicated by these figures, cats were comparatively resistant
to ANTU in laboratory tests, actually they as well as dogs and pigs are
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endangered during the poisoning campaigns. Baby chicks were found to
be quite susceptible to ANTU (Anderson & Richter 2).

5. The lethal dose of ANTU for man is estimated to be about as high
as that for monkeys (? 4,000 mg per kg body-weight). It is important to note
in this connexion that, as stated in 1947 by Emlen,52 in Baltimore " ten
children have been reported to have eaten ANTU baits since 1943; all but
one had their stomachs emptied by stomach pump, and none showed any
ill effects ".

As established by Richter 177, 178 and confirmed by other observers,
Norway rats fed in the laboratory with sublethal doses of ANTU were
apt to develop a tolerance and/or refusal response for baits to which this
poison had been added. Emlen 52 ascribed great practical importance
to the latter factor, stating that in Baltimore " the repetition of Antu-corn
campaigns at yearly intervals has been successful, but repeat campaigns at
shorter intervals have given some poor results, apparently as a result of
bait refusal ". The validity of Emlen's experiences was confirmed through
recent laboratory studies of Gaines & Hayes,58 who found that under
simulated field conditions bait shyness could be demonstrated for at least
four months after the last exposure to ANTU, i.e., much longer than had
been formerly assumed.

Norway rats which have consumed sufficient doses of ANTU as a rule
die fairly rapidly, the survival time ranging, according to Dieke & Richter,43
from 16 to 30 hours. Rats of this species as well as other animals which
succumb to acute ANTU poisoning show, at autopsy, marked pulmonary
oedema or pleural effusion, or a combination of both. Landgrebe & Mor-
gan 109 maintained in this connexion that pulmonary oedema was massive
in rats dying within four hours after ANTU poisoning, while those surviving
longer showed pleural effusion. As noted by McClosky & Smith,'23 rats
which had been killed by large doses of ANTU after they had become
tolerant to the poison showed no pleural effusion even when they died
within 24 hours, but usually their lungs were oedematous and haemorrhagic.
The liver of some of these animals and of all rats surviving ANTU poisoning
for more than 72 hours showed fatty degeneration.

Rats succumbing to ANTU poisoning are apt to die in the open, pre-
sumably because they suffer from air hunger (Violet & Rinaudo 223).
ANTU may be admixed with all sorts of bait materials, including cubed

fruits or vegetables. However, as pointed out with much reason in the
handbook on rat-borne disease,217 under urban conditions, finely ground
corn or other sorts of grain, because not usually eaten by cats or dogs,
form the safest vehicle for the poison. The concentration at which ANTU
was added to the bait material by the different workers varied from
1 % to 3.5 %; a concentration of 2 %-3 %, as recommended in the handbook
on rat-borne disease,217 is, generally speaking, most satisfactory. Violet &
Rinaudo,223 when recently using ANTU for a large-scale poisoning cam-
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paign in Lyons, France, wrapped their baits, which contained 3.5 % of
the poison, in quantities of 4-5 g in newspaper. Though they distributed
20-60 of these packets per building, each packet containing 140-175 mg of
ANTU, they did not encounter any untoward incident.

Besides being used in the usual form of baits, ANTU (in a concentration
of 20% in pyrophyllite or some other inert material) has been distributed in
the form of copious patches on rat-runs, in rat-burrows, or in other har-
bourages in order to kill the rodents which, after having walked through
these patches, consume the poison by licking it off from their paws and fur.
One must, however, agree with the handbook on rat-borne disease 217 that
the use of this rather expensive procedure should be restricted to localities
where it would be inadvisable to distribute ANTU in ordinary baits.
A modification of this method was to utilize a mixture containing 8 %

DDT as well as 20% ANTU and 720% of an inert powder, so as to kill the
rat-fleas as well as the rats coming in contact with the patches. However,
Wiley 231 found that in buildings so treated only 41 % of the Norway rats
were killed. Deaths among the commensal mice amounted to 700% but
there can be little doubt that this better result was due to the action of the
DDT rather than to that of the ANTU.

So far, no antidote to ANTU poisoning in man has been found. How-
ever, as pointed out by Richter,177 the marked insolubility of this compound
makes prompt voiding of the stomach, preferably by lavage, an effective
counter measure. Cathartics and alkalis should not be used in cases of
ANTU poisoning. Should oedema of the lungs develop, one should stop
the intake of fluids and administer oxygen.177

Sodium fluoroacetate
Often called " 1080 " according to the catalogue number of the originally

tested sample, sodium fluoroacetate was singled out as a most effective
rodenticide in the course of large-scale screening tests carried out in 1943
and 1944 in the USA (Kalmbach, 1945,100 1948 101). Most interestingly,
it was afterwards learnt that monofluoroacetic acid was the toxic principle
of a plant (Chailletia toxicaria) used to poison rats in Sierra Leone (Klingen-
smith 107) and also of Dichapetalum (Chailletia) cymosum, commonly called
"gifblaar ", feared as a stock poison in South Africa (Marais 126).

Sodium fluoroacetate is a light, white, crystalline compound, which
is tasteless and possesses no, or at least no marked, odour. It is easily
soluble in water, but practically insoluble in oils. As shown by the figures
quoted below, this poison is a most effective rodenticide but, unfortunately,
is at the same time also most dangerous for other animal species and
for man.

As can be seen in table IV dogs, cats, pigs, and goats are particularly
susceptible to 1080. As pointed out in this connexion in the handbook on
rat-borne disease,217 a dose of 2.5 mg, capable of killing 500% of Norway
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rats weighing about one pound (0.45 kg), would also kill a dog weighing
25 pounds (11 kg) or a cat weighing 10 pounds (4.5 kg). As far as it is per-
missible to judge from the experiment made in monkeys, a 15-pound
(7.5-kg) child might be killed by consumihg 35 mg of 1080, i.e., less than the
amount (50 mg) contained in a 1/2-ounce (14 g) cup-full of 1080 solution
as used to poison rats.

TABLE IV. LDs, OF SODIUM FLUOROACETATE
EXPRESSED IN MG PER KG BODY-WEIGHT*

Animal ~~LDI,,nia LD,,Animal | (mg/kg) Animal (mg/kg)

Norway rat 3-7 (or lessa) Horse 1.0

R. rattus 1-4 Pig 0.3

Albino rat 2.5-7 Chicken 6-30

Commensal mouse 8-lob Mourning dove
(Zenaidura macroura) ? 10b, c

Cat 0.35-0.50 Sparrow (Passer
domesticus) 2.7 b, d

Dog 0.07-0.20 Rhesus monkey 5-7.5

Goat 0.3-0.7 Man (estimated) 2.0

* Data obtained from Rat-borne disease: prevention and control.'"
a The LD,, in 55 starving Norway rats poisoned by Dieke & Richter " with the aid of a stomach-

tube was 0.22±0.01.
b According to Hughes."
c Only 33% of these birds were killed.
d LD,,..

Symptoms in rats poisoned with sodium fluoroacetate begin to appear
after 20 minutes, and the animals succumb after 1-8 hours or even sooner
(according to Dieke & Richter " after 45-240 minutes as compared to
12-90 minutes in the case of strychnine sulfate). The rats, obviously because
they are rapidly overcome by the action of the poison, usually die in the
open, quite frequently near the places where the poison baits or cups have
been exhibited. Hence, unless stringent precautions are taken, instances of
secondary poisoning in cats, dogs, or pigs, which devour or even merely
gnaw the carcasses of 1080-poisoned rodents or birds, are bound to occur,
the more so because the carcasses of the poisoned animals remain dangerous
even if they have decayed or have become dry. The death-toll recorded by
Gilcreas 63 in an instance where 1080-baits had been placed deep in the
rat-burrows of a village dump was about 20 dogs and cats.

It is important to note in this connexion that, as proved by Gratch et
al.,7' (a) sodium fluoroacetate does not reach the liver and spleen of rats
killed by this poison in sufficient amounts to cause secondary poisoning
in guinea-pigs inoculated with such tissues for diagnostic purposes, and
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(b) 1080 in the concentration used for rat-poisoning does not exert a
bacteriostatic action on Pasteurella pestis.

As shown by studies of Chenoweth & Gilman,25 the causes of death in
animals poisoned with methyl fluoroacetate were different in different
species. In the case of rabbits, goats, horses, and spider-monkeys, the heart
became primarily affected and death was due to ventricular fibrillations.
In the case of the dog and guinea-pig, the central nervous system was
primarily affected and death was caused by cessation of the respiratory
activity. In cats, pigs, and rhesus monkeys both the heart and the central
nervous system became involved. Rats as well as hamsters developed
changes in which depression and delayed bradycardia were prominent,
but did not usually exhibit ventricular fibrillation. Death in these two
species, if occurring early (4-6 hours after), appeared to be due entirely to
respiratory depression.

As stated in the handbook on rat-borne disease,217 rats surviving the
administration of sublethal doses of the poison " show neither aversion to
nor serious tolerance of 1080 ". However, Barnett & Spencer 12 found that,
in five out of six field tests made by them, " populations of R. norvegicus
which had survived baiting with 1080 showed shyness [refusal] of the
poison when it was given in a new bait base". The general conclusion
reached by these two workers was that " although 1080 is probably more
effective in direct poisoning than other poisons used in the past, it does not
give as consistent results as the standard poisons do after prebaiting ".

Though 1080 may be easily admixed with all sorts of solid bait
materials, the workers in the USA urged with great reason that this poison
should be distributed preferably in fluid form. It must be kept in mind,
in this connexion, that the rodents, instead of immediately consuming
solid poison-baits, may carry them away to places where they cannot be
recovered.

As has been shown by Nicholson et al.,150 a concentration of 12 g of
sodium fluoroacetate per gallon of water is fully effective in killing Norway
rats. Addition of 7 g of 1080 per gallon of water suffices to kill R. rattus
and mice.

Though sometimes advantage has been taken of watering-fountains as
used in chicken yards to make 1080 solutions available to the rodents, as a
rule, shallow cups, able to contain no more than 3/4 of an ounce (21 g),
and filled to only half their capacity, are utilized for this purpose.

Wiley232 recommended the use of cups made of waxed paper, on
which were stamped, by means of red waterproof ink, the word " Poison "

and suitable symbols (e.g., a skull and cross-bones). He also advocated
that the cups should be dyed a light-brown colour so as to make them less
conspicuous to children.

As a further precaution it was recommended that a solution of nigrosine be
added to the 1080-containing fluids so as to give them a warning black colour.
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The acceptance of the solutions by the rats seemed not to be materially
reduced by the addition of this dye.217

Concentrations of 1080 varying from 0.25% to 1 % have been used by
different workers for the preparation of solid baits. The standard recom-
mendation of Ward 229 was to mix one gram of the poison with each pound
(0.45 kg) of the bait material, thus using 1 ounce (28 g) for 28 pounds
(12.7 kg) of bait.

Rubber gloves mtust be worn by the staff members preparing 1080
solutions or baits. The latter must not be touched with bare hands but must
be distributed and collected with suitable instruments. Unused baits as well
as poisoned rodents, which must be collected as soon as possible, should be
disposed of by thorough incineration or by burial at a depth of at least
2 feet (0.75 m). The latter method should also be used when it is impossible
or inadvisable to dispose of unused 1080-poisoned water by flushing it
down a sewer. Preferably, the cups used for the distribution of the solutions
should not be utilized again but should be burnt or deeply buried as soon
as they have been collected.

Large-scale use of sodium fluoroacetate has been made by some workers
with success and, as has been shown by Macchiavello 119 and Macchiavello
et al.,122 the community-wide distribution of this poison in combination
with DDT application is an effective means of cutting-short plague out-
breaks. Nevertheless, in the opinion of most workers, 1080 should not be
utilized for general anti-rat campaigns but should be employed only if
possibilities for the primary or secondary poisoning of domestic animals, as
well as danger for human beings, can be fully excluded. Certainly, however,
one should not hesitate to utilize this most effective poison in locations
where it is safe to do so, for instance, during weekends in factories, godowns,
schools, and offices, or in other buildings which are not frequented at the time.
In emergencies, possibilities for the temporary evacuation and locking-up
of the premises to be dealt with ought to be given consideration.

It deserves great attention that, as shown by the work of Hughes,", 91

quite satisfactory results may be obtained when using 1080 in place of
fumigation procedures to free ships from rats. As this worker summarized
in 1950,91 the ratio of rats killed by 1080 to that of rats estimated to be
aboard was 85.5% in the case of the 96 vessels baited in 1946 and 1947, and
91.8 % in the case of 283 vessels baited afterwards. The value of this pro-
cedure, which could be applied easily in the case of vessels of even smaller
size plying on inland waterways as well as in seaports, is certainly
considerable.

So far no specific antidote for treating 1080 poisoning in man is known.
The symptomatic treatment to be used in such cases is outlined by Hughes 90

thus:
" Ten-eighty is absorbed readily by the gastrointestinal tract and must, therefore, be
removed immediately if harmful effects are to be prevented. The patient should be
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made to vomit at once by sticking a finger in the throat or [the stomach should be voided]
by other means. Give a dose of magnesium sulfate (Epsom salt) or other cathartic as
a purge.

In the event of nervous system excitation the careful use of barbiturates of medium
duration of action, such as sodium amytal, intravenously if necessary, is suggested.
Other than complete rest and adequate sedation, little can be done to prevent progres-
sion of cardiac symptoms. Should ventricular fibrillation occur, intracardiac injection
of 5 cc. of 1-percent solution of procaine hydrochloride might be attempted to restore
an organized heartbeat. Although symptoms of 1080 intoxication will usually subside
within 1 day, the patient should be kept quiet for a period of 3 days if there is any sign
of action on the heart."

It is interesting to note that, as shown by Tourtelotte & Coon,216 dogs
poisoned orally with approximately 2 x LD50 of 1080 were invariably saved
when barbiturate treatment was started half an hour or 3 hours after
poisoning. 80% of dogs which had received 4 x LD50 of 1080 were saved
when such treatment was started half an hour after poisoning, only 17%
ofthose poisoned with the same dose were saved when the treatment was com-
menced after 3 hours. In the case of dogs poisoned with 6 x LD50 of 1080,
barbiturate treatment was ineffective even if started half an hour after
poisoning. Sodium acetate and ethanol had some antidotal effect when
given to dogs immediately after they had been poisoned with 1080, but
these agents were of no value as adjuncts to barbiturate treatment when
given half an hour after poisoning.

Anti-coagulants
The mode of action of the anti-coagulants used for the purposes of

rodent control is fundamentally different from that of the above-described
rodenticides. The efficacy of the latter depends upon their administration
in single doses adequate to kill the animals. Single doses of the anti-coagu-
lants, unless excessively large, are incapable ofexerting a lethal action. How-
ever, if repeatedly ingested in smaller or even quite small doses, the anti-
coagulants, because they inhibit the formation of prothrombin, are apt
eventually to prove fatal to the poisoned animals by producing haemorrhages
in the tissues of the body, and occasionally also external bleeding. It is
clear that this peculiar " residual " action of the anti-coagulants can take
place only if their admixture with the bait material is not recognized by the
rodents, because otherwise the animals would cease to consume the poison-
baits for sufficiently long periods.

O'Connor,152 who seems to have been the first worker to use anti-
coagulants for rat-extermination, as well as Diagne et al.,40 is stated to have
obtained satisfactory results with dicoumarol (3: 3'-methylene-bis-4-
hydroxycoumarin), but, as shown by Armour & Barnett,5 the consumption
of this compound is apt to produce acquired bait refusal (bait shyness) in
the rats. However, general agreement has been reached that 3-(a-acetonyl-
benzyl)-4-hydroxycoumarin, recommended as a potential rodenticide by
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Link and his co-workers (see Scheel et al.187), is free from this drawback and
may be used therefore for the gradual eradication of rodent populations.

This anti-coagulant, afterwards called warfarin, is a stable, colourless,
crystalline solid, free from odour and taste not only for man but apparently
also for the rodents. It is available in a concentration of 0.5% in corn-starch
powder and may thus be easily admixed with dry bait materials. It can be
used in solution as well, but, as stated by Upholt,218 " ordinarily is not
recommended for use in this form since one of its attractive features is the
fact that it can be left in permanent bait stations with only infrequent
checking. Dry baits are obviously desirable from this standpoint".

The concentrations at which warfarin ought to be used vary according
to the species of rodent to be dealt with. As shown by Hayes & Gaines 81
and accepted in recent recommendations for the use of this anti-coagulant
(US Public Health Reports, 1952 174), generally speaking a concentration of
0.05 mg/g of bait material (0.005 %) is effective for the control of Norway
rats, but under certain conditions these rodents may be controlled " a little
more rapidly, though no more surely, by use of bait containing 0.100 mg of
warfarin per gram of bait ".

Mice, though showing more individual variation, generally react in the
same way as R. norvegicus, but a higher warfarin concentration (0.25 mg/g
of bait material or 0.025 %) is necessary for the dependable control of
R. rattus. Doty 48 concluded from cage tests that Rattus rattus alexandrinus
were comparatively most resistant to warfarin used in a concentration of
1/4,000 because they succumbed after having consumed 43.4% of their
body-weight of poisoned rolled oats as against 39.1 % in the case of R. r.
rattus and 23 % in the case of the Norway rats.

As established by field tests made by Gross et al.,74 baiting with rolled
oats to which warfarin had been added in a concentration of 0.925 % by
weight, though satisfactory for the control of the common rats (particularly
R. r. alexandrinus and R. norvegicus) and also for Mus musculus, did not
reduce the incidence of R. hawaiiensis.

Though, in order to be effective, warfarin-containing baits must be
ingested by the rodents several times, consumption need not necessarily
take place on consecutive days. Crabtree,31 who experimented with albino
rats, noted in this connexion that results remained satisfactory if the poison-
baits were offered on 4-5 occasions at intervals of 1-4 days. However,
Link & Mohr 114 postulated in a recent summary that the intervals between
warfarin feedings should not be longer than 48 hours.

Laboratory investigations as well as field observations have shown that,
if warfarin is continually offered to susceptible rodents, the mortality
becomes considerable after 4-5 days and most of the animals succumb
within a week, practically all within two weeks. This is well illustrated by
the experiences of Doty 48 who found that in cage tests 78.7% of the warfarin-
fed rats (R. norvegicus and R. rattus) were dead seven days after the first
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ingestion of the poison and 95.4% after nine days, the few remaining
animals surviving for 10 or 11 days. Since, in his opinion, in actual practice
four days had to be allowed for the average rat in the field to find a bait
station and to start consuming the poison, Doty concluded that " to kill
80 per cent. would require a total of 11 days, 95-96 per cent. would require
13 days and positive 100 per cent. kill would require 16 days ", provided
that no rats immigrated. He proposed, therefore, that warfarin-treated
oats should be exposed in the field stations for at least 17 days or longer if
there was active migration. Hence, though the use of warfarin obviated the
necessity of prebaiting with unpoisoned baits, the period of its application
was considerably longer than that required to prebait and then to expose the
ordinary rat-poisons-operations lasting a total of 9-10 days.

Though warfarin may be admixed with all sorts of foodstuffs, cereals
form the most suitable bait bases for this poison because they facilitate a long
exposure of the baits and reduce the danger of their consumption by cats
and dogs. As noted above, Doty 48 and also Gross and his collaborators 74
used rolled oats to prepare warfarin baits while workers in the USA con-
sidered yellow corn meal of a cooking grade as the bait of choice. Since,
as stated above, warfarin is used in rather low concentrations, thorough
mixing of the poison with the bait material is essential. If it is proposed
to leave the baits exposed instead of replacing them at frequent intervals,
the addition of 0.25 %-0.4 % of p-nitrophenol is advisable so as to prevent
the formation of moulds.

In order to derive maximal benefit from the residual action of warfarin,
many workers recommended not distributing the poison-baits in the usual
manner but exposing the material in bait boxes. This procedure, which
will be dealt with in a general manner in a later section of this study (see
page 492), has- the double advantage of making the poisoned material
permanently available to the rodents and preventing its consumption
by larger domestic animals or by children.

Like ANTU, the anti-coagulants may be used as tracking powders laid
down in sufficiently large quantities at strategic points such as the entrance
of rat-burrows and rat-runs. One proprietary brand in particular, contain-
ing a coumarin derivative (Reiff & Wiesmann 176) in a concentration of 1 %,
has given excellent results when distributed in this manner.

As shown by these experiments as well as by those made when using
anti-coagulants in bait form, advantage may be taken of these substances
for the purposes of " initial " rodent control. However, it must be realized
that, if used in this manner, the anti-coagulants not only act considerably
more slowly than the usual rodent poisons but are also much more expensive
to use. Doty 48 noted in the latter connexion that " a study of comparative
cost of materials for poisoning rats under our field conditions showed
warfarin to be 50.7 per cent. higher than thallium sulphate and 78.3 per cent.
higher than zinc phosphide".
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While it may be necessary, therefore, to utilize other rodenticides for
initial anti-rodent campaigns, the anti-coagulants, because they can be
employed continually, are of eminent value in keeping the premises in which
other procedures had been used to decimate the rodent populations perma-
nently free from these animals. Indeed, on account of their residual action,
warfarin and similar compounds offer " a sort of chemical ratproofing in
places where a conventional ratproofing is impractical for economic or
other reasons .23

It also deserves great attention that, as pointed out by Hayes & Gaines,81
warfarin appears to be most suitable for keeping ships permanently free
from rats.

As generally held, the danger of direct poisoning of domestic animals
through ingestion of bait materials containing anti-coagulants is not con-
siderable and, as noted above, this danger may be practically eliminated by
exhibiting these materials in bait boxes. However, instances of secondary
poisoning in cats and dogs which consumed large numbers of warfarin-
poisoned rodents have been observed. To counteract this danger as far as
possible, prompt collection of the poisoned rodents must be insisted upon,
particularly during the period immediately following the commencement
of " initial " anti-rodent campaigns.

As far as is known, the distribution of bait materials containing warfarin
or similar compounds has never led to untoward incidents in man.

It is curious to note in this connexion the case of a young man who, in
order to commit suicide, ingested during a period of 6 days a total of4 ounces
(113 g) of a warfarin preparation containing 567 mg of the anti-coagulant.
He showed on admission four days after consumption of the last dose a
petechial rash and a brownish-red discharge from the nostrils. There was
laboratory evidence ofhypoprothrombinaemia. Red blood-corpuscles were
found in the urine which afterwards showed temporarily gross admixture
of blood. The stools were of normal colour but one bowel movement
was followed by voiding of blood. However, administration of vitamin K
and blood transfusions, as recommended for the treatment of poisoning
with dicoumarol and related substances, effected recovery within less than
a week (Holmes & Love 87)

Other rodenticides
In addition to the above-mentioned widely known rodenticides the

following substances found to be poisonous for rodents deserve attention
even though some of them have not yet been utilized for actual control work.

1. 2-chloro-4-dimethylamino-6-methylpyrimidine, " Castrix ", was devel-
oped during the second World War by German scientists so as to replace
rodenticides which had become unavailable. Du Bois et al.49 reported
in 1948 that this compound produced in all animal species studied symp-
toms typical of central nervous system stimulants, particularly convulsions,
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which began to appear 15-45 minutes after either oral or intraperitoneal
administration.

Castrix was found to be more toxic to laboratory rats than either ANTU
or 1080, the lethal dose (LD50) being 1.25 ± 0.10 mg per kg body-weight
when given orally, and 1.00± 0.06 when administered intraperitoneally.
The LD50 for mice given the poison intraperitoneally was 0.42 ± 0.05 mg per
kg, the corresponding figure for dogs was about 0.50. Rats first given
sublethal doses of Castrix developed no tolerance to the poison. They
appeared to be more susceptible to it in summer than in winter.

It is important to note that sodium pentobarbital was found to be an
effective antidote against at least 10 LD50 of this poison in rats and dogs
even if administered after convulsions had appeared. Kalmbach 101 main-
tained, therefore, that " since it can be antidoted, it may prove to be of
advantage to use Castrix as a raticide rather than sodium fluoroacetate
(1080) in many instances ". So far, however, this advice does not seem to
have been followed.

2. Guillaume 77 obtained satisfactory results in rat control with gluco-
chloral, admixed with solid bait materials, particularly grain, or with bouillon
in a proportion of 20%. The use of this substance did not seem to lead
to instances of secondary poisoning in domestic animals.

To judge from limited experiences made by Tara,213 glucochloral was
effective against commensal mice even if used in a concentration of 1/1,000.

3. As established by Karel,103 the phenylhydrazine derivative of
fluoroacetic acid, " Fanyline ", was readily accepted by albino rats and
mice when offered in corn meal in concentrations of 1 % or 2 %.

The oral median lethal doses of this compound, expressed in mg per kg
body-weight, may thus be compared with the corresponding values obtained
with 1080:

Species Fanyline . 1080

Albino rat . . . . . 9.1 ± 2.7 2.5-7
Albino mouse . . . 44.9 ± 2.9 8- 10 (commensal mouse)
Cat . . . . . . . . greater than 0.25 0.35-0.50

less than 0.5
Dog. . . . . . . . 0.1-0.25 0.07-0.20

As will be noted, Fanyline, while less poisonous for albino rats and
markedly less poisonous for mice than 1080, was but slightly less dangerous
for dogs than the latter. The toxicity of Fanyline for cats was quite
similar to that of sodium fluoroacetate.

Karel 103 expressed the opinion that the lethal action of Fanyline
was due to the fluoroacetate moiety of the molecule. He considered as an
advantage the fact that, in contrast to 1080, Fanyline was but slightly
soluble in water.
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4. Studying the properties of the nitro-dyes (colorants nitres) and
possibilities for their use, Pastac 159 found that certain of these substances,
such as Martius' yellow (2,4-dinitro-a-naphthol) and Victoria yellow
(2,4-dinitro-o-cresol), because physiologically active and, at the same
time, colourless and tasteless, appeared to be suitable for the eradication
of rats or other harmful animals. He ascribed the toxic action of these
substances to a catalytic activation of the intracellular respiration which,
because it rendered the absorption of a sufficient amount of oxygen
impossible, led to death from asphyxia.

These nitro-dyes, the lethal dose of which was 0.01 g per kg of body-
weight, could be admixed with all usual solid bait bases.

During the 1946 anti-rat campaign at Marseilles, Bestieu 14 actually
used dinitro-o-cresol in premises where a consumption of this poison by
domestic animals could be prevented. Baits were prepared by impregnating
small pieces of bread, which had been previously coloured with methylene-
blue, with a 2% solution of the poison in a proportion of 500 ml per kg
of bait. The poisoned rats were found to succumb within two hours, their
carcasses showing evidence of desiccation.

5. As stated by Kalmbach,101 some of the organic phosphates designed
originally as insecticides, such as hexamethyltetraphosphate, tetraethyl-
pyrophosphate, and parathion ("Thiophos"), were found to be highly
toxic to laboratory rats. Kalmbach was careful to state, however, that
these highly toxic substances were particularly dangerous because they
were readily absorbable through the unbroken skin.

Kalmbach added that attention was paid to the possibility of using
thiosemicarbazide, which had given satisfactory results with laboratory
rats, against orchard mice.

It may be conveniently added that, besides poisons, inoffensive substances
such as plaster of Paris have been recommended for the purposes of rodent
eradication with the idea of producing, in this way, a mechanical obstruc-
tion of the gastro-intestinal tract of the animals. Cors 3 used a mixture
consisting of 6 parts of plaster of Paris with 2 parts of wheat flour and 1 part
of sugar for this purpose.

Mixtures containing unslaked lime instead of inoffensive substances
have been recommended as well so as to produce burns of the stomach
mucosa when the lime becomes slaked through the action of the gastric
juice. Using this method in grain-stores and in fields, Ivanow & Djarewa 97

were very successful in the case of M. mnisculus, but obtained only 60 %-70 %
success with R. norvegicus.

Rules for conducting poisoning campaigns

The methods of conducting poisoning campaigns against the com-
mensal rodents, particularly against the rats which are most amenable to

3
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this mode of control, have been greatly improved during recent years,
not only owing to the introduction of more efficacious rodenticides, but
also on account of much progress in the knowledge of the biology, habits,
and reactions of these animals. The procedures now adopted for the
conduct of the campaigns may be set forth thus

General principles
While, in the past, poisoning of commensal rodents was often done

in a piecemeal manner by dealing only with single houses or small groups
of houses, it is now realized that, in order to prevent a rapid re-infestation
of the treated premises, the poisoning campaigns must be conducted on
a large scale. Whenever possible, the work should be carried out at one
and the same time on a community-wide scale; failing that it ought to
embrace whole precincts or at least blocks of buildings.

It has likewise been realized that poisoning of the commensal rodents
must be done in an intensive as well as in an extensive manner by dealing
with all foci of infestation within the areas concerned. It is essential,
therefore, to pay attention not only to all infested buildings, including -
besides residences - outhouses and godowns, but also to other rodent loca-
tions such as garbage dumps and sewers. Recent experiences in Great
Britain have proved the great importance of such a " vertical " system of
rodent control including the exposure of poison-baits in the sewers as well
as in the buildings above them (Barnett 7).

Initial surveys

Though, as summarized by writers such as Dice 41 and Emlen et al.,54
various methods have been recommended for determining the numbers of
small mammals such as the commensal rodents, only some of these proce-
dures are of practical value for assessing the degree of infestation before
poisoning campaigns. These are: (a) questioning the people regarding
the presence and frequency of the rodents; (b) estimating, by means of
counting, the number of rodent-burrows or tracks present or the number
of rodents seen; (c) systematically searching for droppings and other
signs of infestation; and (d) determining the consumption of unpoisoned
baits offered to the animals.

Unless the number of rats or mice is small, the people are, as a rule,
able (though not invariably willing) to tell whether or not these animals
are present in their houses, outhouses, or godowns. Usually, however,
not much credence can be given to statements made by the people in regard
to the degree of rodent-infestations.

Counting the rodent-burrows gives, as a rule, no reliable results, because
in buildings their number is seldom related to the density of the rodents
(Chitty 26). Likewise, an inspection of the tracks made by the animals in
dust, mud, or snow or in deposits of plaster of Paris or similar materials
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laid down for this purpose, while showing the presence of rodents, will
give little indication as to their number (Chitty; 26 Morgan 112).

Gunderson 78 maintained that on ships in particular it was possible to
determine the degree of rat-infestation by counting the number of animals
seen. However, Chitty 26 stated that, owing to the nocturnal habits of the
rats, no representative fraction of them was likely to be seen in daytime
except when methods such as harbourage destruction or bolting the animals
with gas or ferrets were used. Emlen et al.54 found the counting method of
some usefulness in places such as public markets where the presence of
long corridors and continuous artificial illumination created unusually
good facilities for observation. However, in the opinion of these workers
" indices so obtained should be based on repeated counts combined with
a careful analysis of factors in the local situation. Rarely can they be
expected to provide more than a crude index ".

The kinds and amounts of droppings and other signs useful for an
estimation of the degree of rat-infestation are shown by the following
tabulation culled from Rat-borne disease: prevention and control: 217

Signs Degree of infestation (number of rats present)
observed Light Medium Heavy

(1-20) (21-50) (over 50)

Fresh None or few groups; Some always observable Many; usually of
droppings generally all of same in two to six or several sizes, small

size. eight areas; usually to large, and in at
two distinct sizes. least six locations.

Active runs None or few Several distinct; Many; more than
and smears and relatively one or more indicating one heavily travelled

indistinct. heavy travel. run.
Fresh None to few nightly. Usually several Many instances
gnawings instances nightly. nightly.

On board ship in particular, it is often possible, by paying close attention
to these signs of rat-infestation, particularly to the droppings, to arrive
at a fairly accurate estimation not merely of the degree of infestation but
of the number of rats present. However, great experience is necessary to
make such estimations reliable. Moreover, as recently pointed out by
Morgan,142 a number of extrinsic factors may render a correct interpretation
of the results difficult or even impossible. Morgan upheld in particular
" that no accurate estimation of the rat population can be made with the
cargo in situ ".

More-reliable estimations of the number of rats present in buildings or
other locations on land as well as on ships can be obtained by offering
an ample weighed amount of plain bait material to the animals, determining
the consumption of this food by weighings repeated at intervals of 24 hours,
and dividing the amounts thus found by the approximate quantity of food
eaten by one rat per day (25-30 g according to Chitty & Shorten 27 in the
case of R. norvegicus). However, such determinations show merely the
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probable minimum population of the rodents, because young animals are
apt to eat less than the adults and also because the latter do not necessarily
consume their full quota (Morgan 142). It has to be noted, however, that
the rodents, if offered the unpoisoned bait material for several days,
become accustomed to partaking of it freely.

Public-health propaganda
It is essential for the proper conduct of rodent-poisoning campaigns

to obtain the co-operation of the public by the use of all available methods
of public-health propaganda. In particular, it is of great importance to
enlist the help of the people in preventing access of children and of domestic
animals to the poison-baits and the consumption of poisoned rodents by
the latter. At the same time, the people must be urged to promote bait-
consumption by the rodents through making other food materials, as far
as possible, inaccessible to them. While, generally speaking, the people
should also fight the commensal rodents by reducing possibilities of harbour-
age, such clean-up operations should not be undertaken immediately
before poisoning campaigns, so as not to disturb the animals.

Choice of poisons
The choice of rodenticides to be used during individual poisoning cam-

paigns depends upon several variable factors, particularly the species of
commensal rodents present, the nature of the sites to be dealt with, the
attitude of the people, and the available funds and facilities. Of great
importance are also the reasons for which the campaigns are undertaken.
Thus, in emergencies created by the presence or threat of plague outbreaks,
rapidly acting poisons should be given preference, while in plague-free
times or localities, the use of anti-coagulants ought to be considered.

Since commensal rodents which have consumed sublethal doses of a
rodenticide may become poison-shy, refusing to consume further baits
containing the same poison, it is not advisable, in general, to use several
rodenticides during the same campaign, because then no suitable poison
might be available for follow-up treatment or campaigns to be repeated
at short intervals. However, it may be advantageous to use, in addition
to the general distribution of less dangerous poisons, 1080 in sites
inaccessible to children or domestic animals.

Choice of bait bases and bait preparation
The appropriateness of bait bases depends not only upon their com-

patibility with the poisons chosen but also upon their acceptability for the
rodents to be dealt with. It is of utmost importance to realize in this con-
nexion that bait materials found fully acceptable in one locality may prove
quite unsatisfactory in another. Hence, before definitely choosing the
bait -base or bases to be used in a poisoning campaign, one must never
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omit to ascertain their acceptability by means of test-baiting, i.e., by
distributing small quantities of the unpoisoned bait materials in the form
in which it is proposed to use them, and then observing how well these
materials are consumed by the rodents.

It is often maintained that different bait bases should be chosen to cater
for the different food preferences of (a) the Norway rats, more inclined to
be meat and fish eaters, and (b) R. rattus, said to prefer vegetables and fruit.
Actually, however, simple bait-bases such as grain or sausage-rusk (a
biscuit meal used as filler for sausages) are often fully acceptable to both
rat species and to the mice as well. To use such plain bait bases is desirable
for the sake of economy and expediency of bait preparation. Moreover,
plain baits are less attractive to cats and dogs than those containing meat
or fish.

The various ingredients used for the preparation of poison-baits,
particularly the rodenticides themselves, must be accurately weighed.
Thorough mixing is essential so as to distribute the poisons evenly.

Workers in the USA often recommend the use of several (2-4) different
types of bait base during one and the same poisoning campaign. However,
elsewhere, fully satisfactory results have been obtained with the use of
only one type of bait base. It is, however, indispensable to employ different
bait bases in follow-up treatments or for quickly repeated campaigns,
because rats which have not succumbed after ingestion of a poison-bait
may refuse to partake of the same bait material even if a different poison
has been admixed with it. In fact, as stated by Barnett,9 " on the whole,
shyness develops more readily to the bait base (e.g., flour) than to the
poison, although physiologically it is the poison that is responsible for it ".
Consequently, the routine procedure used in Great Britain for dealing with
surface rat-infestations was to distribute initially 2.5 % zinc phosphide in
sausage-rusk, to bait three weeks later with sugar meal containing 15%
arsenious oxide, and, if a third treatment was necessary, to use 10% red
squill admixed with bread mash.7

As maintained by Barnett,7
"mice do not develop bait base shyness, although they seem to show a general shyness
of food after sublethal doses of poison. There is therefore no need to change the bait
base for the second treatment. The general shyness can be overcome by prebaiting: 4
days will usually be sufficient, but sometimes up to 10 days is needed ".

While, as noted before, it is preferable to use 1080 in the form of watery
solutions, as a rule the other rodenticides are admixed with different solid
bait bases. Materials such as rolled oats or other sorts of grain, flour,
or meal may be distributed loose or wrapped up in waxed paper. Water
or some kind of oil may be used to prepare a dough or paste with the
bait material to which the poison is added, and the bait mass is then
distributed in the form of balls or small cakes which may be dipped in
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hot oil to make them firmer and more attractive to the rodents. As already
described, diced l/2-inch (1.3-cm) cubes of vegetables or fruit may be coated
with the rodenticides. To distribute the poisoned bait material in loose
form is advantageous because the rodents are not apt to carry it away
as they often do in the case of wrapped-up or piece baits. Moreover,
such loose bait material, if distributed in small quantities (5 g corresponding
to one level teaspoonful), is little apt to attract the attention of cats and
dogs. On the other hand, wrapped-up or piece baits, which should also
be used in 5-g doses, can easily be inserted into sheltered sites such as
rat-burrows. In actual practice, it may be well, therefore, to prepare both
loose and wrapped-up or piece baits so as to be able to deal adequately
with the different sites to be baited.

As mentioned before, p-nitrophenol may be used to prevent mould
formation in warfarin-containing grain. Other methods recommended in
the handbook on rat-borne disease 217 for preventing spoilage of poison-baits
are (a) to use vegetable oils instead of water or milk to prepare solid baits;
and (b) to coat the baits with a tasteless material such as glycerol. However,
the use of such preservatives is not indicated in the case of highly toxic
poison-baits which must be promptly collected and discarded, if not
rapidly consumed.

The precautions to be taken when handling poisons absorbable by,
or irritating to, the skin, for the purpose of bait preparation, have been
referred to already when dealing with the individual rodenticides.

Prebaiting

As summarized by Barnett 9 in a valuable report on the principles of
rodent control, on account of their reaction to new objects, rats may at
first completely avoid partaking of an unfamiliar food offered to them
or may even avoid food to which they are accustomed, if it is offered at a
new place. After this initial stage the rats tend to go through a phase of
tentative nibbling. It follows that if poisoned bait materials are offered
to the rats straight away, the latter may consume these baits only in sublethal
doses, if at all, and may, therefore, become poison-shy and/or shy to
the bait base used. To overcome this impasse, the procedure recommended
is to distribute, first, unpoisoned bait materials, and to use poison-baits,
prepared with exactly the same foodstuffs, only after the latter have been
available to the rats for some (usually four) days, so as to accustom them
to the consumption of the given food at the given places.

This method of prebaiting seems to have been used first by Pemberton
(1925) 162 and by Doty (1938) 46 in Hawaii, but-as stated by Martorana 129-
early mention of it was also made by Schauder & Gotzer (1930).1'

Prebaiting may be done in two different ways, either by offering to the
rats a surplus of bait-material or by exhibiting amounts smaller than the
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quantity the animals could consume (token-baiting). A kind of combination
of these two methods was recommended by Storer 212 thus:

" A given weight of prebait-say 2 ounces [60 g], which may be measured by bulk with
a suitable spoon-is put out at each station. On succeeding days, if much is eaten, the
station is refilled, doubling the amount each time (4, 8, 16 ounces, etc. [120, 240, 480 gV,
and this practice is continued until the amount taken " levels off," when a maximum
number of rats will be eating at the station."

The method proposed by Storer, though time-consuming, is advan-
tageous if one wishes to use prebaiting procedures not only to overcome
the new-object reactions of the rats but also for purposes of census-taking,
because it gives more reliable results in the latter respect than short-term
surplus baiting.

Though, as shown by Barnett et al.,10 one may arrive at an estimate
of the number of rats by comparing the consumption-rate of token-baits
at different feeding-points, results obtained in this way did not always
tally with those obtained through surplus baiting. However, token-baiting
is fully satisfactory if one wishes merely to accustom the rats to the bait
material and feeding places. Indeed, in the opinion of Chitty & Shorten 27
token-baiting was more satisfactory for this purpose than surplus baiting.
Certainly it is less expensive than the latter procedure, because, as stated
in the British instructions,7 it is sufficient, when dealing with surface infesta-
tion, to prebait with 1, 2, or 4 ounces (30, 60 or 120 g) on each of four
consecutive days, and to use prebaits of 4 ounces (120 g) daily for two days
in the case of sewers.

While prebaiting has become a standard practice in Great Britain and
is also amply used elsewhere, particularly in Hawaii, some workers in the
USA do not consider this procedure indispensable for successful rat-
poisoning. According to the handbook on rat-borne diseases,217 " prebait-
ing is recommended in difficult poisoning cases, but not in a routine poison-
ing program ".

Since the commensal mice display little or no new-object reactions
(Southern, quoted by Barnett, 1948 9), there is certainly no need to use
prebaiting procedures in their case. Prebaiting is also unnecessary before
poisoning campaigns with warfarin or similar compounds, the action of
which depends upon the repeated ingestion of bait materials containing
these substances.

Distribution oj poison-baits
In order to poison commensal rodents, baits may be laid (a) in holes,

(b) on the surface; and (c) in containers.
Hole-baiting is a satisfactory method, the more so because one can

easily ascertain the results of poisoning by blocking all the openings of the
burrows in question after the rodenticides have been inserted: any rodents
which survive will have to re-open one or some of the holes.
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Unfortunately, however, the scale on which hole-baiting can be done is
apt to be limited, the rats often living in other locations instead of in burrows.

Surface-baiting, while the least safe of the three above-mentioned pro-
cedures, is quite effective if care is taken to deposit the baits so that the rats
are intercepted between their nesting sites and their usual sources of food
(Barnett 1947 8). Therefore, whenever possible, the poison-baits should be
laid near the mouths of burrows or near the rat-runs but not directly on the
latter because, as the handbook on rat-borne disease 217 justly says, " rats
prefer to investigate rather than stumble over baits ". Generally speaking,
the baits should be deposited in dark, secluded corners or sheltered locations
so that, as stated in the above-mentioned handbook,217 " an untrained
individual should not see many of the baits after a trained man has placed
them properly ".

Frontal access to baits deposited near walls may be prevented by leaning
pieces of boards against the walls to cover the baits or by placing boxes or
similar objects before them.

Some workers recommend that baits be placed not only on the ground or
floor but also on elevated surfaces, particularly ledges or beams on which
the rats run. However, other authorities are strictly against this practice.
In particular it has been stressed that baits should not be laid on boxes,
packages, or bags containing human food or animal feed (Storer 212).

As has been stated before, bait-containers (bait-boxes) possess the
double advantage of preventing access of children and larger domestic
animals to the baits and of facilitating the establishment of permanent
feeding stations. Their use is particularly indicated if operations are con-
ducted in the open, so as to protect the bait material against inclemencies of
the weather.
A disadvantage of the bait-boxes is that some extra time must be allowed

before prebaiting and/or poison-baiting can be commenced, so as to
accustom the rats to these new objects. In the opinion of Barnett,7 an
interval of at least 10 days has to be left between installation of the bait-
containers and the commencement of operations.

Feeding stations protected against the access of children and larger
domestic animals may be improvised, for instance by leaning a piece of
board over baits deposited near a wall, as mentioned before, or by invert-
ing an open box, provided with suitable openings, over the baits. Generally
speaking, however, it is advisable to work with permanent types of bait-
boxes which, though initially expensive, are economical in the long run
because they are repeatedly usable. A great advantage of solidly constructed
bait-boxes is also that pending use they can be firmly affixed to the ground
or floor, thus preventing spilling of their contents.

Many patterns of bait-boxes made either from wood or from metal have
been recommended, ranging from simple contrivances to the elaborate
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" protected poison points " (P3) devised by Elton and his collaborators
and briefly described by Storer 212 thus:
" Special box of wood, 3/8-1/2-inch [7-12 mm] thick (or of galvanized iron); removable
cover fits over top; box when placed against a wall forms a tunnel without floor; rat
must travel in 3 directions to reach bait inside on bottom, below small ledge; large
enough for several rats to feed at one time; poultry or pets cannot reach into bait
compartment; lid may be fastened by inside spring to prevent opening by children, and
box may be bolted to floor or wall; bait not easily spilled when box is overturned, yet
prebait can be removed easily."

The usual patterns of bait-boxes, permitting direct entrance of the
rodents, ought to be provided with openings not larger than 2 inches
(50 mm) by 3 inches (75 mm) or even 2 inches (50 mm) by 2 inches (50 mm).

For outside work it is advantageous to use bait-containers made of
pieces of some hollow circular material, e.g., of drain pipes, 15 inches
(375 mm) long and with an internal diameter of 3 inches (75 mm), which
have been blocked at one end. As stated by Barnett,7 poultry can reach
inside these pipes, but some protection may be achieved by placing them
with the open end 3 inches (75 mm) from an object such as a wall or a brick.

Special techniques have to be used for the baiting of garbage and refuse
dumps and of sewers.

Since, as stated by Schuler,188 the distribution of red-squill baits on
garbage and refuse dumps gave unsatisfactory results, and calcium cyanide
dust could not be used there on account of the presence of numerous
openings, highly toxic poisons had to be employed. Pending their exposure
it was necessary to have guards on constant duty or to fence the dumps
safely. It was preferable, however, to use bait-boxes for prebaiting and
baiting. As an alternative, baits which became non-toxic in a few days could
be distributed. Schuler 188 recommended for this purpose the addition of
two parts of zinc phosphide and one part of magnesium carbonate to 16
parts of rolled oats and 48 parts of ground horse meat or fresh fish. He
maintained that, if placed under cover on rat-trails or in burrows, these
baits became decomposed to a non-toxic residue after several showers of rain.

For poisoning work in sewers, Barnett 7 recommended special bait
trays and bait depositors which were lowered through the manholes. Poi-
soning was first to be done, after two days prebaiting, with zinc phosphide,
and four weeks later with arsenious oxide in a different bait base. Whenever
necessary, single maintenance treatments were to be carried out at six-
monthly intervals. It was permissible to use the previously employed
poisons and bait bases for such repeat-treatment because there was no
evidence to show that bait-shyness persisted in wild rat-populations for as
long as six months (Barnett, 1947 8).

Whatever modification of rodent-poisoning methods is used, one must
always realize that, except in the case of the anti-coagulants, the success of
the poisoning campaigns depends upon a large initial kill. Hence it is of
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utmost importance to avoid " underbaiting " by offering an amount of
poison-bait more than sufficient for the rodents estimated to be present. As
stated in this connexion in Rat-borne disease: prevention and control: 217

" A major fault in unsuccessful poisoning programs is the use of too few baits. Many
times an individual will report great success because every bait was taken. This may,
however, simply mean that there were many more rats than baits. One hundred to
two hundred baits of each type is not considered excessive for a heavily infested business
establishment. Since there are about 80 to 90 individual baits per pound, this would not
be expensive treatment ".

Similarly, bait-boxes must be kept constantly supplied with an amount
of poison-bait sufficient to feed all rats coming to them. It should be noted,
however, that the amount of poison-bait consumed may be considerably
lower than that of prebait eaten at the same feeding stations. Storer 212
maintained in this connexion that " a guess as to the number killed can be
made, on the basis of 1/3 ounce (10 g) per rat. . . ".

For the sake of safety it is best to distribute the poison-baits as late as
possible in the afternoon and to collect those which have not been consumed,
as well as the dead rodents, as early as is feasible on the next morning.
This procedure is also advantageous in so far as it permits of preparing the
baits on the day on which they are laid.

To facilitate the collection of unconsumed baits, the places in which
baits are deposited should be marked with chalk or by affixing small labels
bearing the inscription " Poison-do not touch ". During bait distribution a
final warning must be. given to the people to safeguard children and domestic
animals.

If it is quite safe to do so, poison-baits may be left in position for one or
two more nights. Even then, however, the baited places must be visited
every morning in order to collect the dead rodents.

Disposal of unconsumed baits and poisoned rodents

As has been stated already, unconsumed baits as well as the poisoned
rodents must be destroyed by incineration or must be buried to a depth of
at least 2 feet (60 cm). No other method of disposal is safe.
A serious nuisance may be created during poisoning campaigns by

rodents dying and decomposing in places which cannot be reached without
major damage to the structures in question, e.g., within double walls. For
such cases, the blowing-in of deodorants such as powdered activated char-
coal, chloride of lime, or solutions of formaldehyde, lead acetate, or lead
nitrate has been recommended (Storer 212). Should this be impossible, deodor-
ants such as pine oil or wintergreen oil should be sprayed as near as possible
to the source of the odour. A mixture of naphtha flakes in white gasoline is
particularly effective for this purpose but cannot be used if there is a fire
hazard.217
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Assessment of results of campaigns
It is generally agreed that the number of carcasses recovered after the

distribution of poison-baits does not indicate the success obtained, because,
even if most of the rats or mice have been killed, not many or even only a
few of them may be found dead. Stress has to be laid, therefore, upon
ascertaining the number of survivors rather than upon counting or other-
wise assessing the number of casualties.

Some workers used trapping procedures to assess the number of sur-
viving animals, but the reliability of this method was doubted by other
observers. Two methods generally considered as valuable for appreciation
of the results of poisoning campaigns are the following:

(1) Close inspection by experienced observers for the signs of rodent-
infestation mentioned earlier in this study. If, owing to a decimation of the
rodents, signs of infestation are insignificant, it may be helpful to sprinkle
plaster of Paris or other dusts near the shelters or on the runs of the animals
and to study the tracks made by them.

(2) Post-baiting, done by distributing unpoisoned bait materials differ-
ent from those used during the campaigns and watching the consumption
rate of these foodstuffs. It is generally agreed that post-baiting should not be
commenced immediately after poisoning but only after an interval of one
or preferably two weeks. As maintained by Chitty & Shorten,27 a surplus
of material should be used for post-baiting.

If the use of this method indicates the necessity for further poisoning
work, it is legitimate to carry this out with the aid of the bait base utilized
for the purpose of post-baiting. Accordingly, the British instructions 7

recommended for the fourth week of poisoning campaigns:
" Lay test baits of sugar meal at each point baited in week 1. Where bait is taken by
3rd day, continue to bait at these points; poison on 5th day with 15% arsenious oxide
in sugar meal."

Virus

The various brands of " virus " used for the purposes of rodent control
are actually bacterial strains, mostly those belonging to the Salmonella
enteritidis group (see Leslie 111), distributed with the idea of producing fatal
infections not only in the rodents which directly consume these materials
but also in those which come in contact with, or devour the carcasses of,
the original victims.

Opinions regarding the efficacy of this method and the advisability of
using it are sharply divided. It was warmly recommended by French
workers in particular, more recently by Petit (1936, 1943) 163, 164 and Auvray
(1942) 6 for instance, and is still widely used in France.

With very few exceptions, recent observers in other countries consider
the method of using virus not only as ineffective but also as rather dangerous
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for human beings. In fact, numerous cases of human gastro-enteritis due to
the distribution of virus preparations for the purposes of rat-control are on
record. Leslie, 1" who summarized the evidence available in this respect up
to 1942, added that " there are, also, reasonable grounds for believing that
these bacterial types may be pathogenic for a number of domestic animals,
including some poultry ".

The unfavourable opinions held by most plague workers in regard to the
above-described method have been endorsed by a resolution passed by the
WHO Expert Committee on Plague in 1952,237 which stated that " the
experts were definitely against the use of virus preparations as roden-
ticides ".

Fumigants
Lethal vapours or gases produced from the following substances have

been found useful for killing commensal rodents and in part also their
ectoparasites:

Carbon disulfide
Carbon disulfide (CS2) is a colourless liquid with a boiling-point of

46.30C. It is readily volatilized at ordinary room temperature, the vapour
being 2.63 times as heavy as air. The vapour, which has an unpleasant
odour, is extremely inflammable and apt to be explosive when mixed with
air, for instance when coming in contact with hot surfaces such as those of
steam pipes (Frear 56).

Though mainly important as an insecticide, carbon disulfide has been
used on a fairly large scale for the destruction of wild rodents in California,
South Africa, and south-east Russia (see section on the control of wild
rodents, page 513), and of free-living commensal rats in Hawaii.80 The usual
technique was to introduce absorbent materials soaked with carbon di-
sulfide into the burrows, and then to plug the burrows.

As will be gathered, carbon disulfide has to be handled with extreme
care. It is far too dangerous to be used in buildings.

Carbon dioxide
Carbon dioxide (CO2) in solid form (" carbonic-acid snow "), which

is widely employed as a refrigerant, has occasionally been used to kill rats
(Pieniazek & Christophers 165) and mice (Barnett 9). It does not seem to
act as a poison, but, when evaporating and thus displacing the oxygen in
the air, merely suffocates the rodents. Carbonic-acid snow must be handled
with spoons made of horn or plastic, and not with the bare hands on
which it may produce burns.

Carbon monoxide
In the past ample use has been made of the mixture of carbon monoxide

(CO) and C02, generated with the aid of a complicated apparatus usually
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installed on a barge, for the purposes of ship fumigation. However, little,
if any, use is now being made of this method, mainly on account of its
inability to destroy the rat-fleas.

According to Kalmbach,'02 in the USA some use has been made of
carbon monoxide, which may be obtained in crude form from the exhausts
of motor-cars, to deal with rodent infestations in outdoor storage installa-
tions. As stated in the handbook on rat-borne disease,217 rat-burrows in
particular may be treated in this way by attaching " a flexible hose to the
exhaust pipe of an automobile, running the tube into the burrow and
operating the motor on a ' rich ' gasoline mixture with the choke pulled
out". It is unlikely, however, that this procedure, which on account of the
lethal action of the exhaust gases on man must be used with great precaution,
exerts a reliable action on the rat-fleas, because, as established by De Raadt,175
dry heat has to be applied in combination with carbon monoxide to kill these
insects. De Raadt found that in this way Xenopsylla cheopis were killed after
exposure to carbon monoxide at a temperature of 500C for 45 minutes.

Chloropicrin
Chloropicrin or trichloronitromethane (CCl3NO2) is a slowly volatilizing

colourless fluid, the vapours of which produce, even at relatively low con-
centrations, intense irritation of the eyes-a property which renders
chloropicrin useful as a forewarning agent in hydrocyanic-acid fumigation.

Besides being used as an insecticide, chloropicrin has occasionally been
utilized for the purposes of rat destruction, for instance by Lewis et al.,'12
who, during a plague outbreak at Dakar, poured the fluid on the floor
of huts and then covered these for 24 hours with tarpaulins. It should
be noted in this connexion that, according to Sherrard,198 the minimum
lethal concentration of chloropicrin vapours for Norway rats was 1 ounce
per 1,000 cubic feet at a temperature of 63°F (1 g per m3 at 17.20C) and
with an exposure for 4 hours.

Frear 56 stated that chloropicrin " is superior to certain other fumigants
in its complete freedom from fire and explosion hazards, ability to penetrate
bulk commodities, non-reactivity with metals, fabrics and colors under
fumigating conditions, and has a pronounced odor and lachrymatory
effect, so that no ' warning gas ' need be added". In the experience of
Sherrard,'97 it also exerted no deleterious or toxic action on foodstuffs,
which could be consumed without ill effect after exposure. However, the
action of chloropicrin is slower than that of hydrocyanic acid, it is relatively
toxic to living plants and seeds, and its odour is apt to persist for days
(Frear ;56 Martorana 129).

Hydrocyanic acid
Hydrocyanic acid (hydrogen cyanide-HCN) in the pure state is a

colourless liquid below its boiling-point (260C or 78.80F) and is a colourless
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gas above this temperature. It has a distinctive odour which, however, is
not marked enough to warn inexperienced persons and causes no dis-
comfort even if the gas is present in lethal concentrations (Williams 234).

If used for purposes of fumigation, HCN-one of the most rapidly
fatal poisons known-is apt to cause death not only when inhaled but also
because it easily penetrates ordinary clothing and is then readily absorbed
by the skin. In the opinion of Williams,234 workers provided with efficient
gas-masks might remain for half an hour in air containing 2 ounces of
HCN per 1,000 cubic feet (2 g per m3) without experiencing signs of poison-
ing, but should not stay longer than 5 minutes if the concentration of the
gas amounts to 8 ounces per 1,000 cubic feet (8 g per m3).

Generally speaking, hydrocyanic acid gas possesses most marked
penetrating powers but, as aptly stated by Williams,234 " penetration being
merely one feature of diffusion, it is not surprising to find that the gas also
rapidly passes out of materials it has penetrated". Hence, unless excessively
heavy HCN concentrations have been used, and as long as the weather
is dry, a comparatively short airing will remove most of the gas from
fumigated articles, so that, for example, an hour's airing will render a
mattress treated with the gas safe to sleep on. However, since water absorbs
HCN and holds it, specially when the weather is cold, moist articles must
be aired longer than dry ones.

As a rule, the gas absorbed by water is given off so slowly as not to
prove dangerous, but this may not hold true if absorption of a comparatively
large amount occurs on a cold day and warm weather follows quickly.

In the concentrations generally used for fumigation in rooms, HCN is
not absorbed by foodstuffs in dangerous concentrations so that it is sufficient
to air these articles for two or three hours before they are consumed.
However, food subjected to higher concentrations (10-20 ounces per 1,000
cubic feet or 10-20 g per mi3), as used in fumigation chambers, must be
aired for 24 hours at least (Williams 234).

If applied in these higher concentrations, HCN fumigation is injurious
to delicate vegetables, such as lettuce, and probably also to bananas, inter-
fering with their ripening. Further, as pointed out by Williams,234 eggs
do not, as a rule, hatch, because their shell is penetrated by the gas. Other-
wise HCN fumigation is not injurious to commercial commodities, even
including fragrant articles such as tea and tobacco. Its application is
cheap, the amount of 2 ounces of HCN per 1,000 cubic feet (2 g per m3),
as required for rat destruction, costing, according to Williams (1931),234
121/2 cents.

Hydrocyanic acid may be used for the purposes of rodent-as well as
of insect-control in the following ways:

(1) It may be generated on the premises to be treated (a) through the
action of 50% sulfuric acid on sodium cyanide, or (b) by adding sodium
cyanide as well as sodium chlorate to 50% hydrochloric acid.
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(2) Rapid evaporation of the gas may be effected by (a) releasing
liquid HCN which has been prefabricated and filled into heavy steel
cylinders, or (b) distributing porous inert materials, such as fuller's earth,
paper or wood-pulp discs, in which liquid HCN has been absorbed, in
the premises to be dealt with.

(3) Dusting with calcium cyanide, from which HCN is released less
rapidly under the action of the air moisture.

Little use is at present made of the tedious generation methods mentioned
in (1). The procedures mentioned in (2) are amply used for the purposes
of ship fumigation, and also to some extent for the disinfestation of ware-
houses and of establishments such as mills. Since, however, they can be
applied efficiently and safely by specially trained workers only, they are
not suitable for anti-plague work in general. The use of calcium cyanide,
on the contrary, is of importance for the latter and will, therefore, be dealt
with in a detailed manner.

Calcium cyanide
Calcium cyanide (Ca(CN)2) is available in the form of a fine greyish-

white powder suitable for pumping operations and in different coarser
granulations to be distributed or scattered in sites where a slower HCN
evolution is desired. One commercial brand has been supplied in the form
of tablets together with a special pump which first grinds the tablets and
then blows out the resulting fine powder.

The calcium cyanide and HCN contents of the various brands available
vary considerably, as shown by the following findings made by Sokhey
et al.205

Percentage of:
Brand Ca(CN)J HCN

A ........ . . . . 42.30 23.31
B (tablets) ..... . . . 84.94 46.80
C ........... .

- 19.78

Measuring the yield and the rate of evolution of HCN from these
three preparations, Sokhey et al.205 found that products A and B, on
coming in contact with the air, gave up their total HCN content, the
maximum yield being reached in the case of B in 15 minutes, and in the case
of A in 30 minutes. Preparation C yielded only about half its HCN content,
and it took 90 minutes to reach even this low concentration. It should be
noted, in this connexion, that in the experience of Metzger 133 calcium
cyanide, when spread in extremely thin layers, yielded about three-quarters
of its HCN content in half a minute and practically all of it in one minute.
This gas evolution took place even if the air humidity was 25 % or less.

It is generally held that the chemical reaction produced by the action
of moist air on calcium cyanide is as follows:

Ca(CN)2 + 2H20 * 2HCN + Ca(OH)2
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As usually stated, the residue of calcium hydroxide, left after HCN has
been liberated, is harmless. However, in the opinion of Williams 234 this
is not quite the case because after liberation " some of the HCN is absorbed
by the calcium hydroxide and changed to calcium cyanide and water.
Under any circumstances there is always some calcium cyanide left in the
residue which, therefore, must be gathered up and safely disposed off".

Williams 234 added, however, that
"one method of getting around this is to take advantage of the fine powder form of the
material and to blow it into the air, from which it settles as a fine dust. There appears
to be no great objection to this, in the absence of foods, from a safety standpoint, it
being inconceivable that anyone would sweep up this and eat it; but where foods are
fumigated, they become inseparably mixed with the fumigant. If calcium cyanide is
left for several days airing, the cyanide content finally becomes so low as to be negligible ".

Opinions on to what extent calcium cyanide may be used for the destruc-
tion of rodents and their fleas vary considerably. As maintained in the
British instructions,7 " against infestations in the open, and where rat
holes are accessible and easily identified, dusting with powders that liberate
a poisonous gas can be useful". According to the handbook on rat-borne
disease,217 calcium cyanide should be used in rat-control to fumigate
burrows and, under certain circumstances, small enclosed spaces or harbour-
ages (" spot-fumigation "). However, as will be shown later, in other areas
much more liberal use has been made of the application of calcium cyanide.

Calcium cyanide treatment of rat-burrows may be done either by
pumping in fine dust or by placing heaps of coarser granulations, or brands
which give off HCN slowly, about 6 inches (15 cm) down each hole. The
treated holes must then be promptly blocked.

To get good results with the first-mentioned method, sturdy and pow-
erful pumps must be used, preferably those provided with a " cut-out"
device which renders it possible to blow in air after the required amount
of dust has been delivered. The pumps should be so adjusted that they
deliver a known amount of the dust with a given number of strokes, for
instance, as recommended by some workers, 1 ounce (28 g) with 30 strokes.
The amounts delivered with a given number of strokes may be ascertained
by weighing either the filled pumps or their contents before and after a
counted number of strokes has been made.

Before actual pumping operations are started, the extent of the rat-
burrows to be treated and their often considerable ramifications must be
ascertained. It is of great importance to realize in this connexion that a
large burrow may have openings in two adjoining rooms or even in two adja-
cent houses. Accordingly, unless care has been taken to block, before com-
mencement of pumping, all openings of the burrows to be treated except that
to be used for the introduction of the dust, a watch must be kept for the
escaping of dust and also the bolting of rats not only in the rooms where
pumping is carried out but, as far as necessary, also in adjoining rooms or
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houses. As recommended by Yang et al.,243 a mixture of portland cement,
sand, and broken glass should be used for sealing burrows in lime mortar
floors and good rubble walls. Holes in mud floors and poorly-built walls
may be sealed with moistened clay or with pieces of sod.

In order to prevent a back-flow of the dust, materials such as clay, sod,
rags, or paper must be firmly packed round the nozzle of the pump after
its introduction in the hole to be treated. After the required amount of dust,
followed by several blasts of air made with the aid of the " cut-out " device,
has been pumped in, the nozzle is quickly withdrawn and the hole is sealed
in the above-described manner.

The amounts of calcium cyanide used by different workers per rat-hole
were at variance. Thus, Roberts 180 considered it necessary to administer
1 ounce (28 g) of the dust to an average burrow and 2 ounces (56 g) to a
burrow with many ramifications. Yang et al.243 recommended pumping in
4 g of calcium cyanide when dealing with a rat-hole 2 feet (60 cm) in length,
and increasing the dosage by 1 g for each additional foot (30 cm) of length.
Workers in India often found that 1 pound (0.45 kg) of calcium cyanide was
sufficient to treat about 60 average burrows or 100 small burrows.

In addition to burrows, cracks in walls leading to rat-harbourages may
be dealt with in the above-described manner. Thornton 214 recommended
applying the nozzle at the lowest point of the cracks and then sealing the
cracks with clay as the dust made its appearance.

To deal safely with loosely piled stone walls, Thornton 214 advised
plastering these on both sides with clay and subsequently pumping calcium
cyanide into the holes made in the latter by the rodents.

As pointed out in the handbook on rat-borne disease,217 small enclosed
spaces inside buildings, such as the boxed-in bases of shelving, counters,
and lockers may be " spot fumigated" if there is no danger of the dust
going into living-quarters or other occupied rooms. It was recommended that
no place larger than about 100 cubic feet (3 m3) in volume be treated in this
way and that small hand-bulb dusters be used instead of powerful pumps.
Thornton 214 upheld that the latter could be used to treat underfloor spaces
with calcium cyanide at the rate of about 2 ounces per 120 square feet (50 g
per 10 m2) of floor space. To reach such spaces, holes could be drilled in
the floor which, after completion of dusting, could be plugged with corks
cut flush with the floor level.

Williams 235 established that calcium cyanide could be used safely and
efficiently to deal with enclosed rat harbourages, such as pipe-casings on
ships as a preliminary step to general fumigation of the vessels. Since the
vast majority of such harbourages had a capacity of not more than 10 cubic
feet (0.3 m3) or even considerably less, 4 strokes with a pump delivering
1/12 of an ounce (2.4 g) per stroke were sufficient to dust them adequately.

As proved by experiments made in Africa and to a lesser extent also in
India, whole hut sor small houses may be treated safely with calcium

4
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cyanide dust. Thornton 214 recommended the following procedure for this
purpose:

(1) Remove all occupants (people and domestic animals) as well as all foodstuffs.
(2) Look for and dust all rodent-burrows.
(3) Hang all clothes, bedding, and similar articles on rafters.
(4) Spray floor lightly with kerosene emulsion.
(5) Cover hut completely with canvas sheets.
(6) Pump calcium cyanide into room and thatch, using about 1.5-2 pounds per

1,000 cubic feet (28-35 g per mi3), holding pump in inverted position to do this quickly.
(7) If possible, hold hut under fumigation for at least four hours (or pump in excess

of dust).
(8) Remove canvas, open doors and windows, wait a little before entering.
(9) Air clothing, bedding, etc. in the open.
(10) If possible keep occupants away until next morning. If this is impossible, have

floor swept before they enter.

Hopkins 89 advised applying calcium cyanide only to the rat-holes and
the thatch of huts in which plague had occurred or was likely to occur,
surrounding the huts during this operation with men provided with sticks
to kill bolting rats. The thatch was then removed and spread out in the
sun, but the people were permitted to use it for re-thatching. Roberts 180
recommended the use of pumps provided with long handles to deal with
thatched roofs, to which the rats in the huts in question were mainly con-
fined. Calcium cyanide was pumped in at a rate of 2 pounds (1 kg) per roof.

George,60 studying possibilities for the disinfestation of thatched roofs
in India, found it sufficient to apply calcium cyanide to the interior of the
houses, using 12-16 ounces of the dust per 1,000 cubic feet (12-16 g per m3)
with an exposure for 3-4 hours. It was necessary, however, to close tightly
doors and windows, to seal all small openings with wet mud, and to close
gaps between the walls and roofs with rolls of gunny bags before pumping
was started. If the dust was applied in this way, hydrocyanic acid gas
diffused through the thatch and killed rats and fleas therein.

Calcium cyanide has also been used to deal with rodent and flea infesta-
tions in other sites, e.g., with grain and haystacks and with railway trucks
carrying produce. Its use for the purposes of grain disinfestation in general
will be discussed later in connexion with the problem of flea control.

Since HCN is slightly lighter than air (specific gravity, 0.9348), it is
well to deposit calcium cyanide at the base of the objects to be disinfested or,
when treating objects such as cracks in walls or grain and haystacks, to
start pumping at the lowest point and gradually to move the nozzle of the
pump upwards.

Though, generally speaking, it is not necessary to adopt elaborate
precautions as indicated in the case of HCN fumigation, when working
with calcium cyanide, the following safety rules must be strictly followed:
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(1) The tins containing calcium cyanide must be tightly closed as soon
as the necessary amount of dust has been withdrawn and must be stored in
a dry and safe place.

(2) Preparations for calcium cyanide application (filling and testing the
pumps, etc.) must be made in the open or in open sheds. Unless the latter
offer protection, operations should be suspended if there is a high wind. In a
slight wind, the operators should stand to windward of the tins and pumps
so that any dust blown out is carried away from them.

(3) It is inadvisable to dust in wet weather or to deal with burrows in
the open when the ground is wet.

(4) Calcium cyanide application should be made by teams of at least two
workers so that, should one inhale HCN, the other, or others, can take him
into the open and assist him.

(5) Generally, it is not necessary to use gas-masks when handling and
distributing calcium cyanide but they should be worn preferably for spot
fumigation in rooms. Also, as suggested by Hopkins,89 it is well if each
team is provided with one gas-mask to serve in emergencies.

(6) Before operations are commenced in buildings, all inmates including
domestic animals must be sent out and must be kept away until it is safe
for them to re-enter the premises.

(7) All foodstuffs and, as far as possible, all water-supplies ought to be
removed from the premises to be treated.

Opinions as to how long the people and domestic animals ought to be
kept away from premises treated with calcium cyanide vary considerably.
Some workers considered a few hours' ventilation sufficient, while others
advised that the premises ought not to be re-occupied for 1-3 days after
application of the dust. Generally speaking, as long as good facilities for
ventilation and airing of objects dusted exist, an evacuation until the morn-
ing following treatment ought to be ample. As recommended by Yang et
al.,243 one might in emergencies spray chloropicrin at the rate of 50 ml per
1,000 cubic feet (28 mi3) in the endangered rooms so as to make sure that the
people do keep away.

Since after calcium cyanide application the rodents often succumb in
their burrows, not rarely decomposition of the carcasses of these animals
produces bad odours in the houses treated. The methods mentioned earlier
in this study may be used in such cases. To seal all cracks in the walls of
simply-constructed houses may be helpful as well.

The following methods for treating victims to poisoning with cyanides
are given in Rat-borne disease: prevention and control: 217

"Any case of cyanide poisoning must be treated rapidly. Persons using this fumigant
should always carry amyl nitrite ampoules, a sodium nitrite solution of 0.3 grams in
10 cubic centimeters of water, a sodium thiosulfate solution of 25 grams in 50 cubic
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centimeters of water, and a sterile 10-cubic centimeter syringe and needle. Until the
nitrite solution can be injected INTRAVENOUSLY by a physician the patient may
be tided over by holding a broken amyl nitrite ampoule under his nose for 30 seconds
in every 2 minutes. The 10-cubic centimeter sodium nitrite solution should be injected
by a physician as soon as possible, the injection being slow and taking 3 to 4 minutes.
Follow this injection by another slow INTRAVENOUS injection of the entire 50-cubic
centimeters of sodium thiosulfate solution over a period of 10 minutes. Call a physician
at once but do not wait for him to administer the amyl nitrite. If breathing stops, apply
the prone pressure method of artificial respiration immediately."

The results obtainable with calcium cyanide may be evaluated as follows:
(1) It would seem at first glance that application of calcium cyanide is

particularly advantageous because this chemical is endowed with pulicidal
as well as rodenticidal properties. Actually, however, reductions in the
incidence of either rodents or fleas obtainable through single calcium
cyanide applications are not drastic enough to be of lasting value. A con-
siderable minority, sometimes even about half of the rats in the localities
treated in this way, remains unscathed, with the result that increased breeding
of these survivors rapidly restores the former population level of the animals.
The reduction in the rodent-flea incidence effected through calcium cyanide
dusting is even more temporary, mainly because it is impossible as a rule to
deal effectively with the aid of this procedure with the flea nurseries in deeply
situated rodent-nests (Ganapathy 59).

It follows that the only way in which it is possible to keep the rats and
their fleas at a permanently low level through application of calcium cyanide
alone, is to repeat the campaigns at short intervals, as it is usually recom-
mended, every three months. Quite possibly, by continuing such quarterly
campaigns for some years one might bring about a very marked reduction
of the rats or might even well-nigh eradicate them. However, the effort and
expenditure involved would render this impracticable.

Even single applications of calcium cyanide have been found to be of
definite value in so far as they were apt to limit or, if commenced early in the
outbreaks, even to cut short the spread of plague. However, results obtain-
able with single applications of DDT are markedly better than those with
regularly repeated calcium cyanide applications. Thus comparative tests
made in the Nilgiri District of Madras State, India, in 1948-9 showed, as
summarized by Wagle & Seal,227
" that DDT is very effective in keeping the general flea index below 1 for nearly 16 months
after a single application, while with repeated cyanogas [calcium cyanide] fumigations
in Coonoor town the monthly flea index remained quite high. Again, while plague
occurred in 45 out of 460 village units regularly fumigated with cyanogas every 3 or
4 months, all the 90 village units treated with DDT escaped infection during the same
period ".

While, therefore, there can be not the least doubt that DDT rather than
calcium cyanide must be used for plague control in general, the latter
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remains of some value for certain specific purposes, particularly for grain
disinfestation.

Methyl bromide

Methyl bromide (CH3Br), having a boiling-point of 3.560C, is at ordinary
temperatures a colourless gas which is heavier than air (specific gravity,
according to Frear,56 3.20 at 200C.). In the concentrations used for fumi-
gation, the gas is not inflammable. It is easily liquified and is, therefore,
usually distributed in this form in cylinders.

Though not necessarily harmful even in relatively high concentrations,
methyl bromide is apt to exert a delayed toxic action on man. Workers
handling this chemical should, therefore, wear suitable masks, the more so
because the sweetish odour of the gas is not pronounced.

As recently stated by Gracie,69 methyl bromide was used successfully
in Great Britain to deal with considerable mouse infestations in hangars,
where bagged grain was stored. For this purpose the piles of bags were
sealed under balloon fabric and methyl bromide was injected. The whole
operation (sheeting, fumigating, and ventilating) took three days.

Sulfur dioxide

Sulfur dioxide (SO2), generated by combustion of sulfur in pots or
with the aid of a special apparatus (Clayton machine), or released from
cylinders containing the chemical in liquid form, has been amply used
in the past for ship fumigation and is still utilized for this purpose to quite
some extent in ports where it has not been found possible thus far to apply
more satisfactory methods.

Fumigation of rat-burrows or other enclosed spaces with sulfur com-
pounds has also been practised in some countries. In India, for instance,
sulfur-containing candles, called " neem-battis " or " bhoosa-battis " were
utilized to fumigate rat-burrows. As was to be expected, Yacob 242 found
these candles markedly less effective than calcium cyanide.

Concerning the fumigation of ships, one must agree with Williams 234
that SO2 is the only nearly-safe fumigant known because it causes severe
irritation if present in the air in concentrations far below the fatal level.
However, as rightly pointed out by Hirst,86 this property is a drawback as
well as an advantage, because the rats as well as man get early warning of
the presence of the gas and have, therefore, time to seek refuge in enclosed
spaces such as covered bilges, into which the gas could only penetrate with
difficulty.
A still greater drawback is that SO2, being a very heavy gas (specific

gravity, 2.26), has slow powers of penetration, so that it has to act for
6 hours at least to be effective. To make matters worse, SO2, if used for
this length of time and in the required concentration of 3%, tarnishes
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metals and damages cereals and other goods so that it can be used in empty
holds only (Hirst 86; Wu 238).

It will be gathered that the method of fumigating ships with sulfur
dioxide has, indeed, little to recommend it and one must wish that it will
be discarded as soon as possible.

Other methods

In addition to the above-described methods the following procedures
used for the destruction of commensal rodents deserve mention

Electrocution
Besides electricity-charged traps, other means have been used to

electrocute rats, e.g., fixing live cables in sewers or suspending baits between
electric wires from which the insulation has been removed for a short
distance (Rucker, quoted by Wu 238).

Use of sticky substances
Flat boards coated with highly sticky substances have been placed in

the runs of rats or mice in order to entangle the animals. Flat trays filled
with a mixture of linseed oil and resins and provided with baits placed in
the centre of the trays on pieces of cardboard have been used in the same
way. However, as pointed out in the handbook on rat-borne disease,217
the sticky substances tend to run in hot weather and to solidify in cold
weather. Moreover, these procedures are rather expensive to use and,
though fairly effective against mice, are relatively inefficient in the case of
the rats.

Khan 104 claimed to have obtained good results when placing in the
openings of rat-burrows or on rat-runs sticky materials, such as molasses,
which had been lightly sprinkled with dried and powdered datura-bella-
donna leaves and copper sulfate, or with sodium antimony tartrate powder.

Flame throwers
Donovan & Hopkins45 found that flame-throwers (fire-torches),

hitherto used only in industry and in war, were efficient for the purposes of
rodent and flea control. They recommended, in particular, one type of
torch with a four-gallon tank connected with a burner coil by a flexible
rubber hose. Though the flame had a very high temperature, Donovan
& Hopkins claimed that the torch could be used on wood, bamboo, or
cane surfaces without setting fire to them.

As stated by these two workers, the flame-throwers were found effective
"for burning off vegetations from ditch banks; killing rats and fleas in burrows; buming
abandoned rat nests with their possibly infected fleas, in mud walls, stone fences, adobe
walls and other shelters; killing fleas within infected houses; killing rats, fleas, spiders,
bed bugs, ticks, cockroaches, lice and other vermin in cracks and crevices of walls and
floors, in routine sanitation work in dwellings, restaurants, warehouses and other
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premises; killing rats in sewers; and igniting brush fences (a favorite rat harbor), garbage
and rubbish piles ".

The value of flame-throwers for plague-control work was confirmed by
Saenz Vera (1943) 183 who, however, stated that it could be used only in
sites where no fire hazard existed-an opinion shared in the handbook on
rat-borne disease.217 Barreto & Castro 13 considered the use of flame-
throwers less effective and more dangerous than that of calcium cyanide.
It seems also significant that Saenz Vera in a further publication 184 speaks
only of the use of the latter and not of that of flame-throwers.

Rat-proofing

The following methods may be used for the purposes of rat-proofing
which, as broadly defined by writers such as Bowdoin & Boston,19 aims
at " the separation of rat and man ".

Exclusion
Exclusion methods, by which the ingress of rodents into houses or

other structures is prevented, while being the most effective of all rat-
proofing procedures, are also those most difficult to apply. Their implement-
ation requires not only the availability of adequate materials and funds
but also a high degree of specialized technical knowledge. And even if
all these facilities are available, it may be difficult or even impossible to
apply the exclusion methods effectively in the case of huts or houses of
primitive construction. Still, one cannot help feeling that the defeatist
attitude, the presence of which in rodent-control work in general is deplored
by Barnett,9 is particularly conspicuous in the field of rodent exclusion.
The expenditure for work of this nature is not rarely overrated. Moreover,
though it may be impossible for financial or technical reasons to rat-proof
all existing buildings, this ought not to detract attention from possibilities
of dealing effectively with some of them, particularly those in which grain or
other foodstuffs are accumulated, or from possibilities of making new
buildings impervious to the rodents-a task which can often be achieved
satisfactorily at a moderate increase of the building cost.

Essential measures for rendering buildings inaccessible to rodents,
particularly to rats, are the following:

1. To provide solid floors, preferably concrete floors, and/or to install
L-shaped curtain walls, the lip of which should lie at least 2 feet (60 cm)
deep and should protrude outwards for one foot (30 cm) or better 2 feet
(60 cm). As stated by Porges,172 such curtain walls, which may be built
around existing buildings, protect these against the rats in the absence
of foundation walls or of insufficiently deep foundations. The curtain
walls are also useful in the case of structures built on supports not high
enough to prevent rats from gaining entrance.
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2. To use what Bowdoin & Boston 19 call " vent stoppage ", i.e., the
blocking of all openings 1/2-inch (50 mm) wide or wider through which
the rodents can gain entrance into the buildings. For this purpose a careful
search must be instituted for holes made by the rodents, and these must
be sealed, preferably with cement containing pieces of broken glass. Man-
made openings, such as those through which pipes or conduits pass, must
be closed with the aid of cement or metal sheathing. Wooden sills and
doors at ground level should be protected against gnawing with the aid of
sheet metal. Windows less than 4 feet (120 cm) off the ground must be
screened with adequately strong wire netting. If R. rattus are present,
the same ought to be done in the case of the windows in upper storeys,
unless rat-guards have been placed on all conduits and pipes so as to prevent
the animals from climbing up. Attention must also be paid to the pos-
sibility of rats jumping into such windows from poles or trees standing
too near the houses.

Great attention must also be paid to the openings of sewers which must
be adequately protected with solid grids.b The improved buildings must
be periodically inspected so as to ensure that the barriers created against
the rodents are kept in good condition.

Smaller buildings may be effectively protected against the access of
rodents by placing them on supports at least 18 inches (45 cm) high and
provided with rat-guards (metal collars) extending at least 9 inches (23 cm)
from the supports. Buildings protected in this manner, or even covered
platforms placed on higher poles provided with rat-guards, are suitable for
the storage of foodstuffs, particularly of grain.

Rat-guards placed on cables mooring ships to the shore are an important
means of protecting vessels against the access of rats, provided that the
rat-guards are of a sufficiently large size and carefully adjusted. Unfortu-
nately, however, it is not easy to fulfil these two desiderata. Denney,39
carrying out experiments with various patterns, found that the R. r. alexan-
drinus used for this purpose was finally able to pass over guards with a
diameter of 35 inches (90 cm) as used in the Panama Canal Zone. As shown
by recent tests recorded by Stock,210 the electrically charged rat-guards
recommended by some workers may also prove unsatisfactory.

Whole settlements as well as individual houses or blocks of houses may
be protected against the ingress of rodents. Thus Vincke & Devignat 222
were successful in keeping villages in the Belgian Congo, in which deratiza-
tion had been carried out, free from re-infestation by surrounding these
settlements with trenches 18 inches (45 cm) wide and about 40 inches (1 m)
deep with vertical sides. Rats which fell into these trenches could not jump
out but occasionally escaped through drainage channels. However, care
was taken to have these run in directions away from the villages.

b Adequate details for the implementation of these procedures will be found in pamphlets published
by Holsendorf 88 and Silver et al.200 as well as in Rat-borne disease: prevention and control.2'1
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Abolition of shelterage
Methods of abolition of shelterage, or of " internal " rat-proofing as

these procedures are sometimes called, are of great importance in so far
as (a) their application is less tedious and less expensive than that of
exclusion methods, and (b) they can be successfully used in buildings of a
primitive construction from which it would be difficult, or even impossible,
to exclude the rodents.

The question of whether " internal " rat-proofing should precede or
should be followed by eradicative procedures has been differently answered
by different workers, but a majority is in favour of first reducing the rodent
populations by the application of eradication methods and then resorting to
rat-proofing. Calhoun 21 was not, in general, in favour of this policy
because, in his opinion, " sanitation procedures which involve the limitation
of availability of food or harborage for rats are unlikely to increase more
than temporarily the number of rats in adjoining areas ". He admitted,
however, that, when dealing with groups of rodents known to harbour
human diseases, killing techniques had to be applied first in order to avoid
"a wide and rapid dissemination of the disease carrying rats ".

The methods to be used for internal rat-proofing must be adapted to the
species of rodents present. If Norway rats alone are found, main attention
must be paid to the abolition of shelterages situated underground and on the
ground level of the buildings. If R. rattus are present, great care must also
be taken to deal with the dead spaces created by double walls and false
ceilings and to replace, whenever possible, thatched roofs by those made
from solid materials.

If, as was the case in Java, bamboo poles are used for the purposes of
house construction, these must be properly sealed to prevent the rats from
sheltering in these hollow fixtures. However, at present wooden beams are
used for house construction or house improvement in Java.'

It is essential to deal with the above-mentioned and similar " structural"
rodent harbourages c in as radical manner as possible, making in particular
determined efforts to reach and destroy the rodent nests. At the same time,
however, due attention must be paid to the feelings and needs of the people
during the performance of drastic operations of this kind. For instance,
they often insist upon having double walls and false ceilings not merely for
the sake of attractiveness but as a means of protecting themselves against
cold or heat. These needs for insulation should not be disregarded, there-
fore, but should be met with in an adequate manner. Thus, insulating
materials such as boards or mats formerly used for the creation of double
walls should be nailed directly to the main walls of the houses. If it is
necessary to retain false ceilings, sufficiently large openings should be
provided in them to prevent the rodents frequenting the spaces above such

c See section on rat-harbourage in the sixth of these studies (Bull. World Hlth Org. 1952, 6, 417).
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partitions being unobserved and also in order to make it possible to inspect
and clean these spaces.

Articles of furniture, such as cabinets and chests of drawers, should be
placed on supports and should preferably not be placed directly against the
walls so that the spaces under and behind them can be inspected and
cleaned.

Great attention must be paid to the abolishment of temporary harbour-
ages created by accumulations of useless materials and by the storage of fuel
or other bulk supplies. The former, which often offer excellent nesting
facilities to the rodents, must be removed and burnt. Necessary bulk
supplies should be staked on supports high enough to prevent the rodents
from sheltering under them and to facilitate house-cleaning.

Abolishment of shelterage possibilities for rats on board ship, instituted
through the pioneer work of American experts, particularly of Grubbs &
Holsendorf,76 has given the most excellent results. The systematic use of
these procedures renders it possible to keep the vessels free from rats to
such a degree that they can be exempted from periodical fumigation.

Food protection

It seems legitimate to deal with the methods used for the protection of
food supplies from commensal rodents in the course of the present disquisi-
tion because, as they constitute an important means of separating these
animals from man, they form part and parcel of the methods of rat-proofing
as defined above.

Food supplies for human consumption kept in individual houses can be
safeguarded by keeping them in solid covered containers, for instance, in
earthenware vessels-as they are often available in rural areas-which may
be covered simply by stone plates. Another satisfactory method is to use
baskets or other suitable means to suspend the food supplies from the
ceilings in such a manner that the rodents cannot reach them.

Even if adequate care is taken of the stored food supplies, the com-
mensal rodents are often able to find ample nourishment in containers
used for the preparation and consumption of meals, such as pots, bowls,
or plates, which have not been promptly cleaned after the food has been
partaken. Indeed, in less affluent households, in which stored food supplies
may be scanty, the food remnants in uncleaned containers, left standing
during the night, often form the main source of food supply the rodents
find in the houses. It is, therefore, of great importance to remedy this
situation by cleaning all food containers soon after the meals, particularly
after the evening meals, and by safely disposing of the food residues.

Great care must also be taken to prevent access of the commensal
rodents to food supplies, particularly to cereals, kept for feeding the live-
stock. If not bulky, such supplies may be safeguarded in the same way as
those for human consumption. Large amounts should be kept in solid bins
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or in cribs or on platforms raised on supports which are provided with
rat-guards.

The supplies in small food-shops may be protected against the access of
commensal rodents in the same manner as those kept in residences. Estab-
lishments, in which foodstuffs are stored or handled in bulk, should be
protected with the aid of exclusion methods as well as those of internal rat-
proofing.

Sanitation

Adequate sanitation methods, implemented within the houses and
compounds as well as on a community-wide scale, are of great importance
for the proper control of the commensal rodents. All household refuse
must be deposited in solid covered receptacles. Back yards and alleys must
be kept clean and free from accumulations of waste products which, if con-
siderable, are apt to offer shelter as well as food to the rodents. When
dealing with emergencies in settlements having no, or no adequate, social
services, the plague workers must also make temporary arrangements for
the proper collection and disposal of the refuse. It is better under such
circumstances to burn the latter or to bury it at a depth of at least three
feet (1 m).

Public-health propaganda and education
It is no exaggeration to say that full success in the fight against the

commensal rodents can be obtained only when it is possible to make the
people conscious of the harm caused to them by these animals and thus to
enlist their sympathy for, and help in, the work.

Though the choice of the methods to be used for this purpose depends
upon the local conditions, it is advisable under all circumstances that
lessons dealing with the damage caused by the rodents and the procedures
for their control be made part of the school curricula.

When trying to reach the adults, emphasis ought to be laid upon publicity
through illustrated posters, newspapers, and broadcasts rather than upon
the distribution of leaflets or pamphlets. Illustrated lectures, particularly
the demonstration of films, may have a still greater appeal. Temporary or
permanent exhibits, particularly if held in model houses showing the various
means of rat-proofing, are also of considerable value. It may likewise be
useful to interest the people in anti-rodent work by arranging for " clean-
liness" days or weeks, during which volunteers are set to work under
supervision to deal with accidental rat-harbourages and insanitary condi-
tions in general.

Perhaps more important still than these propaganda methods are
informal talks given to the inhabitants of houses visited for the purposes of
surveys and control work. The periodical inspections of the buildings,
which must be made in all localities where anti-rodent programmes have
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been implemented, offer good opportunities of keeping the people interested
in the work.

To what extent the confidence and co-operation of the population can be
obtained is well illustrated by experiences in Java, where it has been possible
to continue the house-improvement work, instituted on a large scale under
Government auspices in 1914, through the voluntary efforts of the people.

Administrative action

In rodent-control work as in anti-plague work in general it is preferable
to use methods of persuasion rather than administrative action to obtain
the goodwill and help of the public. It is, however, advisable to make two
exceptions to this rule:

(1) After a careful consideration of the local conditions and the easily
available building materials, regulations for the rat-proof construction of
new structures ought to be promulgated and building permits ought to be
issued only if the plans have been drawn up in accordance with these specifi-
cations.

(2) The implementation of approved rat-proofing methods ought to be
made obligatory for the establishments in which goods attractive to the
commensal rodents, particularly foodstuffs, are stored or handled in bulk.
However, all possible efforts ought to be made to render the execution of
such work as easy as feasible, for instance by supplying the necessary
materials at cost-price from the stocks of the rodent-control or anti-plague
service.

Planning and co-ordination

Disappointing though it often is that no or but limited use can be made
of drastic rat-proofing procedures, even less satisfactory methods, if applied
not at the spur of emergencies but according to a well-considered long-
range plan, are apt to give good results. It is of great importance in this
connexion to link up the anti-rodent work carried out for the purposes of
plague control with that of other agencies which are, or ought to be, inter-
ested in the fight against these animals. Indeed, though the plague workers
must be ready to take the action dictated by emergencies, by rights, rodent-
control work should form a permanent part of the programmes adopted
for the improvement of environmental sanitation in general.

Comparative value of the methods of commensal-rodent control

Unanimous agreement has been reached that the methods of " building-
out " the rodents through the application of rodent-proofing procedures are
by far preferable to killing campaigns, which may give rapid results but,
in order to prove effective in the long run, have to be carried out periodically,
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or-in the case of the anti-coagulants-have to be continued. An emphatic
resolution to this effect was adopted by the WHO Expert Committee on
Plague at its second session in 1952.237

Nevertheless, the methods of directly attacking the rats are not only
indispensable for the fight against plague but are also of great auxiliary
value in so far as (a) owing to the nature of the structures to be dealt with
or for financial or administrative reasons it is often difficult or even impos-
sible to take large-scale advantage of rodent-proofing methods, and
(b) even if the latter can be used, it is necessary, as a rule, to decimate the
rodent populations before or, as some workers advocate, immediately after
exclusion or internal rat-proofing procedures have been implemented. It is,
therefore, often indicated to utilize a judicious combination of proofing
and eradicative methods for the fight against the commensal rodents.

Control of Wild Rodents

As described by Wu Lien-teh 239 and by Wu Lien-teh & Pollitzer,240 241
large-scale campaigns aiming either at the destruction of wild rodents
round plague-threatened settlements or at eradication of these animals in
more extended areas have been carried out in South Africa, south-east
Russia, and the western parts of the USA, particularly California. Besides
shooting the wild rodents-a procedure found successful in the USA-the
methods mainly used against these animals were:

(a) Poisoning with strychnine or sometimes with other rodenticides, especially arsenic.
(b) Fumigating the rodent-burrows with carbon disulfide, and, in south-east Russia,

also with chlorine or chloropicrin. As claimed by Mamontov & Kolpakova,'25 the in-
troduction of calcium cyanide into the burrows of the sisel, Citellus pygmaeus, also
gave satisfactory results.

In South Africa, ample use was also made of destroying the wild-rodent
burrows with the aid of agricultural dynamite. Distribution of " virus ", ex-
perimented with there, as well as in south-east Russia, proved unsatisfactory.

As claimed by loff 96 in 1941, widespread anti-plague operations, includ-
ing campaigns against the Citellus populations, led to a liquidation of the
epizootics in the Caucasian steppes where in 1937, despite thorough
and widespread investigations, no plague foci could be discovered. Since
no further information on these areas is available, it is not possible to say
whether or not this success was really permanent. Meyer,'35 commenting
on loff's report, professed scepticism, pointing out that optimistic claims
made in 1914 in regard to the eradication of plague in California had been
disproved in a most disappointing manner by further experience. In fact,
as has been stated in the first of these studies,167 plague not only persisted
there but gradually became entrenched among wild-rodent populations in
neighbouring states. Recently reviewing this situation, Link113 came to the
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conclusion that " the vastness of the area involved makes it impracticable
even to think about the eradication of plague in these rodents even if one
could forget the illuminating story connected with attempts to eradicate
plague in the California ground squirrel ". Consequently, while closely
watching the plague situation in the wild rodents, workers in the USA now
lay emphasis upon protecting urban settlements against inroads of the
infection through the control of the commensal rodents in these places.
However, as pointed out by Meyer,"15 satisfactory though this policy is as
far as it goes, work of this kind is unable to " liberate the rural communities
from a constant hazard which is thus far, unfortunately, unrecognizable
and immeasurable ".

An identical policy has now been adopted in South Africa where,
according to Davis,37
" the main principle of control is ... to keep the sylvatic foci under surveillance and to
eliminate them on a small scale when practicable, but to concentrate upon preventing
the infection from becoming established in close proximity to man

VECTOR CONTROL

DDT

2,2-bis-(p-chlorophenyl)-1,1,l-trichloroethane, commonly called DDT
in abbreviation of its generic name, dichlorodiphenyltrichloroethane, is a
comparatively slow-acting but most effective insecticide because (a) mere
contact with minute amounts of this compound is apt to kill insects such
as lice, mosquitos, and fleas inexorably though gradually, and (b) surfaces
on which DDT has been deposited retain this killing power for considerable
lengths of time, not rarely for many months. This property of prolonged
" residual " action makes DDT particularly useful for the control of plague
and flea-borne typhus as well as of other insect-borne diseases.

As shown by ample experiences, DDT is fully effective for the control
of the common rat-flea species (Xenopsylla cheopis, Nosopsyllus fasciatus,
and Leptopsylla segnis), and, as shown by Sharif,195 also for that of X. astia.
Observations in the southern part of the USA suggested that Echidno-
phaga gallinacea was less amenable to control with DDT than the above-
mentioned species and this was confirmed by Macchiavello 119 in Tumbes,
Peru. However, as pointed out with much reason by Davis,36 these
sticktight fleas possibly escape the action of DDT merely because they
are wont to bury their head and thorax into the skin of the rats and
are thus little exposed to the insecticide. Hill & Morlan 84 ascribed the
erratic results they obtained with DDT dusting in the case of these fleas
to the care they took in distributing the insecticide only in places where
chicken could not come in contact with it. In fact, Eads 51 obtained
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satisfactory control of E. gallinacea, when freely applying 10% DDT dust
to a large hen-house.

Boiron 16, 17 noted that Pulex irritans, which had recently replaced
Synosternus pallidus in the houses of Dakar, Senegal, was not, in contrast
with the latter flea, amenable to control with DDT, and therefore raised
the question of whether a resistance to this insecticide might have enabled
P. irritans to become predominant. However, experiences made by other
workers, by Davis 35 and Macchiavello 119 for example, showed this flea
to be fully sensitive to the action of DDT.

General agreement exists that the control obtainable with DDT dusting
in the case of the tropical rat-mite, Lyponyssus bacoti, and the rat-louse,
Polyplax spinulosa, is more or less incomplete. Nicholson et al.,'49 applying,
for the purposes of combined typhus and malaria control, DDT in spray
form to the walls and ceilings of the houses as well as to the floors and
rat-burrows, obtained more encouraging results with L. bacoti and believed,
therefore, that this mite was not affected by DDT dust on account of its
climbing habits.

According to Wiley & Fritz,23" DDT dusting gave satisfactory results
in the case of two other rat-mites-Echidnophaga echidninus and Laelaps
nuttalli.

It is distressing to note that recently some evidence has become available
to show that flea populations as well as groups of certain other insect
species may acquire a resistance to DDT after repeated applications of
this insecticide in the localities in question. Kilpatrick & Fay 106 recorded
in this connexion that in 1949 several reports had been received of the
persistence of numerous Ctenocephalides felis after as many as three applica-
tions of 5% DDT dust in the infested premises. The two workers made
experiments, therefore, to see whether X. cheopis stocks reared in the
laboratory could be made resistant to DDT by continued exposure of the
survivors of earlier tests to further doses of the insecticide. It was possible
to show in this way an increased DDT resistance of the fleas through the F3
generation, the mortality decreasing from 65% in the parent generation
to 32% in the F3. Since no further increase in resistance was shown in
further tests through the F7 generation, Kilpatrick & Fay did not ascribe
practical importance to these experimental findings. Good (quoted by
Hess 83), who had found some evidence of the development of a DDT
resistance by X. cheopis under field conditions, likewise assumed that
" such resistance as may have developed is not sufficient seriously to affect
operational programs where 10 per cent DDT dusts are used to control
this species ". However, Saenz Vera (Ecuador) 185 in a report submitted
in 1952 to the WHO Expert Committee on Plague 237 stated that:
"Unfortunately, since 1950, we have noticed that in certain areas, considered as plague
foci and systematically treated with DDT, a number of fleas survive the application of
the insecticide".
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Application of a new batch of DDT in these areas gave no better results,
while the formerly used batch was found to be fully effective in a hitherto
untreated area.

When visiting Brazil in 1952, Saenz Vera was informed that, in rural
areas of the Pernambuco State as well, new applications of DDT had
little effect. He added in a further (personal) communication that the fleas
involved were X. cheopis, P. irritans, N. londinensis, and Polygenis species.

Action has been initiated by WHO to study further this matter.
It was noted by some observers that dusting with DDT for the purposes

of plague or typhus control exerted a lethal action not only on the fleas
but also to some extent on the rodents. Thus Machiavello,'19 describing
his work in Tumbes, mentioned that rats (R. rattus) dusted with a heavy
dose of DDT (1-2 g of a 10% mixture) may be poisoned and die because
they regularly and carefully lick their fur. Referring again to this matter
in 1949,121 he stated that the average lethal dose of DDT dust for these
rats equalled 0.5 g of the pure substance but that the range of toxicity varied
from 0.05-1 g. The action of the insecticide did not seem sufficiently reliable
to replace the usual rodenticides in the field.

However, the use of 5 % DDT dust for the control of mice and that
of 50% dust for the control of rats and Meriones was recommended by
Sergent & Sergent.191' 192 Likewise, Wanson & Camphyn 228 suggested that
50% DDT dust might be used for the destruction of rats and gerbils.

It is generally agreed that the distribution of 5% or 10% DDT dust
may be used with advantage for the destruction of commensal mice. It
seems not advisable, however, to use 50% DDT to destroy larger rodents
which may be dealt with more effectively and economically by other methods.

Technique of application
DDT-containing dusts or fluids are used for the control of plague and

flea-borne typhus either singly or in combination.
To apply DDT by dusting, it is necessary to obtain it from the producers

ready-made in 10% strength, because it is not possible to prepare such
formulations from concentrates without special machinery. If it is desired
to use 5 % dust, the 10% formulations may be mixed as needed with equal
parts of inert materials such as talcum powder or kaolin. Flour has also
been utilized for this purpose. Care must be taken that the inert material
added has an adequately fine particle size.

Claims have been made by some workers that 5 % DDT dust gives as
satisfactory results in flea control as the originally used 10% formulation.
However, Good 68 stated that in his experience 5% DDT dust was definitely
less satisfactory for cheopis control than 10% dust. This opinion was
endorsed by a statement made in 1951,24 according to which " on 5 percent
DDT dust projects, rats from premises dusted more than 1 year previously
showed a high percentage of infestation, and an average per rat examined
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of 0.7 as compared to 0.3 for comparable periods of 10 percent DDT dust
projects ". As noted in a 1952 report,174 " most operators have preferred
to use the 10 per cent formulation, particularly where it was desirable
to control other ectoparasites more resistant to DDT, for example the
cat flea ".

For these reasons as well as in view of the recent observations on DDT
resistance quoted earlier, the present writer is definitely of the opinion that,
in order to work with adequately high concentrations of the insecticide, the
use of 5 % dust formulations should be discontinued. Essential though it
is to be economical in plague work, one must beware of false economies
as they are sometimes practised in DDT application in particular.

In addition to the hand dusters with long metal nozzles supplied by
the producers, in distributing DDT dust it is necessary to use: (a) foot pumps
of the pattern used for calcium cyanide distribution, provided preferably
with an additional dust reservoir tank of 5-pound (2.25 kg) capacity;
(b) hand-operated rotary blower dusters; and (c) hand-shaker dusters

both large ones, consisting of a box made of sheet metal with a remov-
able wire-gauze net or a perforated removable metal screen at one short
side and a stout handle on top, and small ones (capacity 3/4 pound or
0.33 kg), cylindrical in shape, with a removable perforated lid and pro-
vided with a handle 3 to 6 feet (1-2 m) long."8' 217 If no shaker dusters
are available, these can be improvised by punching holes into the lid of a
tin can, preferably one with a screwed-on lid.
DDT solutions can be simply prepared by dissolving technical grade

DDT in kerosene at the rate of 5 g to 100 ml of the solvent or by taking
6.7 ounces of technical DDT per gallon of kerosene. Other solvents, for
instance camphor oil, may be substituted for kerosene.d
DDT emulsions may be made by dissolving technical DDT in a good

solvent and then adding soap or another emulsifier so as to render further
dilution of the fluid with water possible. However, to obviate the tedious
process of preparing emulsions in the field, the fluid DDT concentrates
supplied by the producers-which merely require addition of water to ob-
tain a 5% formulation-may be utilized. Dry "wettable" DDT products,
containing an emulsifier in powder form, have recently become available;
from these, suspensions can be made by simply adding enough water to
obtain a 5% strength of the insecticide.

Generally speaking, DDT emulsions and suspensions, because they leave
a more massive deposit, are preferable to the solutions for flea-control work.
The inhabitants of well-appointed houses may object to these deposits. On
the other hand, however, the smell of the solutions is objectionable unless

d A specification for technical DDT has been established by the WHO Expert Committee on Insecticides
(Insecticides: manual of specifications for insecticides and for spraying and dusting apparatus, specification
WHO/SITECH/l, p. 1).
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an odourless solvent is available, and a fire hazard may be created by their
distribution.

Various models of sprayers, ranging from small hand-driven patterns
to large pressure sprayers, have been recommended for the distribution of
fluid DDT preparations. Whatever kind of sprayer is used, it is essential
to apply the material as a coarse spray and not as a fine mist. Nozzles
which give a fan-shaped spray are preferable (Bishopp 15).

There can be no doubt that, for the purposes of flea-control, DDT in
dust form is preferable to fluid preparations because, while the sprayed
materials remain fixed to the surfaces on which they have been spread,
dust deposits are apt to become transferred to the fur of the rodents and
to be carried by the latter to their burrows and nests. The only drawback
of dusting is that the deposits on the floors may be swept away by the
people. Nicholson et al.149 suggested for this reason that such vulnerable
sites should be sprayed with fluid DDT preparations while dust ought to
be used in the other parts of the premises to be treated.

It is generally recommended that fluid DDT preparations be used in a
strength of 5 % and applied at the ratio of about 40 ml per square metre
or of one gallon per 1,000 square feet so as to obtain deposits of 200 mg
of concentrated DDT per square foot. In sites needing less intensive
treatment, half of these dosages may suffice.

Though larger or lesser dosages of 10% DDT dust have been used by
some workers, it is usually considered adequate to apply the dust at the
ratio of 2-3 g/m2 or 200-300 g (7-10 ounces) per 1,000 square feet. It is,
however, important to note that Davis 35 and most other workers in the
USA maintain that the quantity of DDT used ought to depend upon the
degree of rat-infestation rather than upon the size of the sites to be treated.

In order to apply DDT efficiently for the purposes of rodent-flea
control, it is essential to make preliminary inspections of the premises to
be treated so as to ascertain what species of rodents are present and to
assess the degree of infestation. Whenever possible, preliminary rat-trapping
ought to be done in the localities to be dealt with so as to establish the flea
indices and/or the percentages of flea-infestation.

Most workers insist that, in order to obtain fully satisfactory results,
it is necessary to apply DDT not only to all rat-runs on the floors as well
as in elevated positions (e.g., on rafters), but also to the rodent-burrows
and other enclosed or semi-enclosed harbourages, such as dead spaces
under floors or between double walls, which may be rat- and/or flea-infested.

A sound principle now adopted in the USA is that, when applying
DDT to the rat-runs, stress ought to be laid upon "patch-dusting" rather
than upon uniform distribution of the dust in thin layers, so as to increase
the chances that the rodents, after having come in contact with the deposits,
spread the dust over their fur when preening themselves and carry it into
their burrows.
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Patches of DDT dust ought to be placed with the aid of shaker-cans
(a) in the first line round the entrances of rodent-burrows or other holes
made by the rodents on level surfaces, and (b) on rat-runs both on the
floors and on rafters or other elevated surfaces. The quantity of the dust
to be used for individual patches depends upon the degree of rodent-
infestation present. As stated in Rat-borne disease: prevention and control:217
" When infestation is light, only a relatively thin layer, enough to be seen, is needed.
For a moderate amount of rat evidence a patch 1/32-inch [0.8 mm] thick is sufficient.
Heavy infestations demand patches of 1/4 of an inch [6.4 mm] or more".

The rings of DDT dust made round rat-holes ought to have a diameter
of 6-12 inches (15-30 cm). DDT patches on rat-runs, which should be
placed at intervals of 10-15 feet (3-4.5 m), preferably in narrow parts of
the runs, should be 6 inches (15 cm) wide by 18 inches (45 cm) long on an
average.

In addition to surface dusting, particularly patch-dusting, the rodent-
burrows as well as all other enclosed harbourages (e.g., those below double
floors, between double walls, or above false ceilings) must be thoroughly
dusted with the aid of appropriately powerful pumps, so as to cover as
far as possible the entire inside of these enclosures with a light film. As
stated in the handbook on rat-borne disease,2"7 the foot-pumps as used
for calcium cyanide distribution are satisfactory for treating burrows and
enclosures of less than 50 cubic feet (1.4 m3) in volume. Rotary or knapsack
dusters ought to be used for larger enclosed or partially-enclosed spaces.
When dealing with rodent holes in vertical surfaces it is well to place a
patch of DDT dust within their entrances after pumping has been done in
the above-described manner.

In places where plague is present, and particularly in the case of houses
where rat or human plague has become manifest, it may be advisable to
apply, in addition to the above-described methods, more intensive pro-
cedures of DDT dusting. Attention ought to be paid in this connexion to
the beds and clothes of the people and to the supplies and stores, and possibly
also to articles of furniture such as easy chairs, settees, cupboards, and
cabinets. Care must be taken, however, that DDT is not spread on foodstuffs
destined for consumption by man or domestic animals or on eating, drink-
ing, and cooking utensils.

Some workers applied DDT dust to the inside of the clothes which
were worn by people living in plague-affected houses or settlements in the
same manner as this insecticide is used for the control of louse-borne
typhus. Ordinarily, however, there is no need to use this tedious procedure
in plague-control work.

It is most desirable to evaluate the results of DDT-dusting campaigns
by trapping rats in the treated localities and ascertaining the flea indices
and/or the percentages of flea-infestation of the rodents. Particularly
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reliable results will be obtained if these values can be compared with those
ascertained under analogous conditions before DDT dusting had been
started. Whenever possible, such rodent-flea surveys should be continued
or repeated at suitable, e.g., monthly, intervals, so as to get indications
for the necessity of re-applying the insecticide.

The use of DDT for the purposes of flea control is without danger for
man or domestic animals if the following precautions are adopted:

1. On account of its similarity to flour, supplies of DDT dust must be
conspicuously labelled and kept in safe custody.

2. Though, in contrast to the solutions and the emulsions, DDT dust
is absorbed by the skin only when this is greasy or oily, it should not be
allowed to remain on the skin. Workers should wash their hands frequently,
particularly before eating.

3. Workers should wear gauze-cotton masks when dusting DDT. Dust
respirators are preferable when powerful pumps are used.

4. As noted, DDT dust must not be allowed to come in contact with
foodstuffs. Particularly, as stated in this connexion in the handbook on
rat-borne disease,217 it should not be applied to sacks of flour, salt, sugar,
cornmeal, or stored grain. Grain sweepings from treated establishments
should not be used to feed animals (Ludwig & Nicholson 118). Eating,
drinking, and cooking utensils must also be safeguarded.

5. Dogs may be disinfested with DDT dust by placing it on their necks
where it cannot be licked off. Cats should not be dusted with DDT.

If DDT is swallowed, vomiting should be induced immediately and the
stomach should be washed as soon as possible. A saline cathartic should
then be administered. If tremors or other nervous symptoms appear,
phenobarbital should be given. Intravenous administration of 10% calcium
gluconate, found effective by Vaz et al.220 in DDT-poisoned dogs, might
be considered.

Results

The outstanding value of DDT application in rodent-flea control is
exemplified by the following observations:

Excellent results have been obtained with DDT dusting in the control of
cheopis-borne typhus in the southern parts of the USA. Thus Morlan
& Hines 144 (see also Hill et al. ") reported that in two counties, where
patch dusting had been done five times during the period of April 1946 to
September 1947, effective control of this disease was obtained and main-
tained without further effort for about three years after completion of the
last dusting cycle.

In the experience of Macchiavello,119 120 DDT dusting gave most satisfac-
tory results in the control of various plague manifestations in Peru. Thus,
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reporting on the use of this method in the 1945 outbreak at Tumbes, he
stated that:

" The effectiveness of the application of DDT can be appreciated by: (a) the stopping
of the epidemic 4 days after finishing the first application of DDT; (b) the 81.6 per cent
lowering of the flea-infestation of the rats and the 87.9 per cent diminution in the numbers
of fleas found in rat nests, after the first application of DDT. There was a final reduction
in the number of fleas in the epizootic foci of over 90 per cent. Rat plague was reduced
75.6 per cent after the first application of DDT and 100 per cent after the second ".

As recently reported by Mercier,132 systematic use of house dusting in
the town of Tananarive, Madagascar, carried out twice yearly with mixtures
consisting of equal parts of 5% or 10% DDT and 5% or 10% benzene
hexachloride immediately after mixtures of these insecticides had been
sprayed for the purposes of malaria control, gave most gratifying results.
Human cases in Tananarive, which had become markedly less frequent
since partial use of DDT had been made from 1947 onwards, remained
altogether absent after the systematic campaigns had been started in 1949.
Whereas previously 6-8 fleas had been found on each trapped rat, the
infestation-rate fell to 0.25 (1 flea per 4 rats) after systematic disinsectization
had been started. The cheopis index was after that time 0.05 as against at
least 1.50 previously.

Satisfactory results with DDT in the control of plague were also obtained
in South Africa. Thus, as stated by Davis,38 systematic dusting of some
6,000 huts, carried out every 4 months in Ngamiland with 1/2 pound (225 g)
of the dust per hut, led to a most marked reduction of the flea incidence.
After dusting had been done for the 7th time, only 5 fleas were found in
one of the 500 huts sampled.

Wagle & Seal,227 in a report submitted in 1952 to the WHO Expert
Committee on Plague, adduced ample evidence that in India also applica-
tion of DDT had usually given gratifying results, so that:

" Most of the public health workers agree that DDT has been able to keep down plague
infection in their States since its introduction on a reasonably large scale and they feel
that the results obtained give every promise of a possibility of eradication of plague
through its concerted use".

The methods of DDT application mainly utilized in India for the pur-
poses of plague control were (a) indoor residual spraying with emulsions
containing 5 % of the insecticide, and/or (b) treatment (" insufflation ")
of the rat-burrows with 10% DDT dust. On the basis of the experiences of
Viswanathan & Rao,224-226 Wagle & Seal stressed the advisability of com-
bining these two methods. In their opinion it was best to use both procedures
simultaneously, but if funds were limited, it seemed permissible to apply
DDT in the form of sprays during plague outbreaks and to dust the burrows
during the interepidemic periods. Though lesser dosages were often used,
better results were obtained when sufficient amounts of the emulsions were
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applied to produce deposits of 70-75 mg of pure DDT per square foot
(7-7.5 mg/M2).

It is of great importance to note that application of DDT was found to
be not only far more effective but also more economical than that of calcium
cyanide. Thus in the Nilgiris district of Madras State, India, the cost of
the 2,000 pounds (907 kg) of 10% DDT dust needed to treat 90 village
units once yearly was Rs 1,750/-. Should calcium cyanide have been used
instead, three applications instead of one would have been required and the
cost of the 3,000 pounds (1,360 kg) of the material needed for this purpose
would have been Rs 4,500/-.94

Benzene Hexachloride (BHC)

Among the five known isomers of benzene hexachloride (1,2,3,4,5,6-
hexachlorocyclohexane; empirical formula C6H6C16) the gamma-isomer
has been found to possess marked insecticidal powers. It is available in the
form of a light, buff-to tan-coloured powder, in the form of solutions
made with organic solvents, of emulsions, and also of pellets to be used for
fumigation. As summarized by Andrews & Simmons,3 " the toxic action of
BHC against insects may be as a contact poison, as a stomach poison, as a
fumigant, or as a combination of the three". On account of this wider
range of action BHC kills insects more rapidly than DDT does but, because
it is volatile, its residual action is considerably less long-lasting than that of
the latter insecticide.

The superior pulicidal effect of DDT was well demonstrated through
comparative experiments carried out by Sharif'95 in the Haffkine Institute,
Bombay, India. He established that DDT admixed with sand in a ratio of
1/200,000 exerted a residual action for as long as 238 days, whereas BHC,
if used under the same conditions in a concentration of 1/5,000, retained a
residual action for only 48 days. Analogous differences were found in
tests conducted by pumping DDT and BHC respectively into artificial rat-
burrows.

As recorded by Wagle & Seal,227 field trials in India also showed that
the action of BHC on the rat-fleas was less marked and persistent than that
of DDT.

As shown experimentally (Furman; 57 Vashkov & Serebryakova; 219
van Someren 206), benzene hexachloride could exert a lethal action on rats
and mice. Van Someren 206 maintained in this connexion that application
of BHC dust at the rate of about 2 g (60 mg gamma) on floors, or dusting of
rat runs and burrows, or poisoning with baits containing this chemical
might be of value for the control of R. rattus, R. natalensis, and-to a lesser
extent-mice. Arvicanthis, which seemed more resistant to BHC than the
above species, was thought to be amenable to higher doses, particularly if
given in bait form.
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Other Insecticides

It may be claimed that there is no need to enter into a detailed discussion
of the formerly used methods of flea-control, such as spraying infested
premises with kerosene-soap emulsions, because these time-honoured but
little effective procedures have become obsolete since DDT and, to a lesser
extent, BHC have proved incomparably more efficient. However, the
question of to what extent other modern insecticides exert a pulicidal action
is of importance in so far as their use might come in question in areas
where the flea populations have become DDT-resistant. The following
findings have been recorded in this respect

Chlorinated benzenes

As established by Ernst & Meijers,55 1-hydroxy-symmetric-polychlo-
rine benzene as a 5 % powder appeared as effective against fleas as 5%
DDT preparations. In the doses used for the disinfestation of cats and dogs,
it was not toxic for these animals.

As far as can be judged from limited experiences made by Laurans,110
another chlorinated benzene compound, polychlorocyclane sulfide, was
effective against dog-fleas (Ctenocephalides canis) if used as a 4.5 % powder.

Chlordane

Chlordane, like DDT a chlorinated hydrocarbon, with the empirical
formula C10H6C18, is available in the form of powders, solutions in oils,
and emulsions, and stands in regard to its volatility and residual action
between DDT and gamma benzene hexachloride. Like the latter it exerts a
fumigant action besides being apt to kill various insects by contact action.
It is compatible with DDT (Gray 72).

As stated in a recent report,174 " a 10% chlordane dust is recommended
for controlling soil infestations of cat and dog fleas. A single application of
this material has given effective control of infestations, whereas repeated
applications of DDT would have been required ".

Similarly, it was stated by Kilpatrick & Fay106 that Ctenocephalidesfelis
infestations, which could not be effectively dealt with by three applications
of 5% DDT dust, were much reduced or even eliminated through the use
of 5% chlordane. To explore the action of this insecticide on DDT-resistant
rodent-fleas would be of considerable interest.

Organic phosphates

Because, as noted before, organic phosphates are extremely toxic
to man and because they possess very limited residual action (Upholt 218),
they should not be used for the purposes of flea control.
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Organic sulfur compounds
As stated by Velbinger,221 phenothiazine (C,2H9NS), when applied

in the form of dust or washes to dogs, exerted a lethal action on Cteno-
cephalides canis.

According to Frear,56 phenothiazine, which is widely used as an anthel-
mintic in veterinary medicine, has many desirable characteristics as an
insecticide but is apt to show a variable action and occasionally causes
dermatitis in man.

Organic thiocyanogen compounds, known under various proprietary
names, exert, according to Kerr,105 but little action on fleas as compared to
that of DDT. As stated by Upholt,218 these compounds have been used in
combination with pyrethrum in order to ensure that insects knocked down
by the latter would be killed instead of recovering. Since, however, the
thiocyanates are presumably more toxic than other substances exerting a
synergistic action when used with pyrethrum, they have to be utilized with
caution.

Piperonyl compounds
Andrews & Simmons 3 noted that piperonyl cyclonene, because it

exerted a synergistic action on pyrethrum, appeared to be promising for
flea control, if used in combination with the latter, but lacked the desired
residual toxicity for rat-fleas in particular.

According to Gray,72 piperonyl butoxide, which is also used in combina-
tion with pyrethrum, had residual properties and, because it was free from
hazards to warm-blooded animals, could be freely used around foodstuffs.
As noted below, Smith 204 found that piperonyl butoxide in combination
with pyrethrum extract exerted within 24 hours a toxic action on X. cheopis
and on Ctenocephalides felis.

It should be noted, in this connexion, that recently attention has been
paid in India to the possibility of using the locally available pyrethrum
instead of imported synthetic insecticides, particularly DDT. Experiments
in this direction were carried out in the Haffkine Institute with powders
containing pyrethrins in a concentration of 0.2% on mixed populations of
X. cheopis, X. astia, and X. brasiliensis. Weekly observations made in order
to test the residual effect of this powder showed that, though 100% of the
fleas exposed for 15 minutes were knocked down on the first day, the
knock-down effect was only 75% after seven days, 50% after two weeks,
and nil after four weeks.92

One must fear that under natural conditions the residual effect of such
powders would be still less satisfactory.

Sodium fluoride
Sodium fluoride (NaF), known as an insecticide for more than

fifty years, was recommended in 1940 by Roubaud 182 for flea control in
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houses. Roubaud found that, while the action of this compound on adult
fleas was too slow to make it useful for disinfesting animals such as dogs, it
exerted a larvicidal action, killing for instance in a concentration of 10%
Ctenocephalides canis larvae in 18-24 hours. An X. cheopis population kept
in a glass jar was found to be annihilated a few days after small doses of
NaF had been applied. Premises infested with dog- or cat-fleas could be
freed from these parasites by spreading sodium fluoride either in pure form
or in a concentration of 50% on the floors at the rate of 2 g per square metre.
The price of this chemical was low and its toxicity for man and domestic
animals was 30 times less than that of arsenites. In Roubaud's opinion
sodium fluoride was apt to be useful for combating loose X. cheopis living
in grain debris.

It might be interesting to establish whether or not NaF could be used
together with pyrethrum.

Comparative tests
Smith,204 comparing the action exerted within 24 hours by 619 insecti-

cides on Ctenocephalides felis and X. cheopis with that of DDT, found that
at a concentration of 0.5 %, 29 of these compounds proved more effective
than DDT, 24 were within the range of effectiveness of DDT, and 566 were
less effective than DDT. He stated in particular that:
"The outstanding toxicants were heptachlor, dieldrin (compound 497), aldrin
(compound 118) and benzene hexachloride (95 per cent gamma isomer). Chlordane and
parathion were more effective than DDT at concentrations of 0.5 and 0.05% and toxa-
phene and pyrethrum extract plus piperonyl butoxide at 0.5% only. Methoxychlor and
other analogs were about equal to DDT ".

Interesting as these findings are, they are of only limited practical value
because (a) the residual action of the compounds found to compare favour-
ably with DDT or to be as effective as the latter insecticide was not deter-
mined, and (b) the DDT concentrations used in these comparative tests
(0.5 %, 0.05 %, and 0.005 %) were far below those applied in actual practice.

Fumigants

The comparative value of various fumigants for the destruction of
rodent-fleas is well illustrated by the observations of Stewart & Mackie,209
whose principal findings are embodied in table V.

Though, as shown above, hydrocyanic acid gas gave by far the best
results, Stewart & Mackie 209 stressed that in actual practice the experiences
made with the application of calcium cyanide were not fully satisfactory
in the case of the wild-rodent fleas or in that of the rat-fleas. The two
workers advocated, therefore, the use of methyl bromide which, if applied
to each opening of ground-squirrel burrow-systems in quantities of 10 ml,
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was found to be fully effective against the fleas as well as against the rodents.
There can be no doubt, however, that nowadays it would be both more
expedient and far more safe to use DDT instead of methyl bromide for the
purposes of flea control.

However, fumigation procedures and, still more, application of calcium
cyanide continue to be of importance for the disinfestation of grain con-
signments under the conditions usually prevailing in plague-affected localities
-the more so as it was established through the observations ofPandit et al.157
and of George & Webster62 that exposure to the sun or to hot air, as
formerly often done, was unreliable for the disinfestation of grain bags.

TABLE V. RELATIVE EFFICACY OF VARIOUS FUMIGANTS AGAINST
ADULT FLEAS (DIAMANUS MONTANUS AND HOPLOPSYLLUS ANOMALUS) *

TemperatureTieo
Fumigant a Volume of gasb Time ofFumigant a ~~~~~~~~(Ml) exposure

(OF) (OC) (hours)

Carbon disulfide 71 21.6 5 1

Chloropicrin 77 25.0 5 1

Ethylene oxide 75-80 23.9-26.6 2-10 0.5-4

25 % ethylene oxide +
75% ethylene dichloride 78-82 25.6-27.8 5-10 1-2

HCN 71-87 21.6-30.6 0.1-0.5 0.166-0.5

Methyl bromide 72-78 22.2-25.6 0.5-10 0.166-1

Propylene oxide 78-85 25.6-29.5 5-10 1-2

Sulfur dioxide 76 24.5 10 1

* Only 100%-kill recorded.
a Some other fumigants, including carbon monoxide and pure ethylene dichloride, were found

to exert no lethal action on fleas.
b The tests were made in a glass fumigation chamber with a capacity of 126 ml.

The following experiment made by George & Webster is particularly
instructive:
" On one occasion in Cumbum village a bandicoot was found dead of plague in a grain
store. The fleas on the carcass, ten in number, were removed. About 700 bags of grain
were removed and placed singly on a cement platform exposed to bright sunlight through-
out a whole day in November, 1932. The maximum shade temperature that day was
82OF (280C]. At night twelve de-flead guinea-pigs were allowed to wander loose among
the bags. Next day eleven of these [animals] were caught and searched for fleas.
Thirty-six cheopis and astia fleas were recovered."

Application of hot air, used on dull days to disinfest grain in bags, was
equally unsatisfactory because, as stated by George & Webster,62 it was
not possible in this way to maintain a temperature of 120OF (490C) for
45 minutes as required for the destruction of fleas.
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Further observations in the Cumbum Valley, Madras State, showed,
however, that satisfactory results could be obtained by applying calcium
cyanide (a) to grain bags put in fumigation chambers, or (b) to the bags
loaded on bullock carts, which were covered for this purpose with oiled
tarpaulins, in sheds erected on the roadside.60 61 93 It was found that the
following HCN concentrations and minimum periods of exposure were
required to de-flea the various commodities usually encountered in these
wayside plague-control stations:

Articles Quantities of IICN * required per 1,000 cubic feet
**

in airtight chambers *** under oiled tarpaulins

Personal effects .1.... . . . . . I oz for 1/2 to 1 hour I oz for 1 hour
Rice, paddy, lentils, coriander, etc. . . 3 oz for 3 hours 4 oz for 3 hours
Bran, coffee-husks, sesamum seeds, etc. 4 oz for 8 hours 5 oz for 8 hours
Cotton and flour ..... . . . . . 12 oz for 5 hours 16 oz for 8 hours

* Obtained through application of approximately 4 ounces of calcium cyanide dust.
** 1 ounce per 1,000 cubic feet = 1 g/m'
* Capacity of about 3,000 cubic feet. Enclosed on three sides and on top by solid masonry work.

Entrance tightly closed with the aid of an oiled tarpaulin. Calcium cyanide was pumped in through lead
pipes in walls.

Remarks: (a) To test the efficacy of these procedures, observations were made in 1935
with live fleas in muslin bags left at various levels inside the grain bags and outside them.

(b) Penetration of the gas was facilitated if the bags were not too tightly packed.

The use of methyl bromide for the purpose of freeing grain cargoes from
plague-infected fleas was recommended by Stewart & Mackie.Y It must
be noted, however, that recently van Tiel 215 considered further tests
necessary to exclude the possibility of an absorption of methyl bromide
into grain. He considered it preferable, therefore, to fumigate grain with
methallyl chloride (,B-methylallyl chloride or 3-chloro-2-methylpropene)
which is safer to handle in so far as it has a repulsive odour. However,
this compound is inflammable and at certain concentrations explosive when
admixed with air. Moreover, though found to be effective against bed-bugs
and lice, its action on fleas has apparently not been explored.

Bouhelier & Foury 18 recommended trichloroethylene (CHC1 :CC12)
for grain disinfestation. Experimentally, this volatile, non-inflammable
fluid, which is used as an anaesthetic in clinical medicine, killed Ct. canis
in 19 V2 hours if used at the rate of 100 ml per cubic metre or 1 fluid ounce
per 10 cubic feet at temperatures ranging from 200-250C (680-770F).

It would not seem that application of the above fumigants is more
advantageous than that of calcium cyanide for the purpose of freeing grain
supplies from fleas under field conditions. Hence, until further research
leads to the introduction of improved procedures, calcium cyanide applica-
tion may be considered as the method of choice in dealing with actually
or potentially flea-infested grain consignments under the conditions usually
prevailing in and near rural plague areas.
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DIRECT CONTROL OF BUBONIC (ZOOTIC) PLAGUE

Having dealt in the preceding pages with the methods of indirectly
controlling plague through steps taken against the reservoir rodents and the
insect vectors of the infection, it is now necessary to review the measures by
which man, the victim of the infection, may be safeguarded. For obvious
reasons separate consideration must be given in this respect to the bubonic
(zootic) and to the pneumonic (demic) type of the disease.

Hospitalization of Patients

It may be maintained that from the viewpoint of plague prevention it is
immaterial whether or not patients suffering from bubonic plague not
complicated by lung manifestations are isolated. Such sufferers are not
directly contagious and, as proved by the usual absence of instances of
secondary infection in their households, the danger of an indirect conveyance
of P. pestis from them to those near them through insect vectors is, as a
rule, inconsiderable. Even if the sufferers left in their houses should sub-
sequently develop secondary lung involvement, the danger of a spread of
pneumonic plague can now be effectively averted through abortive treatment
of their contacts.

If, however, one disregards the somewhat arbitrary distinction between
preventive and curative medicine, which are united in the endeavour of
benefiting mankind, hospitalization of bubonic (zootic) plague patients is
of great importance in view of the far superior facilities available in the
wards, not only for efficiently treating but for adequately nursing the
sufferers.

Hence, while preferably avoiding forceful means, plague workers
should use every possible inducement to arrange that the patients are
quickly hospitalized. However, in places remote from hospitals or possess-
ing no adequate means of communication one ought to weigh the advan-
tages of hospitalization against the risks to which a long and/or inade-
quately conducted transport exposes the patients. One should also keep
in mind that among groups of people unfamiliar with, or prejudiced against,
modern medicine, insistence on hospitalization, while beneficial to the
affected individuals, may greatly enhance the difficulties of obtaining the
goodwill and co-operation of the people. It is important to note, in this
connexion, that some workers, such as Mathur & Goyal,13' Shamanna &
Hedge,'93 Shamanna & Kalappa,194 and Simeons & Chhatre 202 in India, and
also the present writer in China, were able to obtain satisfactory results
when treating bubonic plague patients in their homes.

If no permanent plague hospitals or wards are available, care must be
taken to house the patients in buildings which are, or can be rendered,
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free from rats. A special ward, preferably in a separate building or in a
shed or tent erected for this purpose, should be provided for, where the
newly arrived patients are undressed, bathed or washed, if necessary freed
from vermin, and dressed in hospital garments.

The clothes in which the patients come must be disinfested in steam
sterilizers or delousers, or-if such permanent facilities are unavailable-
with the aid of calcium cyanide or a fumigant in an airtight chamber or
container. Application of DDT dust followed by storage of the clothes
would also be satisfactory.

The staff handling the newly admitted patients or their clothes should be
provided with flea-proof garments. Such garments should also be worn by
the staff members attending the patients in the wards in cases where no
hospital garments can be issued. If so, it might be advisable to apply DDT
dust to the persons and clothes of the patients, as practised for the pur-
poses of louse-borne typhus control.

The medical officers and nurses attending plague patients in the wards
should preferably wear masks even if the sufferers show no manifest signs
of lung involvement.

Management of Contacts

Though it was often considered necessary to isolate the contacts of
bubonic plague patients for six days or even longer in quarantine camps, it
may be asserted that, in view of what has been stated in the foregoing section,
there was never any real need to insist upon this most unpopular practice as
long as the patients had been hospitalized or, if left in their houses, remained
free from lung complications. Nowadays, when DDT is available to render
the affected houses safe, the method of confining the contacts of patients
suffering from bubonic plague without lung involvement in camps is
altogether obsolete.

Evacuation

Voluntary removal of the people from places where plague had appeared
or had become rampant, is no doubt the oldest method used to prevent the
spread of this disease. For instance, it is definitely known that this procedure
had been adopted for many centuries in northern India, where the people
left their homes as soon as the rats began to die (Patel 160).

However, while one must admit the soundness of the principle of remov-
ing the people from places where hordes of plague-infected fleas lurk,
several reasons militate against its implementation. Short of the barbaric
practice sometimes adopted formerly of burning down plague-infected
houses or even settlements, enforced evacuation is the most unpopular of
all anti-plague measures. To make adequate arrangements for housing and
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feeding the evacuated is difficult. Moreover, unless proper methods of
disinfestation are applied, the evacuated may bring along infected fleas in
their effects or even on their persons, so that the spread of plague among
them is not cut short.

While, for these reasons, the advisability of a mass evacuation of plague-
infected settlements or precincts was questionable in the past, adoption of
this method has now become superfluous, because, instead of removing
the people from the flea-vectors, the latter may be effectively dealt with
in loco.

At the same time, however, consideration ought to be given to the
advisability of temporarily removing the inhabitants of individual houses or
groups of houses which, on account of a particularly heavy rat-infestation,
have become hot-beds of the infection, so as to get elbow-room and sufficient
time to deal adequately with the rodent-harbourages.

Mass Vaccination

It is not surprising to find that in the field as well as in the laboratory
the results obtained with plague vaccination by different workers and con-
sequently the opinions they formed regarding the value of this prophylactic
method, varied most markedly. The potency of the vaccines they used was
bound to be markedly different. The same holds true of the dosage used-
a factor of particularly great importance in the case of the killed vaccines
which, instead of being given in two doses at an interval of 5-7 days, as is
considered essential in principle, were actually most often administered
once only. More important still, the statistical evidence presented in regard
to the efficacy of plague vaccination, though ample, is often not satisfactory,
mainly because the groups of the vaccinated and unvaccinated were not
under the same risk of infection (see Otten 153).

Nevertheless, though it is not possible to accept the exaggerated claims
made by some advocates of plague vaccination, there is no reason to revise the
opinion reached after a careful consideration of the evidence by competent
reviewers, such as the Indian Plague Commission (quoted by Simpson 203),
Dieudonne & Otto,44 and recently Meyer,137 that the method is of definite
value in the prevention of plague. It is important to note that Meyer was
able to base this conclusion not only upon reliable statistics, such as those
of Otten (1936, 1940, 1941),53-155 Girard & Robic (1936, 1938), 66, 67 Girard
(1946),4 and Patel & Rebello (1948), 161 but also upon observations on the
appearance of immune bodies in volunteers to whom plague vaccines had
been administered (Meyer & Foster ;138 Meyer 1948, 1953 136, 137).

Being due to a process of active immunization, the protection conferred
through plague vaccination reaches an effective degree only after a period
usually assumed to last 5-7 days after administration of the vaccine. It is
inevitable, therefore, that persons who incubate the infection at the time
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of vaccination, or who become infected soon afterwards, develop plague
even though they have been vaccinated. It was undoubtedly due to such
occurrences, which are bound to be particularly frequent ifplague is rampant,
that soon after Haffkine started to administer his vaccine, claims were made
as to the existence of a " negative phase " following vaccination, during
which the vaccinated were supposed to be more susceptible to the infection
than the unvaccinated. As noted by Stevenson & Kapadia,208 in a discourse
delivered in 1899 before the Royal Society, London, Haffkine definitely
denied the existence of such a negative phase.

Calmette & Salimbeni,22 on the contrary, noted during the 1899 out-
break at Oporto that " animals during the period of immunization with
heated cultures were extremely sensitive to very small doses of the virus,
doses which were rarely mortal to non-vaccinated animals" (summary by
Calmette, quoted by Stevenson & Kapadia 208). Since, however, Calmette
& Salimbeni experimented with a few animals only and used a vaccine
which, because it had been heat-killed at a temperature of 700C (1580F),
could have possessed but little immunizing value, not much credence can
be given to their findings.

Nevertheless, during the years following the introduction of Haffkine's
vaccine there was so much fear of a negative phase in Bombay that persons
living in plague houses were given only half the vaccine doses used for
people who apparently had been under no risk of infection. This practice
was continued until 1905 when Liston,115 repeating Calmette & Salimbeni's
experiments with a small number of guinea-pigs, found no evidence of the
existence of a negative phase. Liston's findings were confirmed through
ampler tests carried out by Stevenson & Kapadia 208 which showed:
" (1) that there is no ' negative phase ' or period of increased susceptibility of rats to
plague after the administration of anti-plague vaccine even within one and a half hours
after the operation;
(2) that the production of immunity among rats commences within a few hours of
inoculation and increases in amount till the 2nd or 3rd day after anti-plague vaccination."

More important still, observations confirming the experimental findings
of Stevenson & Kapadia have been made in the course of vaccination
campaigns. Bannerman (quoted by Dieudonne & Otto 44) maintained in
this connexion, with much reason, that if the susceptibility to plague were
increased immediately after vaccination, as was claimed by Calmette &
Salimbeni,22 there ought to be a higher plague mortality among the recently
vaccinated than among the unvaccinated. Actually, however, the mortality
among 358 persons developing plague within 10 days after vaccination,
including 43 who were already ill when vaccinated or fell ill on the same
day, was 48 % as against a death-rate of 73.7% in a control group of 5,079
unvaccinated. In a smaller group observed at Dharwar, only 36.5% of
74 persons developing plague within 10 days after vaccination succumbed
as against 90.8 % deaths in the control group.
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Patel & Rebello,'6' recently recording the results of a mass-inoculation
campaign with Haffkine Institute vaccine, also found that " there was no
adverse negative effect observed among those inoculated after exposure to
infection and hence it would seem unwise to refuse inoculation to
contacts from fear of negative phase effect ".

Summarizing the experiences made in China with agar-grown killed
vaccines, Pollitzer 166 likewise stated:
" We never found any evidence of a negative phase-on the contrary, when administering
for curative purposes during the 1928 South Manchurian outbreak single vaccine doses
to recently admitted bubonic plague patients, we saw that the life of these sufferers was
often prolonged."

That administration of live avirulent vaccines does not produce a
negative phase is well shown by the observations of Grasset 70 who found
only 15 cases of plague among 24,000 immunized persons within 10 days
after vaccination.

Hence, though statements to the contrary have been made by a few
recent observers, either on experimental grounds (Pons & Advier 171) or on
account of field observations (see Simeons & Chhatre for example 201, 202),
it may be asserted that plague vaccination is not followed by a negative
phase during which the vaccinated are temporarily more susceptible to
the infection. Since, however, administration of plague vaccines does not
prevent development of the disease in persons who were incubating the
disease or who became infected during the days immediately following
vaccination, it is obviously preferable to use this preventive method during
the interepidemic period and not when plague, particularly human plague,
has already become manifest.

Comparing the laboratory experiments made in regard to the efficacy
of killed and live avirulent vaccines respectively, Pollitzer (in the third of
these studies,'68 p. 202) stated that "no doubt can exist in an impartial
mind that, if carefully prepared and fully potent products are used in proper
dosages..., equally good laboratory results can be obtained with both
categories of vaccines".

It is gratifying to note that an analogous conclusion has been reached in
regard to human plague vaccination by Meyer 137 who stated that:
" Any plague vaccine, whether killed or living, provided it either inherently contains
2 to 3 mg of Fraction I or is capable of producing this amount when inoculated into the
body of man, will favourably alter the susceptibility of 50 per cent of the inoculated. This
basic immunity may even improve after the first month and may persist for at least
6 months".

Meyer emphasized, however, the great importance of revaccination,
concluding that:
" Annual revaccination progressively improves the immune status of the population
groups and this creates the impressive results reported from countries in which this
principle has been adopted as an aid in the control of plague in endemic regions ".
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In view of the statements made above, the choice of the vaccines to be
used for the purpose of plague prevention depends upon practical considera-
tions rather than upon fundamental differences between the products. The
casein hydrolysate vaccine now manufactured in the Haffkine Institute is
certainly an excellent, exactly standardized product but shares with all
killed vaccines the drawback that, in order to be fully effective, it must be
administered in two doses given at an interval of 5-7 days-a procedure
which as a rule is rather difficult to adopt. Live vaccines are fully effective
in single doses but thus far have to be used soon after manufacture, a
procedure not easy to adopt when it is necessary to carry out campaigns in
remote areas. However, it deserves great attention that in contrast to pre-
vious experiences (see the third of these studies,168 p. 201) recent preliminary
tests with a lyophilized EV vaccine prepared by Girard have given promising
results in vitro and experimentally.4 Still, even if such lyophilized products
should be found suitable for human vaccination, it might remain difficult to
use them in localities distant from adequately equipped laboratories.

The dosages for the administration of the casein hydrolysate vaccine
now produced in the Haffkine Institute, Bombay, are as follows (Greval 73)

Second dose Annual
Age and sex First dose (in 5-7 days) revaccination

(ml) (ml) (ml)

Men ... .... . 1.0 1.5 1.5
Women...... . 0.75 1.0 1.0
Children, 14 years 0.2 0.3 0.3

5-10 years 0.3 0.5 0.5
11-15 years 0.4 0.75 0.75

Note: It should be kept in mind that these dosages, particularly those for women,
have been worked out according to Indian standards.

Agar-grown killed vaccines are usually administered in an initial dose
of 0.5 ml, followed 5-7 days later by administration of 1 ml. The latter
dose (1 ml) is also adopted for the purposes of revaccination. Lesser doses
must be given to adults of low body-weight and to children in proportions
analogous to those indicated in the case of casein hydrolysate vaccine.

Live avirulent vaccines are administered once in an adult dose of 1 ml
(Girard & Robic ; 66 Grasset 70). The proportionally lower doses recom-
mended by Grasset 70 for children were 0.5 ml for the age-group of 5 to
12 years and 0.25 ml for those under 5 years.

If due regard is given to the principles of asepsis, the local and general
reactions produced by the now available plague vaccines are as a rule mild
or at most moderate. The conclusion arrived at in this connexion by the
WHO Expert Committee on Plague,237 at its second session, was that:
" With living vaccines local reactions are essential, while with killed vaccines satisfactory
protection can be obtained with preparations producing neither local nor general
reactions ".

6
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Serum Prophylaxis

As summarized by Dieudonne & Otto,44 some early workers reported
favourable results obtained through mass prophylaxis with plague immune
serum. However, Dieudonne & Otto pointed out that the validity of some
of these observations was doubtful, and stressed, moreover, that the method
was disadvantageous in view of the short duration of the protection afforded
and the high price of the serum, which would render it impossible to repeat
the injections even if there were no danger of anaphylaxis.e Dieudonn6 &
Otto maintained, however, that it would be advantageous to combine the
prophylactic administration of plague immune serum with that of plague
vaccine so as to obtain a rapidly effective as well as a longer lasting protec-
tion. They noted that the use of this combined method had given favour-
able results during an outbreak in Kobe, Japan.

Though good success with this combined method was also recorded by
some recent workers, the serum doses they used were often so small (5 ml
or even less) that it is difficult to consider them as effective. No doubt, more
reliable results could be obtained with higher doses but the cost of using
these during large-scale campaigns would be prohibitive. Moreover, as
shown by an observation of Mackay-Dick,'24 even plague-serum doses of
5 ml may produce severe urticarial reactions.

It would appear, therefore, that the method of combined plague serum
and vaccine prophylaxis has little, if anything, to recommend it. As already
stated, vaccination campaigns should be conducted before plague becomes
manifest so as to avoid the appearance of the disease in persons already
incubating the infection when they are vaccinated. Should it be necessary to
vaccinate during a plague epidemic, application of DDT would be far more
effective in preventing infection of the not yet immunized than combined
serum administration. One may claim, therefore, that nowadays this com-
bined method of prophylaxis is of historical rather than of actual interest.

Comparative Value of the Measures of Control

The comparative value of the various measures against bubonic (zootic)
plague enumerated below has been, and still is, the subject of considerable
debate.

Measures to be used permanently
Rodent control; intelligence work; public-health propaganda and education.

Measures to be used periodically or temporarily
Application of insecticides; rodent destruction; vaccination; quarantine measures.

e That a second administration of prophylactic serum doses after an injudiciously long interval is rather
dangerous, is proved by an observation made by Lloyd 11' during the 1908 outbreak at Guayaquil, Ecuador.
He stated that then " a number of private practitioners tried to immunize their clients against plague by
injection of two small doses (usually 5 cm') of anti-plague serum, at an interval of 15-20 days. A great
number of severe anaphylactic reactions resulted. Several of the patients were confined to their beds for
days or even weeks, but I have not learnt that any death from anaphylaxis resulted ".
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General agreement exists that, in order to deal effectively with bubonic
plague, a proper system of detecting manifestations of the infection,
particularly of incipient epizootics, is indispensable. The great value
of obtaining the goodwill and co-operation of the people through pro-
paganda and health education is also generally realized. The necessity for
measures to prevent the spread of plague at distance is likewise universally
recognized.

However, even though the causative role played by the rodents is fully
realized, the advisability, or even the necessity, of making direct campaigns
against these animals the cornerstone of plague-preventive work is not
rarely doubted. In the past, it was at one time believed that vaccination alone
would suppress plague (Haffkine, quoted by Dieudonne & Otto 44). While
the fallacy of this hope was soon realized, a number of workers were of the
opinion that anti-rat campaigns were of no use for the control of plague
because no really effective methods were available to combat these animals.
Now that this impasse has been overcome, it is sometimes stated that in
view of the success obtainable in plague control with DDT alone other
measures, including rat control, are superfluous.

In evaluating this claim one must admit that:
(a) as long as the rodent-fleas have not become resistant to DDT,

single applications of this insecticide, if adequately made, form a practically
infallible means of preventing or suppressing plague manifestations in man;

(b) DDT campaigns, if repeated at proper intervals, continue to keep
the rodent-flea incidence at low levels and this low flea incidence is apt to
persist for considerably long periods even after the periodic use of the
insecticide has been stopped.

However, whether this prolonged reduction of the flea rate will lead to a
disappearance of rodent plague, as is sometimes claimed, remains to be
seen. An observation made by Hill et al.ss in murine-typhus control work
deserves great attention in this respect. As found by these workers, repeated
DDT dusting led to suppressions of human typhus incidence, prevalence of
complement-fixing antibodies, and rat-flea abundance, which persisted for
over two years following the last dusting campaigns in September 1947.
They added, however, that:
" A moderate rise in prevalence of murine typhus complement-fixing antibodies in the
domestic rat reservoirs in the two treated counties in 1949 accompanied by a moderate
increase in abundance of rat fleas suggests the necessity for further surveillance ".

These observations tend to confirm the opinion held by the majority
of plague workers and fully shared by the present writer that DDT applica-
tion, though of great value in plague-control work, does not obviate the
necessity of rodent-control work.

As stressed before, exclusion methods should be used as far as possible
for the latter purpose in preference to eradicative work. The WHO Expert
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Committee on Plague (1952),237 while admitting that it was impossible to
recommend one rigid scheme of plague control, endorsed this view by
stating that " under all circumstances the ideal method to fight plague was
to cut short the contact between rodent and man through house improve-
ment ".
A further much debated question is whether the availability of DDT

renders plague vaccination superfluous. There is no doubt that DDT
application is the method of choice during plague outbreaks when it is pre-
ferable not to resort to vaccination so as to avoid the development of the
disease in persons who are already infected when they receive the vaccine or
who contract the infection soon afterwards because they have not yet
become immunized.

At the same time, however, it would be unwise to discard the use of
vaccination applied during the interepidemic periods and followed by
yearly revaccination during those periods for the following reasons

(a) As stated in the eighth of these studies,'70 vaccination considerably
improves the chances of curing plague patients-a factor of particular
importance in localities where no or limited possibilities for the use of
antibiotics are available;

(b) In vast and sparsely populated rural plague areas, where it may be
difficult to visit every house for the purpose of DDT administration, it
may prove easier to vaccinate the people assembled for this purpose at
suitable points or to vaccinate those assembled for other purposes, e.g., at
markets or fairs.

Vaccination might also serve as a sheet-anchor in plague-infected
localities where the fleas have become DDT-resistant.

CONTROL OF PNEUMONIC (DEMIC) PLAGUE

In contrast to the control of the insect-borne zootic form, the prevention
of pneumonic plague, because it depends almost exclusively upon the
protection of man from man, is quite easy to accomplish. The principal
methods to be adopted when dealing with patients suffering from primary
pneumonic plague as well as with those developing secondary lung involve-
ment in the course of a primarily bubonic attack will now be discussed.

Case Detection

The rapid suppression of pneumonic plague manifestations depends
primarily upon a system of complete, as well as rapid, case detection. Every
effort must be made, therefore, to detect the presence of the disease in either
the secondary or the primary form at the first possible moment so as not to
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delay the measures necessary for dealing adequately with the situation.
A prompt diagnosis of primary pneumonic plague is all the more impor-
tant because, as emphasized in the eighth of these studies,170 the patients
are non-infective during the first 20-24 hours of illness.

The detection of cases during a pneumonic plague outbreak is greatly
facilitated if the help of the people can be obtained in this respect. Hence,
instead of trying to hide the occurrence of the disease, all available means of
propaganda should be used to inform the people of its presence, to acquaint
them with its symptoms and signs, and to urge them to report all suspicious
cases at once, so that the sufferers may be properly cared for and their
contacts may be protected.

Since, however, it is impossible fully to rely upon the help of the people
in this respect, a system of house-to-house inspection must be adopted in
communities, precincts, or smaller foci where pneumonic plague shows a
tendency to spread. Preferably, the houses should be visited twice daily, as
early as feasible in the morning and as late as possible in the afternoon or
evening. All inmates of the houses should be seen, and their pulses, as well
as their temperatures if possible, should be taken. Any person showing an
increased temperature and/or an unusually rapid or otherwise abnormal
pulse, or who appears otherwise to be ill, should be considered as plague-
suspect, unless he obviously suffers from another disease, and should be
kept under intensive observation or sent at once to the suspect-ward of
the hospital.

Isolation and Treatment of Patients

Prompt hospitalization of pneumonic plague patients must be insisted
upon, both in order to exclude the possibility of a spread of the infection to
their families or visitors and to give them optimal facilities for treatment.
In places remote from hospitals it may be inevitable to make exceptions
to this rule, but even though it may be possible safely to isolate the
patients in their houses or in outhouses or other buildings, the chances of
effectively treating them at home are poor.

Both in order to initiate treatment at the earliest possible moment and to
reduce chances for a spread of the infection from the patients during their
transport to the hospital, it is desirable to administer to them a dose of a
suitable antibiotic before they leave their homes. Seal'" recommended the
use of 1 g of streptomycin for this purpose.

Besides wards for the accommodation of the patients in the manifest
stage of pneumonic plague, admission wards as well as sufficiently spacious
wards for suspects must be provided for.

As in the case of bubonic plague hospitals, the admission ward should be
installed in a separate building, or in a shed or tent erected for this purpose.
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The incoming patients must be undressed, cleaned, if necessary also dis-
insected, provided with hospital garments, and then sent to their proper
wards. Contact between suspects and those suffering from manifest pneu-
monic plague must be strictly avoided.

It would be ideal to accommodate the suspects in individual rooms or
cubicles, but this is as a rule impossible. However, a fair amount of pro-
tection can easily be afforded to the suspects by placing screens between the
individual beds, which should not be placed close to one another.

Management of Contacts

It is no doubt desirable to accommodate the contacts of pneumonic
patients for a period of 6-10 days in quarantine camps instead of leaving
them at home-both in order to ensure that abortive treatment is effectively
carried out and to detect signs of incipient illness at once. However, since
removal of the contacts to a camp may be so much resented by the people as
to lead to the hiding of cases, the plague staff should not go too far in
insisting upon this measure, provided that it is possible to make adequate
arrangements for observation and abortive treatment of the contacts in
the houses. In particular, it may be advisable to leave one or two inmates
in farmhouses to care for the livestock.

Abortive treatment should be started even before the contacts leave
their houses. In the camp they must be seen at least twice daily, when their
temperatures and pulses must be taken. Those appearing to be even slightly
ill must be separated from the rest, closely observed, and sent to the
suspect wards unless they rapidly improve or obviously suffer from another
disease. Development of manifest pneumonic plague in a camp is a sign
of bad management.

Protection of Staff

As shown by the deplorably large number ofpneumonic plague infections
among isolation-hospital workers or other staff members, proper precau-
tions must be taken by all persons attending sufferers from this form of the
disease. The most important of these precautions is the wearing of a proper
mask.

As described by Chun,29 the mask used in the Manchurian outbreaks
" consists of two layers of gauze enclosing a flat oblong piece of absorbent cotton. It can
be easily made by cutting the usual surgical gauze (9 inches wide [23 cm]) ... into strips,
each measuring 3 feet [1 m] in length. Each strip is then folded lengthwise so as to
contain in the middle a piece of cotton wool measuring 4 inches by 6 inches [10 cm by
15 cm] in area and 1/2 inch [1.3 cm] in thickness. At either end of the gauze two cuts
each measuring 15 inches [38 cm], are made, thus turning the pad into a two-tail gauze
bandage, with the central piece of wool over the nose and mouth. The upper tails of
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each side should be passed round the head above the ear and tied together behind. The
lower tails should in a similar manner be passed under the ear and tied...

In individuals with prominent noses a lacuna is left on each side when the mask is
adjusted. In order to obliterate the leak, the insertion of small cotton plugs within the
upper margin of the mask to fill up the empty spaces on either side of the nose is to be
recommended ".

As a further precaution, the hospital staff wore a hood made of cloth with
a layer of silk, 6 inches (15 cm) wide, sewn in front of the nose and mouth
area. This hood, which had apertures for the eyes, was tucked inside the
overall at the neck of the wearer. Goggles were worn, but alternatively
another kind of hood provided with a frontal mica window was worn over
the gauze-cotton mask.f

In addition to the masks, and, if necessary, hoods and goggles, the
workers were protected by hospital gowns closing at the back, and one-piece
linen trousers and stockings, as well as by rubber or high leather boots.
Rubber gloves were worn when there was danger of coming in contact with
sputum. The working apparel, particularly the masks, had to be worn not
only in the wards but whenever there was a possibility of coming in touch
with plague patients with lung involvement.

Disinfection of Contaminated Objects

While it seems unnecessary to carry out wholesale disinfection of the
rooms or houses from which pneumonic plague patients have been removed,
careful sterilization of all objects contaminated with their sputum is essential.

Removable articles of little value, which have become soiled with
sputum, are best burnt. Garments and bedding, which have become
contaminated, ought to be sterilized by steam or boiled. Water at boiling
temperature should be poured over sputum deposited on bedsteads, floors,
or walls. Deposits on level surfaces should then be covered with lime
powder. Contaminated parts of the walls, or preferably the whole walls,
should be freely treated with whitewash.

The patients should be given solid and large sputum cups or spittoons,
which should be frequently sterilized by boiling them together with their
contents.

The urine and the stools of the patients should be mixed with generous
amounts of milk of lime before they are disposed of. Boiling water ought
then to be used to clean the containers, unless they can be sterilized
by steam.

The methods of dealing with the dead bodies of pneumonic plague
victims will be discussed later (see page 541).

f It is interesting to note that, according to Rooks et al.,"1' repeated laundering of the gauze material
used for hospital masks greatly increased the bacterial filtering efficiency of the latter.
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Value of Vaccination

Killed vaccines
The problem of to what extent administration of killed vaccines was of

value for the prevention of pneumonic plague was thoroughly discussed
during the International Plague Conference held in 1911 at Mukden,
Manchuria.95 Summarizing these discussions, Stanley 207 stated that:

" From the evidence available it was not possible to draw definite conclusions as to the
value of protective inoculation against plague pneumonia; but the general opinion was
that the infection was too massive when the lungs were involved for the ordinary methods
in use to be of much value ".

As far as the present writer is aware, no further facts have been recorded
to establish that administration of killed vaccines is of direct benefit in
pneumonic plague epidemics. The method was not used during the 1917-18
Shansi outbreak, Young 244 postulating that vaccination would have given
a false sense of security which might have led to a neglect of essential
precautions, especially the wearing of masks.

During the 1920-1 pneumonic epidemic in and near Manchuria, vaccina-
tion was used only in the Russian Coast Province, where the disease caused
but little havoc. How far it was effective, it is impossible to say because
(a) probably most of the 6,000 vaccinated Russians, who remained free
from plague, were under no real risk of infection, and (b) nothing is
known regarding the fate of the 3,000 vaccinated Chinese.29

It is significant that Wu,238 discussing the management of pneumonic
plague epidemics in general, made no reference to the use of vaccines.

Live vaccines
In the opinion of Grasset,70 the efficacy of live plague vaccine in the

prevention of pneumonic plague was " shown by the small number of
plague cases among immunized persons even among very close contacts of
pneumonic cases ". It is important to note, however, that most of the
latter contacts received prophylactic serum doses as well as vaccine. Thus
an old woman, who had remained healthy even though she had attended
four pneumonic plague victims in her household, had been given in addition
to live vaccine not less than 100 ml of plague immune serum prophylac-
tically.

Compiling the statistics on a large-scale trial of his Tjiwidej vaccine,
Otten 153 omitted to consider the 84 pneumonic plague patients, 36 of whom
had been vaccinated, " on the presumption based upon data available from
literature and personal research, that this vaccination could not be expected
to guarantee any protection against aerogenic infection, at least when
subcutaneously administered at the relatively small dose adhered to till
now
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Girard,65 discussing the potential value of EV vaccine in the prevention
of pneumonic plague, made the following statement:

" Our answer to this often asked question is that guinea-pigs are effectively protected
against the bronchopneumonia which is invariably caused in the controls through intra-
tracheal plague infection. And, despite the actual failure of this as well as of other modes
of vaccination, it is undeniable that protection against bubonic plague leads ipso facto
to a reduction of the pulmonary form which originates from the former type." g

With this conclusion one must thoroughly agree. Though evidently of
no direct value in warding off pneumonic plague infection in man, plague
vaccination is of indirect value by reducing the frequency and/or severity of
bubonic manifestations.

DISPOSAL OF THE DEAD

In the past, it was often considered necessary to cremate the dead bodies
of plague victims, but except that it formed an easy means of disposing of
numerous corpses, there was never any real need to resort to this practice
which was often utterly repulsive to the people. Now, when one may expect
that, owing to the availability of effective preventive and curative methods,
there will no longer be any mass mortality from plague, it is certainly
legitimate to bury the dead bodies instead of cremating them, unless crema-
tion is compatible with the religious tenets or customs of the populations
concerned.

As far as possible, the dead bodies of plague victims ought not to be
handled and encoffined by their relatives or friends but by burial squads.
The members of these should be provided with masks, protective garments,
and boots, as well as with thick rubber gloves or stout canvas mittens.

It was formerly often recommended that the shrouds or clothes of the
dead be moistened with strong antiseptics or that the dead bodies be
covered with lime. Since, however, such practices, because apt to coun-
teract putrefaction, may prolong persistence of the causative organisms in
the dead bodies, they are not to be recommended.

It may be well, however, to place a layer of lime or another absorbent
material into the coffins before the dead bodies are put in.

Burial in graves sufficiently deep to prevent access of rodents or other
rapacious animals is essential.

The garments and other belongings of bubonic plague victims dying in
their houses must be de-flea'd unless ample previous use of DDT has been

g " A cette question maintes fois pos6e, nous r6pondrons que le cobaye est effectivement protege
contre la bronchopneumonie que d6termine invariablement chez les t6moins l'inoculation de virus dans la
trach6e. Et ce qui est indiscutable, malgr6 les echecs a I'actif de cette vaccination comme de toute autre,
c'est que la protection contre la peste bubonique entraine ipso facto la 'rduction des formes pulmonaires
qui en d6rivent."
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made. In the case of pneumonic plague victims, due attention must be paid
to the sterilization of all sputum-soiled articles.

Funeral ceremonies in the houses of plague victims, which may involve
assembly of many people, should be discountenanced as far as possible.

CONTROL OF THE SPREAD OF PLAGUE AT DISTANCE

As will be gathered from the statements made in earlier parts of these
studies, a spread of plague at distance may be effected:

(1) by the arrival in a hitherto unaffected area of a plague patient who
left an active focus when already ill or when incubating the disease;

(2) by the transport of infected fleas on the persons or in the baggage of
travellers;

(3) by the carriage of infected rodents and/or fleas in transport vehicles
or in goods carried by these.

As noted before, the appearance of pneumonic plague in a hitherto
unaffected locality was quite frequently due to the arrival of a bubonic plague
patient who had developed lung complications en route. Patients who fall
ill with primary pneumonic plague while travelling and those who become ill
after reaching their destination are equally apt to spread the infection in this
form. It is, on the contrary, an unlikely contingency that rodent infection will
be produced in a hitherto plague-free locality by the arrival of a bubonic
patient who brought no infected fleas with him. Importation of such fleas
by human agency, i.e., on the persons or in the baggage of travellers, who
may or may not have contracted plague themselves, may take place and may
lead to the infection of persons attacked by these fleas and/or to a transition
of P. pestis to the rodents. On the whole, however, this mode of spread is
not frequent, particularly not as far as long-distance spread is concerned.

Carriage of infected rodents and/or fleas in transport vehicles or in
export goods is of ominous importance for the spread of plague.

In order to prevent the transport of bubonic plague infection by human
agency, it is sufficient as a rule: (a) to ascertain the good state of health of the
intending travellers through their medical inspection immediately before
departure; (b) to de-flea their baggage with the aid of DDT, calcium cyanide,
or by other means; and (c) in the case of serious and/or not well-controlled
outbreaks, to apply DDT to these persons as is done for the purpose of
controlling louse-borne typhus. The administration of plague vaccine to
intending travellers, though not required by the international quarantine
regulations,236 ought to be given serious consideration as far as local traffic
within or near plague-affected areas is concerned. However, in order to be
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effective, vaccination of the Intending travellers must be completed at least
a week before their departure.

While it is not difficult to adopt these procedures in regard to travellers
intending to proceed by regular routes on larger ships or on trains or buses,
it is often most difficult to implement these methods in the case of local
traffic by primitive means of communication. However, the installation of
temporary quarantine stations at strategic points round the affected localities
is apt to remedy this situation to a considerable extent.

In the case of pneumonic plague outbreaks it is as a rule quite sufficient
to examine the intending travellers immediately before departure, ascertain-
ing at the same time that they have not been in contact with patients and
have not lived in or near foci of the infection. Persons who have had recent
contact with pneumonic plague patients, and preferably also those suspected
of such contact, ought to be kept under quarantine for 6-10 days before
they are permitted to leave.

It is quite easy to prevent the carriage of infected rodents and/or fleas in
transport vehicles or in goods as long as one has to deal with the larger sea-
going ships. As provided for in the international sanitary regulations,2
sea-going ships must be fumigated periodically unless, because they are kept
free from infestation through rat-proofing procedures or regular anti-rodent
measures, they have been granted exemption certificates. Suspect goods
to be carried by them may be fumigated before loading or may be disin-
fested after unloading on lighters or on shore.

There ought to be no great difficulty in adopting similar procedures even
on small vessels plying on inland waterways, particularly those within or
near plague foci-the less so because 1080 and calcium cyanide may be used
in place of elaborate fumigation methods.
DDT may be used to keep railway cars, buses, and trucks free from

fleas, while calcium cyanide is satisfactory for dealing with the goods carried
by railways and trucks. Again, however, it is most difficult to control
adequately the local traffic of goods apt to harbour infected fleas or even
rodents, particularly small grain consignments transported by primitive
means of communication, such as carts or pack animals, or carried by
porters. Temporary quarantine stations may prove useful in such cases, but
it is far more important to prevent goods destined for export from becom-
ing infested by providing rat-proof storage facilities for them. As has been
noted, in emergencies such goods may be kept on elevated platforms, the
supports of which are provided with rat-guards.

There can be no doubt, however, that the most effective method of pre-
venting the spread of plague at distance is to deal rapidly and drastically
with the local manifestations of the infection. Fully adequate methods are
available for this purpose so that the task now confronting the plague
workers is to apply these procedures intensively and universally.
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RItSUM1t

Cette 6tude est consacreea la prophylaxie de la peste et plus particulirement a la
lutte contre les rongeurs et les insectes vecteurs.

La lutte contre les rongeurs domestiques, les rats en particulier, peut s'effectuer par
diverses methodes dont les unes - la destructiona coups de batons ou par les chiens,
chats, furets ou mangoustes - ont peu de valeur dans une campagne massive de dera-
tisation. Le piegeage par trappesa appats, quel'auteur decrit en detail, ne donne souvent
pas les r6sultats escomptes: la diminution des rongeurs est rapidement compensee par
l'intense multiplication des survivants, mieux nourris. L'empoisonnement, pour etre
efficace, doitetre entrepris sous forme de campagnes de grande envergure. On a recours
aux appats alimentaires additionnes d'arsenic, de baryum, de scille rouge, de strychnine,
de phosphure de zinc, d'ANTU, de 1080, d'anticoagulants tels que les derives de la
coumarine. L'auteur compare entre elles ces diverses substances, la maniere de les uti-
liser, et souligne les precautions a prendre pour eviter la mefiance des rats et les empoi-
sonnements accidentels de personnes et d'animaux domestiques. L'infection artificielle
des rats par des germes pathogenes, tels que Salmonella enteritidis, en faveur dans cer-
tains pays, aete deconseillee par le Comit6 d'experts de la Peste, au cours de sa deuxieme
session. Les vapeursl6tales et les gaz toxiques utilis6s comme fumigants peuvent detruire
les rats dans leurs terriers et une partie de leurs ectoparasites. La protection des aliments,
leur mise hors de l'atteinte des rats, l'assainissement du milieu, sont autant de mesures
adjuvantes au sujet desquelles la population doitetre instruite afin qu'elle apporte sa
collaboration a l'aeuvre d'extermination des rongeurs.

Selon les vues du Comit6 d'experts de la Peste, les methodes de construction
qui empechent l'acces des rats aux habitations ou aux greniers (rat-proofing), sont
superieures aux techniques de destruction qui viennent d'etre enumerees et qui, pour
etre efficaces, doivent etre rep6t6es periodiquement. Ces dernieres sont cependant de
precieux auxiliaires. Il est souvent judicieux de combiner les deux formes de lutte.

On lutte contre les rongeurs sauvages par les armesa feu, les poisons, les fumigations
et la dynamite. Aucun de ces procedes, malgr6 les succes locaux enregistres, ne permet
d'eliminer completement le risque que representent les foyers de rongeurs sauvages
pour les collectivites rurales.

Dans la lutte contre les puces, le DDT aete employ6 avec succes ces dernieres ann6es.
Mais on a signale, dans diverses regions, une accoutumance des puces a cet insecticide.
Le DDT s'est montr6 actif contre les rats eux-memes, qui s'intoxiquent en lechant leur
pelage. L'auteur passe en revue les preparations de DDT et leurs modes d'application.
D'autres insecticides, tels que le HCH, les compos6s organiques du phosphore et du
soufre, ceux du piperonyl ajoutes au pyrethre, le fluorure de sodium, ont ete utilisks
comme pulicides. L'auteur discute la valeur relative de ces divers produits ainsi que
celle des compos6s utilises pour la desinfestation des cereales.

Lorsque la peste bubonique se d6clare, il est necessaire d'hospitaliser les malades,
moins pour eviter la contagion au foyer, qui se produit fort rarement, que pour prodiguer
au malade les soins les meilleurs. Lorsqu'il n'y a pas d'hopital permanent ou de salles
pour pesteux, il faut loger les malades dans des locaux auxquels les rats ne peuvent
acc6der. Les pulverisations de DDT dans les maisons ou s'est declare un cas de peste
bubonique ont rendu inutile l'isolement des sujets contacts et d6suete l'6vacuation des
locaux infectes. Par contre, il peut etre indique d'evacuer temporairement une maison
envahie par les rats, qui doit etre d6sinfestee radicalement.

L'immunisation par le vaccin augmente la resistance de la population 'a l'infection,
specialement si elle est repetee annuellement.

Les divers moyens de lutte contre la peste bubonique, qui viennent d'etre 6num6r6s,
ont tous leur role a jouer et ne s'excluent pas. Le DDT constitue un moyen tr6s puissant
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de prevention de la peste humaine, pour autant que les puces n'y deviennent pas refrac-
taires. Des campagnes periodiques de pulverisations reduisent de fagon significative la
pullulation des puces. L'emploi du DDT cependant, de l'avis de la plupart des pesto-
logues, ne dispense pas de lutter contre les rongeurs. Dans les efforts entrepris pour
rompre le contact entre le rongeur et l'homme, la protection des habitations est certai-
nement la methode la plus efficace. Le DDT ne peut remplacer non plus la vaccination
- qui augmente les chances de guerison en cas d'infection. En outre, dans certaines
regions, iH est plus facile de reunir toute la population pour la vacciner que de traiter
au DDT des habitations dissemin&es sur de vastes espaces.

L'hospitalisation des pesteux pneumoniques ou, 'a defaut, leur isolement, est indis-
pensable afin d'eviter la contagion. La chimio-prophylaxie donne toujours d'excellents
resultats, mais il est i conseiller d'isoler les sujets contacts 6-10 jours dans des camps
de quarantaine pour leur assurer un traitement approprie et deceler toute eventuelle
manifestation de la maladie. L'auteur decrit les masques et vetements dont doit &re
muni le personnel s'occupant des pesteux pulmonaires. I1 indique les mesures 'a prendre
pour la sepulture des victimes, lorsque la cr6mation n'est pas possible.

Dans la derniere partie de l'etude, les mesures ah prendre pour eviter la dissemination
de la maladie, tant sur le plan regional que sur le plan international, sont passees en revue.

L'auteur affirme dans sa conclusion que l'on dispose actuellement des moyens de
circonscrire la peste en traitant rapidement et radicalement les manifestations locales
de la maladie. Il s'agit de les appliquer intensivement et universellement.
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